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TO LET.
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To Rent.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

my
formerly
H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable for lawrHEpied by D.tailors
insuranco. Can be ufied tosuit of rooms

MANUFAOTURBR OP

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
HcDonongh Patent Bed T.onnges, Enameled Chairs, Ac.
ey-AIl kinds of repairing neatly done. Fnrnltnre
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MARKET SQUARE,
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Residence Cor. Congress & Yaughn St.
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_LET.
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SHEPHERD ft CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

OVER

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
Below /he

Post-Office*

Inquire of SHEPHERD t&CCh. LAMB & FARNSVORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
1 lass,, Box 117ja20tf
To Let.
A BOUT February first the Stores and Chambers
on
Union
nL
St., now occupied bv Caldwell &
i lodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
jalldtfST, JOHN SMITH.
To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
(
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROB1 NSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30.1874
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Also Novelties in
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wo. 7. Clapp’S Block, Congress St.
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THE PATENT

-“Reinforced”—
SHIRT BOSOM.
Do uot Crack or Slit Out in tlie Plaits.
Linen.

For sa'e by
K. A. OTA
J. B.

bprj

near Buxton
as a pub-

from P.
house,
& Rochester Railroad Station, together with 26 acres
>f excellent land, and suitable buildings to accommolate public travel. Connected with this commodious
muse are stables, bowling alleys, well and cisterns of
water, and large orchard. This farm cuts about 20
For
cons hay, has 5u loads of manure ready for use.
particulars of price and terms apply to UPHAM &
at
No.
7
Estate
Exchange
3ARDINER,Real
Agents,
St., Portland. The property can be seen and examaprSSdlm
ned on inquiring at the house.

Farm for Sale !
Farm, situated in Fal-

from Portland, containing about
THEmouth. 3 miles
of land, together with buildings

dxty (60)

mss E. J>.

dlm

AT

COGIA HAM STORE,

half house

corner

Bramhall

10 finished
stable and
located and
the premises

plenty ol yard room. Very pleasantly
convenient to horse railroad. %Apply on
or at 6f Commercial St., to J. W. VEATON.
apr!5

dtf

F.

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.
Money
first

Estate

ox” BSK.y’»P3M2»

WANTED.
of
to know that tho great French System
u tew days
Dress Cutting will bo taught but
wishLadies
5«.
ouger at United Stales Hotel, room
aremaking more
ng to learn must call soon. Ladies
ban men’s wages selling Ibis great French method,
ind Teaching, and Designing Trimmings. Agents
Headquarters
vanted for Chicago and Portland.
f88 Broad vny, N. Y.
Linings cut free Wednesday
attest the systemap?9dlw

LADIES

CLEANING and Jobbing done by M.
C. MAPS. Order Slate at trie Daily Press
Crtli- e. All orders promptly attended to. Residence
at No. 15 Washington St.
aprltf

on

Winter St.for sale

story house No. 56 Winter street, 12 rooms,

Gas and Sebago.
arranged for two families.
THE
rents
Good drainage. One story house in rear, that

month.
fo?“n dollars per
mortgage.

Lot about 30x120. *2.600
Will be sold low. Apply
can remain on
WnltoF G PATTERSON, dealer m real estate,
Hall.
iams Block, second building east of city
(1‘iw

fo

Hall.___«P8litf
Fot Sale.

story bouse No. 8 Dow streot. This
the sun
proiierty is pleasantly situated having
all day. Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
for
another
Lot
largo enough
also good well Water.
can
house. A large jwrtion of the purchase money
on (be
the
house
at
remain on a mortgage. Apply
two

afternoon of any business

day.

ap7dtf

Afternoon of English Ballad by the following
talent:

Small Houses lor Sale.
on Munjoy Hill in a gooil neighborhood, just completed, 1} story house, 7 rooms,

SITUATED

lot 36x100 for *2,000. Terms *900 cask, balance on
mortgage atO percent. 1} story house, 7 rooms,
at
lot 41x80, price *1,800. Terms *800 cash, balance
Oner cent.
1} story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
in
Real
G.
PATTERSON,dealer
000. Apply to F.
Estate, Williams Block, second building cast City

Hall._iHir3dti_
GOOD
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pressed

hay

or small quantities.
VOK HALE BY

large

1). BECK,
Cumberland Bon»c«

GEORGE

Tickets, including

Reserved Seat, 50
Music Store.

cents. For

2£.

ap24d7t
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FANCY GOODS.
Nelson & Gould,
TO

SUCCESSORS

L. C. NELSON & CO.,

OPEN

8 TEMPLE STREET.
d3m
apl2

—

A

and expense,
large stock of the

great Heal of
hand a

se-

care

VERY BEST COALS
that are

mined for Winter

Department

John’s and Hickory Coals!
i VTe will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
lurable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Harleigh Lehigh Coal
NEVER FAILS TO SLIT.

60 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Nearly
0pp. New Custom House
J
■Jecll

Business,
full

a

line of

MILLINERY

■ ■

Hosiery.
SPECIALTIES.
Ladies’ “Real Irish” Balbriggan Silk
Clocked Hose, extra length, oO cents.
Ladies’ “British Finish” White Hose,
25 cents,
2 Button Kid Gloves, all shades,

75

Balmoral Hosiery, from 12 cts. to $1.50,
Brown or While Grounds.

FANCY GOODS,
SUCH AS

—

Hamburgs 5 cents and upwards.
Call early before the assortment
Is broken.

—

CLOVES,
HOSIERY,
HANDKERCHIEFS,

NELSON"&

SILKS,
RIBBONS,
FLO AVERS,
FEATHERS,
CRAPES,
VELVETS,
OLD LADIES’ DRESS CAPS,
and all other goods usually kept in
of this kind.

a

first class store

We shall open this Morning
a

Hosiery.

large assortment of

503

very

a

25,

Photograph Gallery.

as

they

Also

a

Latest

Jail_(ltf
Photograph Rooms,

New

GEO.
v,

ill be

St,

opp, U. S. Hotel.

happy to

see

all in

want

On and after

HIS

Monday, April 5tli.

Old Pictnrescopied and fin In lard *«*
Oil or Wmer Colors iu the beef utauner.

apr4__d|m

MOLASSES-!
Choice Grocery, Ponce, Porto Rico and

Sagua Molasses,

now

lending

apU_
one

sale, please
ap22dlw*

a

our

stock in the

CEMETERY.
or

partly

im-

Presa

omct*

some

elegant rooms

in the old

respectfully
examine our goods.
Uggp* Wo

sold at

public

to

CLOSING OUT.
A

out

VERY

A. M.

within

3» days,

LOW

FIGURE,

EUREKA
my

BED

LOUNGE

whole attention to its manufacture.

J. 15. MARLOW,
aplD

dtf

Congress Street.
to the public on Moninvited to call aud ex-

rooms
are

apiCdtf

“surprise
EXTRA DRY HOP

YEAST,
Manufactured by

CHIPMAN &

AGER,

No. VS C’oiuiuercial Street, Bo*t«u.
I have been appointed Agent for the above named
inauyeast, and an* prepared to supply the trade at
utacturer’s prices.

GREEN,

CYltUS
9
aprl4

NO.

MOULTON

ST.,

POBTI-ANO.

___

FOR SALE,
STEP
PINE FLOORING and
tor sale low
In lots to suit purchasers,

BOARDS
SOUTHERN
close

to

Job Printing of every dcucriptaoii neatly executed at thin Office.

J

P S.-I shall open my
day, April 5ih, when all
amine them.

My entire stock of
Louugcsi Knsy Chairs, Parlor Chairs,
Parlor Nuit*. Mirror*, Sofa*, Chamber
Sets, Sprius Beils, Dlattresses,. &c,
as tbe increasing demand for

McKENNEY,

1

a

m,28

consignment

even

pas-

do uot read aionymoas letters and communiTire name and address of the writer are ii

Indispensable,

cases

not

necessarily tor publicatioa

guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are net used.
as a

or

reserve

comtm.-

The action of the Louisiana conservatives
ayowedly based on the doctrine that no
faith is to be kept with Northern radices.
Of course then the solemn pledges made by
the Southern states on their re-admittance to
the union are to be broken as soon as it is
safe and convenient to do so.
is

-1_

Colorado i3

very lively place now, and

a

the

rising young man is hastening there in
multitudes; for be sees his opportunity.
Two United States Senators, one Representative in Congress, a Governor, state judges,
and

a

host of other state officials

chosen

and

everybody

is

are

to be

getting ready

to

grow up with the country.

Mayor-elect Johnson of Cincinnati has

presented to the defeated candidate, Mr. John
Robinseo, a so-'d ivory cane, cut without a
break from the tusk of an elephant. Mr.
Robinso* is ponularly supposed to have seen
the ekphant at the late municipal election,
but l was not thought that lie contracted a
str*ng admiration for the animal.

Thebe

can

be no

question but that tho
reversing their vote of

Executive Couucil in

Thursday rejecting the nomination of Hon.
Libbey for Associate Justice ot the
Suprema Court, pursued the wisest course;
Artemas

and there is no doubt but that their action

regret

KyAN & KELSEY
No. ItilComuiereial Street

or

condemn the action ot

Thursday.

It seems that the telegraphic despatch announcing the death of Donaldson, the aeronaut, was sent by Donaldson himself and
signed with the fictitious name of Spencer.
No doubt the “Professor” wished he was
dead and out of the scrape while rushing
down through the
air^ in his basket, and the
wish was father to the thought. There is
some doubt if the mourning would have been
general had the report proved true.
The London Telegraph still insists that
the Pope is coming to New York, and that
the ablegate who brought over the baretta to
Cardinal M’Closkey is charged with the arrangements for the transportation of the Holy See. Indeed there is no other country to
flee to. Neither France nor Austria will offer shelter, Spain is too much disturbed for a
safe residence, and England will not renew
her offer of Malta. The teserve fund of the
Holy See, collected in view of an emergency,
is said to amount to $40,COO,000.
The New York Times says that the French
government, while agreeing to the postal
convention arranged last fall by the international commissioners, unites three conditions
with the acceptance. The first is that the
parties to the convention shall agree upon
some standard of weight.
The standard recommended by the commissioners was fifteen
grammes, which is a trifle less than half an
ounce.
The French government evidently
desires that the single rate should be reduced
still

lower,

but does not

specify

the

particu-

lar weight preferred. The second condition is
that maritime and land rates shall be made
uniform, which would be an important modification of the treaty as submitted. The
third condition requires the postponement of
the time when the treaty shall go into operation till June 1, 1876. The date fixed was
July 1,1875. The French fiscal and calendar years correspond, and France desires the
changes Ol rates to go into effect at the beginning of her next fiscal year because the calculations of revenue for the whole year have
been made up on the old basis. The conditions will be submitted to the councilors chosen by tbe commissioners, and they will decide whether the changes shall be made.
France does not positively decline to accept
the treaty even if her conditions are not complied with.
In the view of the Nation, M. Wallon, the
author of the present French constitution, is
well-fitted for the role of saviour of society.

That journal says that as the Minister of
Public Worship he has infused new life into
the languishing and almost despairing Liberal wing of the French Protestants. This
he has done by a simple manifestation of his
desire that they should obtain justice and be
protected from prosecution. The fatal gift of
a Synod, procured of the Thiers government
through the influence of M. Guizot, produced a schism which was aggravated by the
late ministry of McMahon. Auti-Orthodox
elections, conducted in disregard of a sort of
iron-clad oath imposed by the Synod, were
set aside as null, and great confusion was
thus caused in churches where the Liberal

decidedly in the majority.
obviously in store for
them, but their auxiety is now over. A delegation which they senfrup to Versailles had
an interview with M. Wallon, and demanded
equal treatment from the government for
Protestants were

Further troubles

were

themselves and their Orthodox brethren.
They denied the right of the government to
ovnn!

ft

an m

trftf*t.inn

fmm

t.hft 1?.A-

formed Chinches of France, and to elect it
into a new sect to be dealt with specially.
Separation, with retention of their own
property, they would agree to, but they
would not surrender their title to an unbroken descent from the Huguenots. M.
Wallon replied that he was disposed to ri^-

gard the

differences

n^thoJpEf'as

0f good
Judgment in contention. He preferred, however, that the issue should first
of State for decisiongo before the Council
There is little doubt that the solution proposed by the delegation will be reached. A
year ago the Liberals were reluctant to entertain it, but what has happened meantime
has convinced them that they had better
part company with the Orthodox, and save
their church property while they may. To
this the Orthodox cau hardly offer a serious
one

resistance._
Notwithstanding the repeated denials

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE.

nection with the matter.

Among these was
the following, made by one of the best-knowa
men on the Pacific coast:
A contest having
arisen over a valuable Mexican
grant in California, John Delano was directed to go in
person and look into the matter. A dispatch
from the Secretary directed the
party claiming the title to consult with his son upon
the question. The result of this was that ono
of the parties to the contest was
obliged to
pay John Delano $5000 in cash, and two or
three thousand shares of quicksilver stock in
a mine found on the tract.
These are points
of one charge made. Another is that certain
parties here, after long delk/ in au attempt to
procure action from the Secretary’s office,
which would insure the issuing of patents to
a large tract of land, were
finally referred to
John, who, after representing great press of
business and many difficulties hi the way of
obtaining these patents, ended by offering .to
put them through at once if six sections
could be patented to himself. These are but
specimens of a number of the same general
character.
Current Notes.
We have our faults, the country has its
dangers, but taken iu all, we are as wise, as
true, as patriotic as our ancestors.—Providence Journal.
It is a little queei that a Democratic governor of Massachusetts and a Kepublican governor of South Carolina met to celebrate a
national anniversary. But the incident teaches that parties however
potent.are short lived,
audthat they do not go down so deep as those
events
which
make
and unmake nagreat

tions.—Boston Herald.
John Blight to the Lexington centennial
Ists: ‘‘I cannot cross the ocean to )olu your
great company, and I know not how to write
you a letter fitting the occasion. I would
rather not think of an occasion when Englishmen shed blood, and English blood, on your
continent, and I would prefer to celebrate tho
freedom and grandeur of your country on
some other day.
But I can rejoice with you
in that freedom and grandeur, and wish,
with you, that they may be perpetual.”
Said Alexander H. Stephens, in a recent
speech at Sparta, Geoegia: ‘‘Gen. Graut is
the best man towards the south that ever

drew a sword against
eral Blair.”
An entemrisine

turned

son

us:

better than Gen-

of Massachusetts, who

honest penny

or two by vending
root beer at twenty cents a glass and bolivars
at five cents apiece the other day at Lexington, was heard to remark as he handed a customer a second glass, that he always knew
time and history would do justice to those
an

noble men.—N. T. Commercial Advertiser.
There is no cohesive force in the Democratic party, except that of public plunder.

It is a party of contradictions,j and cannot
possibly unite npon any platform more definite than that proposed by Senator Gordon.
—Chicago Times.

The Southern Democrats make very fine

promises and professions in their addresses to
the people of the North but their talk for
home consumption is of a widely different
character. In Houston, Texas, there is a
gifted young colored man who is achieving

great success as a teacher and instructor of
his race. Him the Houston Age describes as
“a filthy negro, educated at Oberlin College,
the hot-bed of all that is low, degraded, beast-

ly, and despicable.”
Judge Alphonso Taft of Cincinnati Is now
the most prominent candidate for the Repub-

lican nomination for governor of Ohio. Ha
has been twice elected Judge of the Supreme
Court in Cincinnati, and is spoken of as a
man of high character and ability.
The Washington Republican, which by
reason of its editorials and its fancied semiofficial character has been called the third
term organ, in a significant aiticle upon politics, says“The assumption of President
Grant’s candidacy for reelection is without
substantial authority,” and adds, as to VicePresident Wilson and a Richmond paper:
“No doubt Mr. Wilson Jhonestly believes it,
and the Whig also, but if they do they are
the victims of a successful attempt at editorial sensationalism begun a little more than a
year ago by the New York Herald. They
have certainly misunderstood all that has
been said on this subject in tbe columns of
ten from anything or ours that the third term
agitation has been authorized, for, as we have
repeatedly explained, we have never argued
the question except in the abstract.”

Softie confusion has occurred regarding

cent occurrences in New'

re-

People
who are ignorant of ot the “ancient” history
of our country have been misled by the headlines which surmount the telegraphic dispatches from that section, and imagim: that
England.

“Another Dam Burst” referred to tire Lexington and Concord affair, instead of the last
Mill river disaster.—Washington Republic.

Magazine Notices.
The April number of Blackwood’s Magazine,
just republished by the Leonard Scott Publishing Co., (41 Barclay street, N. Y.,) contains the
conclusion of Alice Lorraine, a novel showing
much descriptive power, and abounding in
quaint and forcible forms of expression, which
compensate for its defects as a story. As in
the old nursery tales, “They all lived in peace
forever after.”
The second article, Fashions and Tricks of
Speech, complains, that while the education of
the present day is vastly superior to that of the
past in the thoroughness of the instruction imthat it entirely neglects to show
how to c'othe thought in exact and appropriate
words; and as a necessary result, conversation
is becoming a lost art. A few conversational
phrases and a little slang are a poor substitute
for a deficient vocabulary. Remarks upon the
causes which have put good talk out of fash-

parted, yet

ion, and examples of the changes of meaning
and disuse of many words, and the introduction of new ones form a readable article.
Mr. Kinglake’s “Inkerman Volume” is reThe
ceived with almost unqualified praise.
writer remarks that he has “never read a fragment of history that has so thoroughly imhim with its conscientiong fidelity,"
and the extracts and details here given well
support that opinion.

pressed
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condemning the present tono cf art criticism in England, and asserting that the old
Greeks and Romans were the only ones who
really valued art.
The traveler through the Abode of Snow has
at last reached the Vale of Kaabmil iffhim
could not seempt^ffff the snowy plains ho had
ists

as
ffist traversed. It describes the inhabitants
forlorn creatures; aud the female race is deincidedly ugly. There are two IWanches of

dustry-raising silk worms and spinning silk,
and weaving Kashmir shawls. “The shawl-

allowed neither to leave Kashmir
to change their employment, so that they
their
are near'y in the fashion of slaves, and
a day.
average is only about throe half-pence
Politics before Easter makes a few remarks
the lata
on the elections of Dr. Kcneaiy and
the
John Mitehel to Parliament, and gives
the general
leading features of public affairs,
little
condition of which, it is affirmed, leaves
from the Opporoom either for cavil or censure
weavers are
nor

sition.
The

the

is an

way
May Atlantic, which by
Secretary Dela- excellent number of an excellent magazine,
an exquisite poem of Italy,
no many of the Washington correspondents
opens Witli Amalfi,
An installment of Mr.
Longfellow.
Mr.
matter
insist that his resignation has been a
by
Hudson follows, in which
of cabinet discussion. The correspondent of James's Roderick
Roderick and Christina become more and more
the Boston Advertiser, writing uuder date of
in each other. Mr. Aldrich has a
interested
Wednesday, says: This has been a lively day charming littls poem, The Pine and the Walat the White House, and in and out of Cabinut, of Newcastle aud the Kittery shore.
iuet circles, the unexpected publications in
Mr. Howells gives a sympathetic and appreto the
regard to what was going on iu regard
ciative sketch of Alfieri, the Italian poet and
Delano
S. J. Barrows discourses enterInterior department and Secretary
dramatist.
for discussiou. In
The Northwestern Mule and His
of
heated
a
subject
tainingly
furnishing
fact remains that a
Driver. A Sonnet, to F. A., is from the pen
spite of all denials, the
involv- of Mr. Lowell. Somebody asks What is an
number of specific and grave charges
to give
his sen have
and
Delano
American, and finds himself puzzled
Secretary
ing both
He thinks wo are
attention
of
the
the
answer,
to
the
deteriorating
oHate been brought
ourthat our only chance for recovering
President by various responsible parties, and and
the fires
rekindling
life
new
by
selves is to gaiu
for
President’s
the
to
leaving
that previous
centennial year.
of euthusiasm during the
Concord means were taken to have Mr. Dewe say he is from Pennsylvania.
Need
lano understand that his resignation would bo
Mark Twain continues Old Times on the
accepted. If the message did not reach him Mississippi, Mr. Whittier gives his centennial
by the indirect communication adopted, this poem at Lexington, and W. M. Baker tells a
fact would account for the discredit attempted story of the war in Merely a Mirror. Sarah
to be thrown upon the announcement, by
O Jewett has some pretty verses, entitled Tovirtue of the fact that Mr. Delano joined the gether. Mr. Sanborn’s Virginia Campaign of
outthe President’s party. It has been denied John Brown carries the story up lo the
of preparathat specific charges have been brought to 1 break, aud is lively with Ihe notes
in
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I shall clow

the times.
My prices will be sucli as will be snit
Great inducement offered to clubs.

call and

No. 3 Free Street Block.M

AT

Best Manner.

bcat.cn.

PRICES !

invite the

in the

Photography,

has

230 Federal Street—New Number.

i»

inform my friends and the public

My rooms are pronounced ho every one that
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, and
equal to any in the United States.
be
The best light, and, m fact, rooms that cannot

The Store will be open E»f«i»*» unlil
further Notice.

requires

GEO. S. HUNT & CO
d2w
EVERGREEN

of

WHOLESALE^

THE

at Central Wharf,
and lor sale by

to

Styles,qualities aud Prices.

will be

ROOMS,

NEW

of

of

PHOTOGRAPHS AND FERREOTYPES,

pleased

all the

Herman S. Kaler & Co

eTbROWN

am

All Styles of Pictures In the Art

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

reach by

ol

Untrimmed Goods

The most

276 Middle

large variety

in

N. B.—Collars and Cuffs sent to Troy Laundry.
Look like new. Cost only 3c each.

can

UEO'HOVM iiall

3?

are much under market price.,

deo<12w

-L'xi xu \rw

hat I have iitted up

diiect from the

summer wear. VTC

invite especial attention to our
and 50 cent lots of above goods,

BROWN.

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

large Assortment of

aim

OF

WEST

ap!5

The only place in the city which you

Cotton Hosiery for Ladles’, Gents’ and
unuureu's spring

L. AUG. GOULD.

Congress Street,

DOORS

FOUR

I

Wc offer

GOULD.

GEO. F. NELSON.

LACES,

■

CENTS,

$1.00, $1.25, $1,50, $1.75.

AND

rr«_

uotton

our

use.

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try our

Wednesday, April
selected stock of

LADIES’, MISSES’ & CHILDREN’S

—

in connection witli

a
on

15th,

Balmoral and Plain White

Retail

We have with
lected and have

Will open thin day
a large and well

DAY

THIS

laving
lot, improved,
in Evergreen Cemetery, that
ANYproved,address
it,VERGKIi. EiN

v’tf

Stwckbriilge, Tenor,

AND

AT

2} story bouse in the Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families,
Sebago and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price *4800.
House rents for *512, per annum. Terms *500 cash,
balance on time. Apply to F. G. PaTJERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildap7dtf
ing east ot City Hall.

fcl>12

AND

SHALL

WE

House lor Sale.

A

1st,

3 1-3 O’CLOCK,

Mr. Will II.

OPENING.

__

A House for $350©!
NEARLY new 1} story house, in tbe western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
furnaeo
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and
Sunny location ami convenient
BO with the bouse.
Dealer
horse cars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
east
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second building
ot city

May

Mr. B. C. Karnabee, Basso,
Mr. B. Koizschmar, Accompanist.

on

PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate. Office 379}
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
ocMtf
Pearl Sts._

WINDOW

Afternoon,

class lieal Estate Security, In Portland,

or

CHAPPELLE, Agent.

MISS ANNIE LOUISE CARY, Contralto,
Mr*. Mabel Burnham, Soprano,

to Loan.

ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Soramission. 'Houses bought aud sold. Apply to F.

W. J.

tf

MIDDLE

Randall&McAllister

a

music store at 50 ceuta each.

Ballad Concert.

apl7

For Sale.
and

Stockbridge’a
apr24dlw

AT

6 TEMPLESTREETS

We give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

two

at

sale at Stockbrklge’s
Doors oi>en at
Concert

acres

story
and Western promenade, with
THESt.cemented
Good
cellar and gas.

ARTISTS 2

The largest aud most complete HALTj 8DOW
in America.
Reorganized, enlarged and improved
for the grand triumphal tour of 1875.
Everything New! Everything Brilliant!
For full particulars see posters and programmes.
General admission, floor or gallery, ONLY
25 CENTS.
A few choice seats (limited to 500) can be secured

THE

—

thereon, consisting of 2J Bt"ry house, ham, etc., will
Terms
lie sold at a bargain if applied for at once.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
liberal. Apply to
St.
93
Exchange
aprl0d3w

Caipel Bc;t!ing,

BRETT,

VIUKEBW A- L.SIGHTON,

COKEY.
EASTMAN BROS,

late Col. Berry,

URN

BARGAINS, GRAND MAY DAY

where we propose to keep

a

BONNETS.

Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves, &c.

from Pare

of the

30.

and his great troupe of

Satnrday

129 MIDDLE

233

ONLY,

nB

be,

will meet the approval of a large majority of
their party associates. We did not meet a
prominent Republican yesterday who did not

HALL

NIGHT

WA S

BARGAINS!

Wholesale

property
Lower Corner, known and improved
rHE
situated three quarters of mile
ic

CITY

An

this State.

SALE.

Valuable Hotel Stand.

an

Airmit

RETURN OF THE FAVORITJS.

sortment to he found in

rHE

A

G. W. STANHOPE. RnsinMs

ONE

We

to

cations.

as

LOTJISE !
Reserved seats for sale at Music Hall three days in
advance, commencing April 26tli.

SPECIALTY

Come while you have

Valuable Iron Works
Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale. This property ocan acre of land on tide water on Comabout
cupies
nercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Sion. Boiler
shop,and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
ind a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
in
arge and constantly increasing list of customers
Sew England, and Canada, and is now running on
ull time on orders, a more favorable opportunity
?or investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.
jal2

has been engaged expressly and will appear

heard of before.

as-

icre laud.
Apple trees. On Stevens Plains, Deerng. beside the Horse Railroad, near head Pleasant
itreet, within half mile Westbrook Seminary, Good
schools, churches and depots. Horoo care pass to and
from Portland every 15 minutes from 6 A. M. to 11
It is ono
E\ M. Recently occupied by E. A. Joy.
)f the prettiest and healthiest places in the State.
Apply to E. A. JOY, Agent, 499 Congress, Cor. Brown
5t., just above Preble House, Portland, Me.
d&wlm
apr22

FOB

The Young and Accomplished Actress,
lUISS LILLIE ELDKIDCE,

never

BARGAINS,

largest and best

The

TWO ORPHANS !

“CITY HALL,

G. D. B. Fisk & Co,

FOR SALE.

Portland, April 6,1875.

W.W. Whipple* Co.,

iTIauufnctnrcd

A1XJJ »lAi51iFi

|OKI\SO\ & CLARK. 1VHE

BY

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

„

ANEW

16
ated on Cumberland St., between Green and High
Terms easy.
Portland.
5t.
Apply to JORDAN
BROTHERS, No. 11 Panforth St.aprl*lm

Henry T. Carter & Co., A
fcbHo

SALE

Rouse for Sale.
two story French Roc f House, containing
rooms, with all modern improvements, situ-

Will bo performed Mr. Hart Jackson’s adaptation of

Friday, April

Bargains

were

as

ON

aprlO

188 FORE STREET.

mi

FOR

For Sale.

House

BARGAINS

GOOD

!0Sk\
ws)

can

Superior
—

N E W

friends and

offer

such

Before the War.

A

UNION

1

We

MITCHELL.Managers.

ai>24d7t

Press, and we hare no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

Palmer.

&

The most beautiftil plas seen in New York for years.

Buy before it is too Late.

THAN

reasonable terms a Cottage House in Ivnightville, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosy home
J. G. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
marlO*lwtfPortland Dry Dock.

store at

INJECTOR

21* COITETIERCIJtE STREET,

MANUFACTURED

for
good repair,
dwelling
The liou*e can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. M ORSE,
sorner of Pearl apd Middle Sts.ja!5dlf

Store

our

opportunity.

sale.

rooms,

Flour, Grain & Feed,

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABEE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevatdrs. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
AGENTS

Flouring Co.,
dealers In

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

NOBBY,

THEATRE

COMBINATION !

they will bring!

LOWER

State street

SQUARE

By permission of Messrs. Shook

in

Every regnlar attache of the Press is furnisher
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent oui
journal, as we have information that several '‘hummers** are seeking courtesies in the name of tbt
with

bnt

April 29th, 30th and ITIay |*t,

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 24,187«

all

HALL,

NTTJSIO HALL,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Evenings and Saturday Matinee,

for

shop- We sell
goods for what

or

and to he soltl at Prices

com-

well-known Crocker

STORE,

SEED

pm'T.ADffiLPHIA.

old

Bought Cheap,

property
12000 feet of land, with
THEcontaining about
house in
modious
is offered
on

are

is for sale at

Every garment

worn.

mar23dtf

well-known Deane

Our Fixtures

o. F.

On Monday Evningr, April 26, 1875,

UNION

Shapes and Colors. •tel is Milne!

apply to,

premises.

our

All theNewiDesigns HALF PRICE!

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

LGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

Office.,

MA-N t'FACTCItHItS

the

on

out

stock to go out of business.

to fit all sizes and ages.

FOR SALE.

Seed.

_«_

SHIP'

GRASS SEEDS.
500
400
300
300

PIPING.
ap2t

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

OOO Bags Herd Brass Seed
Red Top Seed.
i OOO
“
Northern New York
600

FEDERAL STREET,

AND

SARGENT,

fe24dtf

Water Closets, Wash Bowls, Brass and Silver Plated Cocks, &c. Jobbing in town and country promptap6dlm
attended to.

or

closing

are

—

The evening’s entertainment will commence with a
Grand ISand Concert by Chandler’s Full Band.
To be followed by a Froni**un<ie Concert
Band Concert from 8 to 9$ o’clock. Chandler will
render some of his choicest selections.
At 9J o’clock the Grand March will take
place.
Members of the Encampments are requested to appear in full uniform, aud members of the lodges in
their Regalias. Lodge Regalias can be had at City Ilall
on the eve of the 26th.
Tickets will be sold only to members of the Order.
ap24<i2tPer order of the Committee.

WILTON &

SRARDON, SCARUIAN & CO.,

so

j •lease call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

Stairs,

1y

GAS

so

u arrangement tor introducing
re to unite with the gases on

PLUMBER,

103

location for business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing to engage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab-

out

stock to put in another.

Everything

Nothing

ANNIVERSARY

OF THE

CITY

Sale.

con-

lished. Address

closing

the

story
Building on
sisting
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually found
in a first class bakery. The above property is located
In tbe business part of the city,and is a very desirable

Twenty-five Per Cent of the Fuel,

(Boyd Block,)

W. C.

Street.

constructed that it will never warp,
durability is unquestionable, and by
the air through the
the top of the coal
roduces
perfect
combustion,
thereby
saving at least
i
This Barr is
nd hence its

one

not

are

CLOTHING !

NEW AND

subscribers wishing
relinquish
Baking
THEbusiness,
offer for sale their entire business
Union
Brick
ofitheir two

OUT

IMMEDIATELY.

1 i STORY COTTAGE with piazza, 9 rooms. Hard
L and soft water in the house. Stable. One fourth

at

seen

Office 133 Commercial

l

ARCHITECT,
MIDDLE

For Sale!

to

SAWYERS

CAFT.

dtl

1-2

to be

now

80 MIDDLE ST.
my9

ISO

I

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

All collection? promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

Exchange

HAVE several farms situated in Falmouth, on
Foreside road, 3 miles from Portland, varying in
size from 10 to 80 acses, comprising some of the best
land in the county, which I will sell or exchange for
ctiy property. For further particulars inquire of
JOHN ANDERSON,
Falmouth, Foreside.
apr6*3w

subscriber would call the attention of the

The

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Caw.

or

for City Property.

FOR

FOBTLAND, MAINE.

CHARLES H.

Farm for Sale, to Let,

to

First-class

Jobbing House,

I take

FRESCO

eodtt

TO

Witt. NCHIIMA€Hfill.

KELLER,

I

M. G. PALMER.

singly.

BLOCK.

Sromptly

L.

Exeentor’* Sale of Real & Personal Estate.
HEREBY offer at private sale the homestead of
Charles Moxcev, late of Yarmouth,deceased, consisting of about two acres of land on the westerly side
of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
Also
house, shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
1-16 of Sch. Casco Lodge: 3-16 of Seh. L. W. Pierce,
M.
If
1-16
of
D.
not
and
Sloop
previously
Sawyer.
sold I shall offer said property for sale at public auction, on tbe above named premises, on Tuesday, June
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LOR IN G,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875.
apr20*lm

—•

I. O.

We

Boys' and Circus’

is’

J. MANN,
No. 45 Preble St.,
mar23eod&wtfPortland, Maine.

oc!2dtf

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall ento all jobs entrusted to me.
eavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years,

W.

occu-

Room in the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THTJRSTOJV & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

SCHUMACHER,

A.
CARD.
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best Louse decorators ever
n Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satistactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no‘21tf

store

over

FIFTY-SIXTH
BE

MUST

Dollars
OF

HALL.

SARATOGA.

OUR STOCK
CLOSED

WORTH

CIT*

TUK

This Friday firming,
by urgent request, the great Society Comedy

arrivedT

TwentyThousand

TTTTTI

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

OPPOSITE

atl

We

THE

or

TO

oct5-’69TT&Sti

DEERING

or

mar6

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
S

doctors,

yers,

Parlor

FRESCO

Lt'i,

Office over our Store recently occupied by
John Winslow Jones. Apply to
Ryan & kelsey,
No. 161 Commeicial St.
malldeodtt

HOOPER,
UPHO LSTERER

136 Exchange Slrcel.

to

just

Me.

well-known Homestead Farm of the late
Gershom Mann in Cape Elizabeth, three miles
from Portland, containing about 80 acres, about 35
under cultivation, with good 1£ story house, wood
and carriage house new, good barn 40 x 50 with cellar.
Buildings all connected, water plenty and
bandy. The variety of soil and close proximity to
the city, make this one of tbe most desirable farms in
tbe vicinity, both for early market gardening and for
bay. Persons intending to buy would do well to examine this farm before purchasing elsewhere. Price
$4500. For particulars call on or address

To Rent.
NEW hoase rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
9, rooms, will be ready last of March.
Handy
to cars. In a good neighborhood and splendid locaT. II. MANSFIELD,
tion, Inquire Ot
at Woodfoid’s Corner.
ina4tf

5

J. H.

WILLIAM

apr20dlmPortland,

at

Eranklia Eomily School
Top*hum, Me,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, I). D„ Visitor. Oscar I*.
Billings, B A. Hector. Send for circular. oclOtl
Removed

DISTILLERY
For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
f>( tbe smallest) to 40 (tbe largest number) barrels of
Rum per day. Tbe building Is of brick, has good boilers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in good repair and
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new brick and stone Jire proof bonded warehouse,
with a capacity of about 1200 barrels on the premises.
Plenty of pure water of the best qualify for distilling,
lrsm an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the City, contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and
Shipping. The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
of valuable land, title perfect and guaranteed.
Tbe J. G. True & Co. New England Rum Distil1 cry will be sold on moderate Terms, including all the
rights and good will of this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
or UPHAM& GARDINER, 73 Exchange St.,

Portland, Apiil 13th, 1875.dtf

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Counfcde9eodtf

oied and matted.

to Lease.

or

ONE-HALF

d&vrly

(in Canal Bank Building,)

Will

MARKET STREET.

of High' Street Wharf, with Dock
privileges. Railroad track on Wharf. Docks
(veil dug out. For further information apply at oftice of
JACKSON & EATON,
Head of High St. Wharf, foot of High St.

Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

e

8

Order, led

entertainments.

Time is Precious.

apr20_
St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

Farm for Sale.
dim

To Let

O. F. BABCOCK.

PORTLAND.

Inquire

apr20

Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.

C.

let.

to

ROOMS

30 market Htreei. Printers

mrl9

in

“Portland Maine New England Rum”

To Let.

OF

Watch and Chronometer makers’ Tool.,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

S.

lor Rent
No. 47 Wilmot Street,

brick block.
Contains ten rooms, in good order, gas and Sebago water. Rent $3.25.
Apply to WM. H. JERRI S, Real Estate Agent.
apr23dlw*

C. P. BABCOCK,
MANUFACTCBER

comer

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wite can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
my19dti

CARDS.

MODEL MAKER &

can

private family.

TEACHER OF SINGING.

THE

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.

STOCKBRIDGE,

H.

W.

For Sale.
two story anil a half House No. 4 Neal street,
with 0 linisherl rooms, gas throughout, largo cemented cellar, good stable and yard. Very convenient to horse railroad. Apply to W. S. LOWELL, at
255 Middle street.ap22dlw»

We offer the well-known First Class

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the

length

Rooms To Let.
unfurnished front room and side
with board at
75 FREE ST.

PLEASANT
marlOdtt

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
8 published every Thursday Morning
ear, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

ma2tl

place.__

Tear in advance. To
mail subscriber© Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ada

MISCELLANEOUS.

EDUCATIONAL.

ESTATE.

REAL

To Let with Board.
rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished, to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

CO„

Exchange St., Portland.

At 109
Tebms:

BOARD.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

TERMS $8.00 PER

regard

personal

to the retirement of

attention of the President in

con-

tion for the couilict.

~

-■--

The Fastidious Goblin is a bit of humorous
poetry by J. W. De Forest. A Memorable
Murder, is a graphic account by Celia Thaxter, of the murder by Wagnsr at the Isles of
Shoals, obtained from the only survivor of the
Mareu Christensen. The editorial de-

tragedy,

There
of the usual excellence.
are sixteen book reviews, besides careful notes
on art, music and education.
The three bright faces that look out from the

partments

are

opening page of the May number ot Scribner’s
Monthly, are only different views of one girlish
head—the still living heroine of a tragedy
which will be remembered as long as the name
of Napoleon is lauded and revded among nun.
—The picture here skillfully reproduced is Gil-

bert Stuart’s threefold portrait of Madame l’atthe
tersou-Bonaparte, of Baltimore, one of
most conspicuous victims of the “great" Napothe
lo on’s selfish and unscrupulous ambition,
Boaccompanying sketch of “the Baltimore
internaparte*” is an autheutic history of this
its
esting family', which may yet give Franco

Emperor.
New T’aris

The

Opera-House

is

described,

with pen and’picture, iu the same numbei of
Scribner. Though its architecture is flagrantly
“French,”—using the term with its most unpleasant cockney meaning,—it is still a marvelous building, and iu all its arrangements aid
details worthy of careful study. The present
description is rapid and uncritical, but gives
good idea of the general style, and of the most
curious and striking features of this Temple ol

Song.

Droogmakerij is the all-Dutch-to-me title of
Col. WariDg’s carefully prepared account of
the drainage of Harlaam Lake,--“by much the
largest operation of its kind ever undertaken
man.” This paper, which iucludes the enby

tire subject of drainin*, in Holland, is particuinterested
larly valuable to engineers and those
is
in low lands along our coast : but the subject
-eader
so simply treated that the “general

wilUtind it

as

interesting

as a

m ancieni Assyrian

originator.

have two chapters
In the way of fiction
of Hr. Holland’s Story of Sevenoaks C'm which
there is more about Jim Fenton, and a new
character is introduced;) more of that exceedwe

an
ingly Mysterious Island, by Jules Verue;
Electro-Mechauical romance, by Charles Barnard, that is original in several features, and
will be especially appreciated by railroad and
telegraph people; aud another story by the
W.
young New Orleans story-writer George
Cable, who has a field all to himself, just new,
and, what is more to the purpose, the genius

that enables him to seize its artiktic features.
Some O’d Letters (these are genuine by the
way, aud a later installment will ba accompa
nied by fac-similes), and Both Sides of the
are

the other prose con-

tributions.
In the Editorial pages, Dr. Holland writes
about Speaking Disrespectfully of the Equator,
Popular Arts, and The Premium on Productive
The Old Cabinet has something
Culture.
about English Criticism of American Poetry,
and The Poet’s Mind aud Mood. A new de
entitled The World’s Work, takes

partment,
the place of Nature aud Science; and Etchings
gives way to Bric-a-brac; and thus Scribncv en-

ters upon its tenth volume.
There is fun enough in the May number of
St. Nicholas to keep the children laughing till
the next number comes out—if children are as
jolly as we take them to be. First of all .s
Itose Terry’s poem of Poll Tadpole, which has
the
very seasonable flavor at this time of
metamorphosis of everything in general aud
of tadpoles in particular. Almost any one
would laugh at the picture of “Poil,’ taken
a

lying at ease in his puddle, not
dreaming that he would soon become a “discontinued baby-frog.”
Theu there is a capital picture by Church,
full of this artist’s humor. A more graphic
expression of the comic effect of a new comer’s
The stran"
entrance lias rarely been penciled.
as

he

was

closely by his fellow prisoners as a new boy at a boarding school.
In the poem Poor Puck, the humor even
ger is scauued

as

goes over iuto Fairyland, and our admiration
of Puck’s audacity in transgression is equalled
aud
by our respect for Queen Mab’s tactics
nlnvnr

war

nf nnnishinfr t.hf» trGSDdSSer.

enough, the Very
And, as if this
Little Folks have their share too,—a story,
illustrated with five pictures, which, if the
were

not

all
—...
ituni tut will carry the laurd'
around the circle to grandpa.
Last, but not least, is Jack-iu-the-Pulpit,
who is always funny.
But St. Nicholas knows how to be serious
too; and no girl’s story could be sweeter than
-—*—

Susan Coolidge’s delightful May-day narrative
of Queen Blossom, with its beautiful illustration by Fredericks. The three illustrated stories by Rebecca Harding Davis, Elsie Gorham,
and the author of Rutledge will interest everybody, and the practical articles will well retwo
pay all who read them, especially the
entitled About Heraldry and The Feast of
illustrations of which are novelties.
name all the good things; we
only envy the children the monthly happiness
of such a magazine.
The numbers of The Living Age for April

Flags, the
But

we

cannot

17th and 24th, contain

Modern

Astronomy,

from the London Quarterly Review; Orange,
by Edward A. Freeman, Macmillan; The
Abode of Snow, parts I and II, Blackwood;
The Debt of English to Italian Literature,
Fortnightly Review; The Metaphysics of Conversion, Spectator; Sir Arthur Helps, Saturday
Review; An unpublished Letter of Coleridge,

Academy; The Tercentenary Festival at Leyden, Macmillan; with instalments of Alice
Lorraine, by R. G. Blackmore, author of the
Maid of Sker, and Fated to be Free, by Jean
Ingelow; and the usual choice poetry and miscellany.
Peterson’s Journal of Popular Literature. The
May number of Peterson, filled with fresh
reading, has been received. The Magazine
leads off with a steel engraving, called “The
Bashful Wooer.” Then we have a decidedly
good story, called “His Enemy,” by Eliza

m“U

a

,»■««■
coal dealer
cause be refused toluy for coal which iuTWfftfti
used when he was away.
Mrs. Tbeodoae Tilton Jias leased the Titus
property at Couwall, on the Hudson, and will,
it is said, “make it the Mecca of the Blymouili

coterie during the coming summer.”
A woman suffrage meeting out west adjourtcd without transacting any business.
Somebody let down a live rat through the sky-

light.

that the name of ExSenator Carpenter is comiog iuto promiueue’
in connection with the ltepublicau candidly
Wisconsin

M. M. Erckmann Cbatrian follow
with a powerfully written romance eutitlcd
“The Dean’s Watch,” founded upon a series
of mvsterious murders which took place in the
This is a
city o£ Heidelberg, in Germany.
most thrilling and effective tale, and is, of
Mr. Rochdale’s
Courtship, is one of those charming love stories which seem, somehow, to he peculiar to

published complete.

this magazine.
Romance in a Paris Pension, a story of a
party of young people who are studying art
and enjoying themselves at the same time, in
-tto 'll7 of Paris, is about as good reading as
fiction; as are. also A
—*ads. and
The Diary of a Governess.
Of the most substantial articles, Wanted—
An Angel to do the Cooking, is certainly one of
the most interesting, giving an account of the
domestic arrangements of a Mrs. Crawshay, an
In this model
English lady of great wealth.

NighTinTEeH»aiLl>f

establishment the positions of cook, lady’s
maid, kitchen maid, dairy maid and upper
house maid, are held by five intelligent and
cultivated young ladies, who ride out in the
drag in the afternoon, and go to the opera in
the evening; who receive in the drawing room,
and are in every respect treated as equals by
the excellent ladj cf the house.
John Smith has anotherlfinancial article entitled Paper vs. Gold, and the contribution on
Plato is

interesting.
Books Received.

English Statesmen. Prepared by T. W. Hig
ginson. One of the series of Brief Biographies
ClO’h, 363 pp., price $1.50. New Yolk: G. P‘
Putnam’s Sous. Portland: Loring, Short & Hat-’
mon.

The Srxrs throughout Nniure.
nette Brown
eral

Blackwell, author

Science.”

York:

Cloth, 240 pp.,
G. P. Putnam's Sous.

journals say

for Governor.
Boston
The late Heury W. Dutton of the
with the art of
identified
been
had
Transcript,
He
man in Bestou.
printing longer than any
Boston in
was foreman of a printing oflice in
which James Gordon Bennett was a copyholder.
The Washington Star says that the legislative lunch case at Washington has been apGeneral
pealed by Speaker Campbell to the
Term of the District Court, and that the new
will be made that all contracts

leg»l point

made to furnish legislators with refreshments
the nature
are void, as such refreshments are in
of a political bribe.
on all
The total number of accidents reported
last
the railroads iu the country during March
and
was 122, whereby 17 persons were killed,
the death
73 injured. Tweke accidents caused
but not
of one or more persons, 2G others injury
are
the
of
whole,
cout.
GJ
au4
or
per
84,
ileatb,
to any
recorded as causing no serious injury
accidents falls far bepersou. The number of
biud the record of February, aud was exceeded
iu

January.

_

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE

By AntoiGenprice $1.25. New
Portland: Loring
of ‘Studies in

Short Si Harmon.
in Theory anil iu Practice. By
Henry Evers, L.L. !>., author of ‘‘Nautical Astronomy,” etc., etc. Cloth, 263 pp., price, $1.50.
Portland:
New York: G. P. Pu.nam’s Sons.
Loring, Short & Harmon.

Navigation

Suggestions upon
Ilorv to Mahc a Diving.
the art of making, raving, and using money. By
“How to Educate
of
author
George Cary Eggleston,
Yourself,” etc., etc. Cloth, 127 pp., piiee 75 cents.
One of the Handy Books. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Olive Logan lectured before au audience iu
Ithaca, New York. The ail lienee regarded her
with silent wonder and compassion. She bore
this for an hour or two, aud then passionately
exclaimed: “Those of you who cannot understand my jokes can have them explained ou

persona! application after the lecture.”

..

"‘b....-

thority.
Mr. Morris.—Stop; stop.

THE JUDGESHIP.
Mr.

I.ibbrr Conflrmcd

Associate Jus-

<u

tice.

[To

the Associated

Ptsst.]

the Execu.
tive Council yesterday rejecting tin domination of Artemas Libbey of Augusia,as Associate Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court,
The nominawas reconsidered this forenoon.
tion of Mr. Libbey was then confirmed by a
Tbis action is commeudei on
vote of 5 to 2.

Augusta, April 23.—The

vote oi

every band.
How the Confirmation is Received—Tie
Probable Vote.

[Special to Press.]
Augusta, April 23.—The final action of the
Council on the Judgeship matter is warmly
commended by a large majority of RepubliMany who wore strongly opcans in this city.
posed to Mr. Libbey’s nomination or the nomination of aDy Democrat, were in favor of the
confirmation after made. It is well known
that tbe Council were largely in favor of Mr.
Lindsey, and bad be been nominated be would
have been unanimously confirmed.
The Council adjourned this afternoon and
will meet Friday next at 4 p. m., for tbe confirmation of Municipal Judge of Gardiner.
From another source it is said that previous
to the reconsideration of tbe matter Gov. Dingley stated to tbe Council that whatever the result of the vote, be sholud staod by bis nomination and re-nomiuate Mr. Libbey if necessatyThe first vote as given yesterday was not correct, as Messrs. Buffum, Perkins and Richards
voted to confirm, and Messrs. Grindle, Mason,
Warren and Williamson against it. The imis that Messrs. Mason and Warren

pression
changed their votes.
[To the Associated Press,]
Suicide of

Citizen of Saco.

Prominent

n

April 23.—Charles Hill.oDe of the
most, prominent citizens of Saco, and a leading
Republican politician of York county, liuug
He was sixty
bimself e.rly this morning.
Saco,

has for some time been
greatly depressed on account of his business
affairs, which have been complicated by his
years old.

Mr. Hill

efforts to aid men wbG have not proved true. It
was at one time
thought best to send him to
the Insane Asylum, but tbe idea was abandoned. He was heard to go out of the house at a»
early hour, and later he was* found dead lu the

stable, hanging

so as

almost to touch his feet.

Lewiston and Aubarn Railroad.
Lewiston. April 23.—At a meeting of the
stockholders of tbe Lewistou and Auburn Rail
road last evening it was voted to ratify the
lease with the Grand Trask Railway, and also
!

withdraw tbe suit

to

peuding

in

the

Unite'1

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

[Special

to

Press.]

Liquor ludictmcnts.
At Ossipeo, yesNorth Conway, April 23
terday, the grand jury found 14 indictments
against the following citizens of North Conway:!'. H. Mason, six; L. Pitman, four; F. J.
—

T.

Lucas, four.

_

NEW YORK.
Railroad.
New York, April 23.—At a meeting of the
directors of the Northern Pacific railroad yesterday, it was decided to accept the resignation
of the President, Gen. G. W. Cass, to-day, and
JudgeRice of Maine, will probably be elected
In the afternoon there was
io till the vacancy.
ata meeting of the bondholders’ committee,
tended by .Johnston Livingston of New York,
Wm. Windom of Minnesota, Win. McKnight
of Pittsburg, Gen. Stark of Lowell, J. W.
Hutchinson of Philadelphia and J. M. DeniThese gentlemen, with exson of Baltimore.
Gov. Coburn constitute the committee as now
lormed. The work yesterday consisted principally of an investigation of the liabilities and
assets, as furnished by the company’s reports.
By these it appears that the assets consist of
550 miles of finished road and 1,000,000 of land,
while the liabilities are mortgaged bonds to
the amount of §3,000,000, stock to tho amount
of §25,000,000. which was distributed as a premium to the bonds, and a floatiug debt of less
than S7,000,000, of which §5,000,000 is due the
directors of the road. Besides, there are §2,500,000 of back interest due, which is unclassified, and which will probably be relinquished
by the bondholders in their settlement of the
present difficulties.
Several plans for tho settlement of the IpresJ
ent difficulty were proposed but none were decided upoo.
The Northern Pacific

_

WASHINGTON.

Archard.

course

>ry.

t'i-hop was badly whipped by a
ormon
other day, bo^ Lake City the
m
ii.
in Sab.

iilciuluic.

a
Some lucent Women Poets, is the title of
some of
brief, but thoughtful critical paper;
in the
these very women poets have new poems
the way,
same number of the Monthly, by
about the
Yung Wing and His Work tells
Chinese Educational Mission, aud its devoted

Shield, by Mrs. Davis,

i3

1

It occured te him
be did uot send for West.
that West would be able to throw light on the
Tilton’s
letter iu AuHe
recollects
subject.
gust, decliniDg to go before the committee aud
Continuation of tlic Defence.
That was
saying lie would bring this action.
before the witness went to the White Mounto
some
made
suggestions
Bisooklyn, April 23.—There was a dimin- tains.
Beecher
ished attendance in the court room this morn- witness about the card drawn up by Shearman.
and
recalled
The object ot the caid was to vindicate Tilton
ing. Henrv M. Cleveland was
from the imputations of Hr. Bacon.
On redirect exainiuatitu by Shearman tbo
was handwiinecs said his state of health is very poor.
about which he testified yesterday
ot last
He has bt-eu eonliued six mouths to his home.
ed him by Sherman on Thursday
he did
Wteu examined at his house he was lying
week. He told counsel yesterday that
down sick. He had a severe pain for the greathe
was, because
As far
not know where the paper
aud once he tainted.
er part of the dav
it,
to
was
it
had nothing to do with
if
produce
proper
considered
as he knows Beecher
committee
The
hut
ou
the
it.
coutrary
would
produce
Sherman
publishing the tripartite,
the
The custom of
made their report before witness went to his made an effort to prevent it.
made
bad
committees is not to disclose what
and
Moulton
examining
Mountains,
White
to
members
of the
eveu
Boston.
to
comes betorc them,
first long statement before going
When the examining committee dissecond
the
church
about
conversed
and
Beecher
|jp
made
posed of the West charges, theyou the no statestatements it was understood that Beecher
nature ot
ment that would throw light
to
was preparing, ltedpath desired Beecher
witness
was not then
and
the charges bv West,
When
he
became
come to Boston to see him and other parties
committee.
a member of the
in relation to Moulton’s proposed statement.
the records of the committee for
a member
to
net
bauds.
When te-tThe object of going to Boston was
1873 were never put in bis
bis health was not
Witness’ visit to
titvm" iu bis sick room
prevent this publication.
all
uuderstaud
to
him
clearly
that
such as to euable
Boston had no reference to arrangements
names of the investithe questions put. The
would supercede the necessity for that publiwitness
gating committee were meutioued by
no
cation. Beecher instructed him to hear
aud others at an inaud Snearman and Tracy
settlement until Moulton and
for
propositions
terview one duv, aud the next djy IJeeclier sugtheir
The reason was
Tilton had unqualifiedly withdiawn
gested uearly the same men.
would occur 10 auy
that they were men who
charges against Beecher. He did not expect
Moulot
church.
member of the
to be able to prevent the publication
O—At (lie cousultation between Beecher,
ton's statement. He wanted to find out what
oi
and Sliearmau and you. what suggestion
matter
a
as
Tracy
Boston gentlemen had to say
a committee outside
was made about selectiug
is going to
courtesy to them. His object
church?
the
that
all
telegraphBoston was to hear what
Mr. Beach objected to the question.
come
Mr Evarts said the other side drew out tins
ing meant of asking Beecher to
Beecher
Boston.
requested matter of the making of the committee with
to
on
the view of showing tins committee or jury
him to go home by wny of Boston and hear
te give a history
no
was packed and it was right
what Redpath and others said and make
accommodation until the charges affecting bis of the matter.
to
offered
prove that Beecher s
Mr. Shearman
moral character were absolutely withdrawn.
M.
proposition originally w as to select Win.
What was to be done depended on what RedEvarts, Ceo. W. Curtis aud William Cullen
s statement was
If
matof
the
Redpath
path might say.
Bryant to investigate and dispose
ot
accompanied by an authentic withdrawal to ter, aud that his counsel advised him that he
would have uo protection from such a committhe charges, he would return and report
tee from innumerable libel suits, hut that the
Beecher at the White Mountains.
a regular
Counsel here insisted that witness bad not law would hold statements belore
church committee to be privileged.
as the power
instructions,
Beecher’s
all
given
him
.Judge—You may ask that.
of attorney Beecher gave him authorized
Witness—Mr. Beecher proposed thoso names
to make settlements.
and Snearman advised him that the committee
Counsel asked witness whether under that ou,rht to bo formed from the Plymouth church
subFor a
given
so?ety and legal reasons were
authority, he would simply return and
with
mit a statement to Mr. Beecher.
long time after Evarts bad uo relation
r.
Witness—Probably no other man living ex- Beecher as counsel. information that West ha<l
Witness had uo
Ward Beecher would have written
cept Henrv
facts to commuuicate. and
auv knowledge of
•_A u:.,
cmoli ■nTilirmt.Pfl {ill-

The Mail Contract

Framls.

April 23.—Investigation of
the mail contract frauds is still in progress by
Washington,

the Postmaster General aDd Second Assistant
Postmaster Gen. Tyner, who this morning discovered a fraudulent bid among those for mail
About six clerks have
routes iu Louisiana.
already been discharged for complicity in the
frauds and it is understood that at least a
dozen more are implicated.
Judge Tyner
states that he is determined to make a thorough
summer.
it
takes
all
if
investigation
Cabinet Meeting.
No matters of general interest were brought
before the Cabinet meeting to-day,and nothing
whatever was said by any one in regard to tbe
changes in the Cabinet or the question of new
appointments to till any vacancies that may
‘herein.
--

The following are tTie**ft4ftS?£®-_
to-day:—Currency, $2,244,487.00 special deposit

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

deposit$50,145,000 ;coin. $88,141,50(3,800 including

coin certificates, $23,369,800;

tenders, $$79„22fi,900.

Various

outstanding legal

Matters.

receipts te-day were
receipts, $449,385.
Treasurer New is here to-day aodhasheeu
passing much of his time iu the Treasury. He
bad a long interview with Geu. Spiuner and
Tfce internal

$228,072;

revenue

customs

time in consultation with Assis-

was

also

tant

Secretary Conant.

some

bureau officers of the Xuterior Department, headed by Assistant Secretary Cowen, voluntarily called on the President just
previous to the meeting of the Cabinet. The
visit was for tbe purposeof refuting published
statements to the effect that Secretary Delate)
had been in the habit of interfering with them
Jdach bureau officer
in tee decision of cases.
made a statement to the President, substanthat
Secretary Delano bad not
tially asserting
interfered with them in the transaction of tbe
and
no decision ever made by
business,
public
any of them bad been overruled by the Secrea
full
consultation and mature
tary without
deliberation. The Pr< sident in reply remarked
that while be was glad to meet them personally
their visits and explanations were entirely unnecessary, as he bad tbe utmost confidence in
bis integrity and consistent official conduct of
tbe department__
All

tbe

MEXICAN RAIDS.
Itanditti Crossing in Force.
New York, April 33.—Despatches from
Brownsville and Corpus Ofaristi report a fresh
instalment of murders of Mexican raiders. Dr.
Lovell, an old Texan, was murdered iu his
house near Carrigo, on the 19th, by eleven Mexicans. Two Mexicans, citizens ot Texas, were
murdered in sight of their family. The Laredo
mail rider was robbed but Dot murdered. The
raueberos are moving into towns.
Traveling
has almost ceased, and business is very much
From
reliable information almost
depressed.
every ranehe not burned is crowded with armed Mexicans, as many as fifty to sixty at some.
Foi what purpose they are there is not known,
and how many more of a doubtful character
thick cbapparal which
are concealed iu the
affords safe retreat, it is hard to say. A cnis
at
baud.
sis
close

F O REIG N.

THE SCANDAL.

romance.

Dr. Win. Hayes Ward of the Independent,
some of the
sums up, in an illustrated paper,
curious discoveries that have recently been

maue

Sews and Other Items.
Corbett, who killed John Wilkes
“Boston
resent a bat-maker in a Clevt-

Mr. Evarts.—Hear the whole answer, and
then strike out what is irrelevant.
Sir. Slorris.—But when witness commences
with a sentence clearly irrelevant, it is time
to stop him.
Sir. Evarts.—How many of our sentences
would be irrelevant if stopped in the middle.
Slorris—This one is irrelevant wherever you

stop it.

Witness said he would not in any case nave
Beecher gave him
on the authority
He did not expect to meet Sloulton or Tilton,
and that the charge wouid be withdrawn.
to
Telegrams from Boston gentleman
Beecher were here produced, and Shearman
said one in Latin had to go through three
telegraph offices, and wras “dog Latin before
retching the end of the journey.;
Siitness said before he started for Boston
Beecier and he spokte of the charge of blackmail. He did not understand that he was to
withdraw that charge on behalf of Beecher
under aay circumstances, and he did not
he got to
open the power of attorney until
Boston. He did not tell Redpath his power

acted

of attorney was limited by verbal
tions. The only conversation he hail with
Redpath in Boston was about seeing Butler
and Moulton next day. He understood they
declined to meet him, and did not.
Mr. Morris here said he would call on his
friend General Pryor to read the Latin tele-

instruc-

gram.
Mr.
Latin
Mr.

Evarts.—Perhaps the jury understand
(laughter).
Pryor.—I w'ill read the Latin and acto give the
cept my classic friend as an expert
translation.
Mr. Evarts.—No; you read and I will

examine you. (Laughter).
from LeechPryor having read a telegram
Bostor, requesting him
ei
to Redpath in
Latin. He next
to send on a telegram
the
of
version
Latin
the
read
“Veni, v eni,
telegram in reply, commencing
was :
&c.” The translation the counsel gave
in the name of the
“Come, come, and at once,
be
Father to the end that great peril may
averted. Silently I have labored for three
obtain authority which
years that I might
not
Do
one
doy only.
I (held for
me
by your doubts.” Then
frustrate
to Reda series of telegrams from Beecher
he would
pa:h were read, announcing that would
go
not go himself, but that Cleveland
with full authority, and that he had actually
cross

started.

Witness resumed,—When he was starting
for Boston Beecher said peremptorily that he
wras not going himself.
In December, 1873, witness severed his
connection with the Christian Union. He did
not at that time tell J. B. Ford he had power
to ruin the Christian Union, and that he
knew the secret of Beecher’s connectien with
Mrs. Tilton, and would
xxo

u»ta

—»l:_a—T——

suuiuu
me
—-U
—

aivuige

■■■».
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He is acquainted with Belcher.
could grow.
The committee report was gone over several
It is incorrectly
times to make it accurate.
reported that Belcher stated to the committee Tilton had taken him to his house
He called
and read to him the “True Story.”
it a paper and document. It was an error of
the gentleman who drew up the report. He
would not swear what Belcher called the paerror when
per. Witness first found out the
he read the report of the committee, as stated.
He has not read Belcher’s testimony ; does
not know what it is; has made no effort to
see it, although he expected for a long time to
be a witness.
Here Mr. Beach said it was important to
ascertain whether Shearman would furnish
them with the minutes of the stenographer
who attended the committee, or whether they
would have to resort to a process.
Mr. Evarts said the minutes would be

furnished.
Witness said he had made up his mind that
Belcher had not called the paper the “True
Story,” because Mr. Moulton told him so.
Witnesses examined before the committee
were not sworn.

Mr. Morris here handed the scandal pamphlet to witness, called his attention to a letter, and asked him if that was read before the

committee.
Witness (turning to the Judge)—Your
Honor,—I desire to shirk no responsibility or
keep back explanations, but in my state of
health it is impossible for me to sit here und
analyze the report and make it harmonize,
and I appeal to your Honor for protection.
Judge—If you think an adjournment desirable, we will suspend your examination.
Witness—It is impossible for me make
analyzations of a report. I doubt if your
Honor
"Mr

can

recall the

Morris—T

of this trial.
coins? to ask vou

events

nm

verv

plain questions.

Witness—I have had a suspension of vital
powers. It is important for me to have this

excitement over by Friday evening.
In reply to Mr. Morris witness said he did
not remember whether Mrs. Tilton’s letter to
Hr. Storrs was before the committee. He is
not aware of misquotations in the report, of
“subsequently” being said where the matter
The report quotes letwas two years prior.
ters from Moulton’s statements.
Mr. Morris gave the stenographer the titles
of four letters, from which he said the report

quoted falsely.

Witness remembered testifying that Moulton’s long statement not having been laid
before the committee, was not considered
as evidence, and the report was based on evidence. He has no recollection of these four
letters being before the committee. He does

%

committee''to t&§Mt»Ste8anSIf£*
confidence, regard and respect.
Mr. Evarts

inquired

the

object

of

asking

that question.
Mr. Morris replied that he wanted to show
that the committee, in making their onesided and partisan report, made an unauthor-

ized use of a doenment by a man who was not
before them, who made no charges against
Beecher before them.
Witness said he recollected the report was
finished and ready for delivery when a despatch was received saying that Moulton
wanted to go before them and be cross-

examined.
He does remember having an interview
with Tilton at the Golden Age oftice, and asking him to forego publishing his reply to Hr.
Bacon’s letter. What witness said to Tilton
was, if he wanted to prefer charges against
Beecher the manly way would be to write to
the church directly, and witness would guarantee that a fair hearing and action would
be given. Tilton did write to the church
May 4, 1874. He could not tell if any action
was taken on it.
Mr. Shearman—No action was taken, because Tilton did not do what Cleveland proposed. The letter was not one accusing
Beecher, but asking the committee to bring
charges against him (Tilton).
The court here took a recess.
Cleveland’s cross-examination was resumed
at 2 p. m.
He said he bad no specific knowledge of
what West’s charges were until 1874, when ho
received Tilton’s statement. When the charges
were preferred be understood they were charges
against Tilton. He did not know these charges
were based on the fact that Tilton bad accused
Beecher of improper intimacy with bis wife.
Witness was present when the charges were
disposed of. He understood the charge was
Being pressed several
slandering Beecher.
times by the counsel as to what be understood
the slander to be, witness admitted it was in
relation to improper conduct with women. He
lid not understand it was immoral conduct
with Mrs. Tilton. West was not at all present
Witness could not tell
]1 jefore the committee.
why except that they did not think it best He
on
the matter or why
discussion
no
recollects

imou
were against
West’s charges
When Moulton telegraphed he deBcecher.
it was alter
committee
tbe
before
come
sired to
tbeir labors were closed and all efforts to get
Besides
documents from Moulton bad failed.
there had been a all from a church to send on
the report and it was actually delivered at the
28th. \V hen
Friday night prayer meeting of the
enhe received the letter from Mrs. Ovington
be had no idea
quiring about tbe committeehome
next day.
Mrs. Tilton was to leave her

Cross-examined.
,The legal advice was about tbe publication oi
announcetbe
to
not
relate
did
but
testimony,

ment that such a committee had been formed.
Witness recollects he was asked yesterday to
and he
give all the men suggested by Beecher,
did not then mentiou Win. C. BryauLor Mr.
Curtis. When examined at his house he was
lying on a sofa in full dress. The appointment
of an investigating committee was not published until July 11th.
They heard the testimony J aly 6th.
By Shearman.
Oae easou was because the committee bad
not been notified by the examining committee
and White had not returned and accepted his

appointment.

This clo-ed the examination of Cleveland and
he immediately retired from the court room
looking quite sickly and exhausted.
The defence immediately called Mr. r. U.
Moulton for further cross-examiuation by Mr.
Evarts.
Witucss said he knew Samuel Dwight cartridge. He recollects no conversation with
Partridge immediately after the life of Woodhull was published, in which Tilton’s reasons
for writing it were given by him.
Tilton s
Q—Do you.recollect tellingPartridge
at the head of the
reason was to put himself
Spiritualists of the country, who were more
numerous than the Congregatioualists?
Mr. Beach objected and argument followed
but the judge allowed the question.
Witness- Tbo question is unsolved. In reI said no
gard to the first part of the question,
such thing. With regard to the second I have
an iudisiinct
recollection that I spoke about
Spiritualists to Partridge and mentioned to him
that 1 had heard from some quarter that the
Spiritualists outnumbered tbe Congregatioualists. I don’t know how the matter was introduced. 1 recollect nothing about the Life of
We were
Woodhull in that conversation.
talkiug of Beecher and Tilton and Woodhull.
a coubad
1 will swear distinctly that if I ever
versatiou with Partridge about the Life or
Woodhull I did not tell him Tilton told me his
head of the
object was to put himself at the

Spiritualists.

Q—Whether you invented the
did you tell Panridge that?

reason or

not,

A—I did not, sir.
Moulton then asked—Is that all sir, and the
counsel nodded in the art.rmative.
Samuel Dwight Partridge was recalled by
defence aud asked by Evarts the question ruled
to
out the otber day: “What did Moulton say
in writ:ug tbe lire
you as to TiPon’s motives
of Woodhull?”
Mr. Beach objected for various reason?, chiefhad asly that Moulton had stated that Tilton
signed no such motive.
IdQ—Xu that conversation and in stating
ton’s reasons for writing the Life of Woodhull
himto
was
put
did he tell you Tiltou’s object
self at tbe heap of Spiritualists, and that they
uuuiciuua

ittiu uiv/ku

iliau iue

o'ongregatiouui-

A—He didu’t use tliat phraseology but he
said it in substance.
On cross-examination lie said ho could not
tell the year lie heard the remark, but it was
after the publication. He was pressed to answer whether he could say it was in 1872 or not,
but would not give a direct answer.
Adjourned till Monday.

SAD DISASTER.
Three Steamers Burned
Orleaus.

at

New

MANY LIVES LOST BY DROWNING.
The Number Estimated at from 20 to 100
four
23.—About
New Orleans, April
o’clock this afternoon fire broke out in a blacksmith shop of the steamer Jno. Keyle, lying at
The Keyle lay bethe foot of Poydras street.
tween the Jessie Taylor below and the ExporThe Rodman lay above and next to
ter above.
the Exporter. Soon after the alarm was given
the tug boat Ella Wood came up and commenc d throwing water on the burning boat
Hutchinson of the
without effect. Capt.
Keyle, was standing ofi the first deck when the
fire broke out. He promptly notified all ou
board to leave, as it was apparent the boat
could not be saved. Wm. Brown, chief clerk,
who opened the safe and took out the money
and papers, was the last to leave the
which had in the meantime been set adrift. In
aud
escaping he was enveloped in the flames
severely burned, He however jumped into the
river aud swam ashore.
Capt. Hutchinson says the cabin of tbe Keyle
minwas enveloped in flames iu less than two
utes from tbe time the first alarm was given.
drifted
the
was
cut
loose
eddy
tbe
When
Keyle
her up stream and those on shore seeing the
danger, cut off the hawsers by which the Ext
This ac*
porter aod Rod man were tied up.
proved disastrous.
The Kyle drifted against tbe Exporter and
Bodmau, aud all three boats drifted into the
So rapid was the progress of the
stream.
flames that the Exporter took fire the moment
t.hf* TCvIa tmip.hpd hpr.
The neonle on board
the Exporter having no other refuge jumped on
Bodman.
This
the
board
boat, iu less than
two minutes after the Exporter, also caught
fire and the three burning vessels drifted together into the stream, wnere they were soon
burned to the water’s edge.
Mauy persons who had gone on board the
Exporter aud Bodman as spectators, were on
board when the boats drifted in the stream and
Some of them were
had to jump overboard.
rescued, but a large number are believed to
have baen lost. The number lost is estimated
at from 20 to 100.
The commande. of the United States steamer Kansas promptly sent out his boats, oue of
The jobbing
which rescued thirteen persons.
tug boats made no effort to rescue those on the
There was an excursion party
burning boat.
from Cincinnati or Pittsburg on one of the

Keyje,

ox—n

ware, xauifj

uv».i

■

■

rpu.

Rodman hud arrived this morning and had discharged most of her cargo. The Exporter had
about 400 tous of Ireight on board, all of which
was lost.
Among the lost is the daughter of
Capt. Reese of the Eqportor. Capt. Shinkle of
the Rodman was ban ly burned about the face
and bands. His son is reported lost.
The Exporter was owned by James Reeso,
Senior, of Pittsburg, and valued at $45,000.
The Jonn Keyle was owned by Capt. Keyle
and P. S. and W. F. Davidson, and valued at
$00,000. The Chas. Rodman was owned by
Capt Shinkleaud others of Cincinnati, and
valued at $75000. All the boats are supposed to
be iusnred in Western companies.
Oq board ilie Exporter was Capt. Reese, the
owner from Pittsburg, who
with Hits family
aud a number of friends from that city were
here ou a pleasure excursion.
The ladies of
the party were all ashore except Mrs. Reese
aud daughter and one other lady.
Mrs. Reese
and the other lady were saved, bat the daughter was drowued. It is impossible tonight to
give the names of the lost. The hulls of the
Exporter aud Charles Rodman were towed
acioss the river to Coyle’s coal yard, while that
of the John Keyle floated down a couple of
miles aud sunk,_
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t'TElIKOI.OtilCAl,

PROBABILITIES Fall

War

I)ep’t,

THE NEXT TWENTV-FOUR
HOURS,

Office Chief Signal

Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 24, |I A. M.)
For IVew Kuslaial,
and Middle States, increasing cloudiness’ and
warmer weather during the day, followed by
lower temperature,northerly to westerly winds,
rising barometer and light snow iu the interior
of Few York and Pennsylvania.

ninoil TFLEGBA3IS.
M. Cumbert is coining to this country as speof Franco to examine and recommissioner
cie
port on the American system of education.
Three-fourths of the tall wheat in Missouri is
destroyed and one-balf of it will be ploughed
There Is only half an average crop df oats
up.
and the peach crop is near'y destroyed.
J. F. Young has recovered a veidict of $2250
againsr the Chicago Plaindealer for libel iu
cli nging him with setting lire to his own store.
He sued for $20,000.

The

Tiebborne Case in the House of Common**'

London, April 23.—In the House of Comtil’s evening Mr. Sullivan stated ho had
been assured by the Marquis of Huntington
that a resolution was soon to be introduced regulating tile position of reporters of the press in
the House. In view of this promise he said he
would not carry out his inteution of calliug attention to the presence of strangers. This was
a great relief to the spectators who had crowded the gallery ill expectation of an exciting
debate on the Tiohborue case.
After the transaction of some important business, Hr. Kenealy roso and moved a royal
commission he appointed to investigate ihe circumstances attending the Ticbborne trial. In
a powerful speech in support of his resolution,
l)r. Kenealy alluded to the growing dissatisfaction at ihe result of these trials, and the
manner in which they had been conducted by
the bench. Nothing short of a royal commission of inquiry would content the people of
England, who were convinced justice had not
been done. He stated he had received many
letters from America to the same effect. The
discontentment had grown into a torrent which
The late ministry
was pouring over the 'and.
owed its downfall to its conduct in regard to
He asserted that he had
the Tichbcue case.
positive proof that Chief Justice Sir Alexander
Coakburn, in society, had s dd during the progress of the trial, he would give the claimant
mons

fifteen years’ imprisonment.
He spoke in severe terms of the Pittendreigh
forgeries and stated that the claimant was un-

able to call more witnesses for lack of funds.
The penalties for contempt of court had only
been directed against one side. Witnesses were
brow beaten aud the partiality of the bench
was patent throughout the proceedings.
Dr. Kenealy declared he had sacrificed himself to his sense of houor and duty aud bad
been irretrievably ruined in his profession. He
believed the motion before the house would
It was
never he renewed in its present form.
commisimpossible to predict the result if this
The defeat of the mosion should he refused.
tion would spread dismay throughout the
country.
Dr Kenealy spoke three hours. He was followed by Mr. Whalley, who seconded the mo-

t'<Tho motion of Dr.

Kenealy

was

DonirNtic ITlarkelN.
New York, April 23—Kvening.—Cotton market
is quiet and steady; sales 1235]bales;Middling uplands
at 161c; forward deliveries advanced 1-32 with a
moderate business. Flour-receipts 15,177 bbls; the
demand is less active and 5 @ 10c* lower, the decline
tieing ehiefly upon low grades; sales 980 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 50 @ 4 75; extra Western
and State at 4 95 @525; choice Western and State at
5 25 @ 5 50; White Wheat Western extra at 5 50 @
5 60; extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 6 80; extra St Louis at 5 15
@ 8 20, including 2100 bbls of shipping extras at 5 00
@ 5 25; market closing dull; Southern flour at 5 00 @
8 25; Kye flour unchanged at 4 35 @ 5 35. Cornmea
Wheat—receipts 42,000 bush;
quiet at 4 00 @ 4 75.
the market is less active and

decided change, closing, however, shade easier and
holders more disposed to reattze; sales 72,000 bush;
No 3 Spring at 1 11 @ 1 18; 1 19 @ 1 21 for No 2 Chi1 23
cago; 1 20 @ 1 21 for No 2 Northwestern; 1 22 @
14
or No 2 Milwaukee; 1 25@ 1 30 lor No 1 Spring; 1
1 25 tor ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 127
1
32
old
for
1
20
do;
@ 1 31 for Winter Bed Western;
@ 1 37* for Amber Western; 1 36® 1 41 for White
Western. Rye is dull at 1 00 tor Cauadaiu bond; 1 08
jor State. Barley is steady; sales 10.000 bush prime
Malt quiet and steady;
Canada West at 1 52*.
sales 5000 bush Canada West, city made, 1 65 on time.
Corn—receipts 19,850 bush; the market is le better
with a moderate export and home trade demand;
sales 8-5,000 bush at 93* @ 94c for Western Mixed,
chiefly at latter price; 94cc for Yellow Western; 91 @
for new Western Mixed in store; 92Jc for old do in
store; also 8000 bush Toledo Mixed to arrive at 92*c.
Oats—receipts 69.000 bush; the market is active and
firmer; sales of 98,000 bush at 73* @ 76c for Mixed
Western, closing at 74 @ 76c; 75 @ 77* for White do;
closing at 76 @ 77*c. Coflee firm and in fair demand;
liio at 16* @ 19*c gold. Sugar is quiet{ at 8 1-16 @
8 15-lGc tor fair to good refining; 8|@8 7-16c lor
prime; 650 hhds of fair to good Muscovado at 8 1-lb
@8 5-16c; 480 hags offered at 73c; refined quoted at
93 @ 10|c for hard grades. Molasses is quiet and
firm.
Rice is steady and quiet. Petroleum nominal;
crude 6| @ 63c: refined at 13| @ 13|e. Tallow firm at
9 @ 9|c. Naval Stores—Rosin is dull at 2 07* @ 2 12*
for strained.
Turpentine is (lull at 37 @ 37 *c for
Spirits. Pork lower; sales 50 bbls new mess at 22 00;
21 86 @ 22 05 ; 250 bbls seller June
bbls
at
1000
May
at 22 17*; 500 bbls seller for July at 22 40. Beef is
Lard
opened heavy and closed firm at 153 for
quiet.
prime steam ; 1750 tes seller May at 15* @ 15|;500 do
at
154 @ 15 15-1G: 1750 seller July at 16 @
June
seller
16 l-16c. Butter is unchanged; 12 Ca> 15c for Western;
15 @ 22c for State; 16 (a) 22c for western; new State
22 @ 27c. Whiskey a shade firmer at 1 11* @ l
Freights to Liverpool—the market is heavy; Cotton per steam Jd; do sail 7-32d; Com per steam at
43d; Wheat per steam at 5d.
a

Barley

15.^

Chicago, April 23.—Flour dull and unchanged;
Winter extra 5 00 @ 6 50; Spring extra at 4 40 @ 5 50;
Minnesota extra 6 75 @ 8 50; Spring Superfine 4 25.
Wheat lower, in fair demand and unsettled; No 1
Spring 1 06;No2 Spring fresh at 1 02for regular; 1 01*
on spot; 1 02* seller for Mav; 1 043 for seller June;
Corn
No 3 Spring 96 @ 96*c; rejected at 90 @ 91c.
is dull and declining and unsettled; No 2 Mixed at 73
seller
bid
71c
on
;
new
May
spot; 70$c
70* @
@ 73*c:
T4Jcbi(l seller for June; high Mixed 73*c; rejected
on
1
at
No
and
spot;
Cl*c
70c. Oats dull
drooping;
deGlfc for seller Mav. Kye advanced and in fair
mand: No 2 at 1 06 @ 1 072 Barley advanced and in
fair demand; No 2 Spring at 1 22 on spot; 1 16 @ 1 18
seder Mav. Lard lower and in fair demand at 15 50

then rejec

ed by a vote of 433 uoes to 1 aye.
New Dominiou Trade ResnlaPons.
Ottawa, April 23.—A series of regulations
United
have been mutually agreed upon by the
States and Oauudiau governments, whereby
one
from
dutiable goods may he transported
United States port to another through Canadifrom one Canadian
an territory, and vice versa,
States territoport to another, through United
and partly by
ry bv waler or partly by water,
in either American or Canadian ves-

land,"and

notified
The police authorities of Posen havo
who are not
all ursuline sisters iu that district
must leave the
natives of Germany that they
country within two months.
States navy,
United
the
Admiral Wo'deneof
he is the guest
has arrived at Florence, where
Minister.
of Mr. Graham, the / lnencan
of dementia
There is an uuusual increase
warethe
of
Iaverpoo.
arnor the inmates
attributed to a religious excitement.

houses,

ing

the embezzling cashier of
UlFrederic Klennan,
yesterday
savings bank,

tlie spot; lDbtAlffiiom ior sener nunc, uum
Meat steady; shoulders at8*c: short rib middlerot
12c; short clear middles 12*. whiskey buoyant and
unsettled at 1 12*
Un the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
and Corn in fair demand and unchanged. Oats are
Lard
*e higher. Pork is firmer at 22 05 seller Juuer.
advancing tendency; large sales seller May at 15 52*
@ 15 55; seller June 15 75.
Keceipts—11,000 bbls flour, 55,000 bush wheat, 176.000 bush corn, 40,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush rye, 9.000
bush of barley.
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat 2,000 bush corn 11,000 busii oats, 0,000 bush rye, 6,000
busk barley.
Milwaukee, April 23.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
at
s Arm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 06; No 2 Milwaukee
1 03§; l 04J for seller June. Oats dull and neglected:
No 2 at 61c. Corn is declining and neglected; No 2
Mixed at 71c. Rye is firm aud scarce; No 1 in store
at l 16. Barley quiet and weak; No 2 Spring nominally at 115: No 3 in Store at 1 08. Provisions caster
pickled
and inactive. Mess Pork at 21 65.
hams at in @ 12c; dry salted meats—shouldsers at
Lard
Prime
firm;
all
middles
lfl|se.
11* @ l2*c
8*c;
steam at 15; kettle at 16.
bush wheat.
bbls
flour,
48,000
Receipts—7,000
bbls flour. 9,000 bush wheat.
on

se,s-

IlIiNOK TBLE«*iMS
of GlouThe new fishing schooner J. L. Call
with all on
as lost,
cester, has been given up
board. 12 men.
c
fishOf the 7000 men imployed m Gloucester
vessels, 3000 are from the British prov-

priees generally without

Svyeet

!

Shipments-6,500

Toledo. April 23.—Flour is steady. Wheat quiet
and weak; No 2 White Wabash at 1 28; No l NVhite
at 1 23; 1 24 for
Michigan at 1 25; Amber Michigan
seller May; 1 27 seller June; 1 29 for seller Ju'y; No l
Corn is
Red 1 25; No 2 Red 1 22*; seller June 1 27.
firm anu iu fair demand; high Mixed at 7t>|c; seller
May 77c; seller June 78c; seller July 79Jc; low Mixed
No 2 at
75* @ 76*c. Oats are steady; No 1 at 05jc;
644c; White at 65c; Michigan 04* @ 65c.
bush
18,Corn,
bush
Wheat,
30,000
Receipts—9,000

sen-

was
the Hobokeu
or imtenced on eleven convictions, the terms
84
v*ars.
prisonment aggregating
BaltiCol. E. M. Yerger, proprietor of tnomore Evening Jourual, died Thursday night.
was
and
in
Mississippi,
He formerly resided
tried by a military commission for connection
with the dilliug of Col. Craue.
The priuters of the Washington Chronicle
are on a strike.
David Costello was instantly killed in -New
by the fall of an old building

bbls flour, 20,000 bush Wheat,58,COO
0°Shipraent*%,0
Corn, 4,000 bash Oats.

...

bush

York, yesterday,
!
Detroit, April 23.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
that was undergoing lepairs.
Wheat is firm and in fair demand; extra at 1 26*;
Corn firm and in
The spring meeting at the Great halls, N. H.
No l at 1 24* @ 1 25; Amber l 21.
and 18,
fair demand at 72*c. Oats are quiet unchanged. Clortding park, takes place June 16, 17

ver Seed 7 40.
with 2000 in premiums.
u
xr
N
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 3,000
Mrs. Sarah Wilson, the alleged Lebanon,
to await
bush
committed
corn, 4000 bush oats.
H., poisoner,was yesterday
:
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 0000
the action of the grand jury.
corn, 0000 do oats.
qush
Chief Justice Ctiurch of New York, has just
Charleston, April23.-Cotton is quiet; Middling
decided in a suit to collect off shore pilotage,
uplands 16c.
that such pilotage is illegal.
Mobile, April 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling upNo official announcement of the settlement
lands 15*c.
and
of the differences between the Panama
New Orleans, April 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
Pacific Mail has been made, but it is underuplands at 15|c.
stood that such a settlement has been made.
New York, April 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
The Noyes Emery house at Suncook, N, H., I
uplands 16|c.
Loss 5000.
was burned Thursday.
Savannah, April 23.—Cotton dull; Middling upC. C. Lewis, in a tit of aberration caused by
lands J53c.
business troubles, shot himself iu the Winslow
European .Tlarkeis.
Hotel, N. Y., Thursday.
The 1>*<1 carriers of Brooklyn are driving oft
London, April 23—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93| @ 94
workmen.
uou-striking
for money and account.
The National Tru-t Company of New lord
London, April 23—12.30 P. M.—American securihas recovered $33,000 from parties who obties— United States i0-40s, 103*. Erie Railwayat26f
tained this amount from the company on
@
27; do preferred 37.
forged bonds of the New York, Buffalo &
Liverpool, April 23—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
Erie road.
is easier but not quotably lower; Middling uplands
A Newburyport despatch says that new disat 73 @ 8d; do Orleans at 8ftd; sales 10.000 bales, incoveries are made every day, confirming faith
cluding 2000 for speculation and export.
iu the existence of the richest deposits. Many
miners and operators of tniues are in town,
MARRIED.
Missouri and
some from California, Nevada,
uther sections near and'afar.
In Topsham, April 15, Henry Ulmer and Miss EmSchooner Island Belle of Mr bile, .Jamaica tor |
Mobile, capsized and tilled 80 miles south of maInM. Purinton.
Kennebunk, April 22. by Rev. Charles H,
Cuba. Crew saved.
Gates. Jonathan J. Johnson and Miss Delia E.,
Secretary Bristow has gone to New York.
of Nathan E. Wells of Kennebunk.
daughter
Richard F. Fester of Richmond, Va,, comIn Sedgwick, April 17, Albion Carter of Brooklin
mitted suicide Thursday night.
and Miss Lucinda A. French of Addison.
In Penobscot, April 17, George I. Soper of Orland
The buildiug in Richmond, Va., occupied by
aud Miss Jennie C. Haynes of Penobscot.
the ageut of the Canton Color Works, was
burned vesterdav. Loss on stock $34,000.
At Hazelton, Pa., Thursday, a party or minDIKD.
ers attacked Jasper E'y’e place uud Wounded a
merchant who had refused to assist them.
In this city, April 22, Mrs. Caroline M, II., wile of
During the melee one of the miners was shot !
Martin Gore.
and killed.
[Funeral on Tueday afternoon at 2J o’clock, at
Five trains on the Union Pacific, from the
her laie residence, No. 171 State street.
Green River branch, got into Ogden Thursday ?
In this city, April 23, Cora B. Smith, aged 13 years
night, and four traius were expected at Green 8 mouths,—only daughter of Frances H. and the late
River last night.
William S. Smith ot South Boston. [Boston papers
please copy.
Burch and Harden, under sentence of death,
Lieut.
colored
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock,
were respited yesterday by the
at the bouse of Geo. Gray. Jr., No. 1 Sherbrooke St.
Governor of South Carolina, iu the absence ol
Burial at convenience ot the family.
Gov. Chamberlain.
In Cape Elizabeth, April 23. Win. H. Ricker, aged
State Treasurer Parker of South Carolina has
24 years 3 months,—son of the late Wm. Kicker.
been committed to Columbia jail in default of
[Funeral services Sunday atternoon at 2 o’clock,
Eastern and Western papers please copy.]
$250,000 bail.
^
In Gorham, April 21, Mrs. Mary H., widow ot the
At the meeting of the Natioual Board of
late
it
was
Augustus Johnson, aged 70 years 5 months.
Underwriters in New York yesterday,
services Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
[Funeral
to
make
advisable
any
not
voted that it was
late residence, Gorham. Relatives and friends
at
her
reduction of the schedule of rates, but to leave are invited to attend wilhont further notice.
the matter entirely in the hands of tbe execuIn Fre port, April 21, Eva Corbett, aged 27 years
7 months.
tive committee. Rates on buildings are fixed
cent,
aud4
In
three
for
Kennebunk, April 19, Varnum W. Peabody, son
years,
per
at 2h per cent,
for five years. H. A. Oakley was re-elected of Richard L. Peabody, aged 32 years.
President.
Win. Force & Sou’s linseed oil manufretory
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Loss
in New York was burned yesterday.
Name.
From
For
Date.
Sarmatian..Portland....Liverpool.... Apl 24
$120,000.
Rob’t W. Butting for murder of John TompElysia...New York. .Glasgow.Apl 24
kins, at New Paltz, N. Y., has been sentenced Parthia..Boston.Liverpool.Apl 24
City of Montreal.. .New York.. Liverpool-Apl 24
to life imprisonment.
York. .Liverpool-Apl 24
Spanish residents of New York last evening Republic.New
Etna.New York Hayti, &c —Apl 26
of
Cercommemorated the 259tli anniversary
York. .Liverpool.Apl 27
New
WyomiDg.—
vantes’ death.
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool ...Apl 28
The miners at Hillman’s mines, Penn., have
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwall... Apl 30
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool... .May 1
voted not to go to work.
at
Brest, Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool.... May 1
J. M. Kerros, U. S. Consular Agent
California.New York..Glasgow.May 1
is dead.
Cuba.New York.. Liveri>ooi-May 5
There is an official report at Havana that the
York. .Jamaica, &c.May 6
Claribel.New
rebels have been defeated in an engagement
Polynesian.. .Quebec.Liverpool.... May 8
and 70
Batavia... ..Boston.Liverpool.... May 8
City ot Paris. New York. Liverpool... .May 8
of Havana.New York. Havana.May 11
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL City
Henry Chauncy... New York. .Aspinwall... May 15
_

|

__

killed._

Wholesale Markets.
23.—The market shows no

Portland

change
and the demand is fair.
to-day.
Potatoes are quite pleuty and prices are declining a
little. Flour is still in good demand with a light
stock in the market. Pork and lard are unchanged.
Grain is a little firmer, but there is no change to note

Friday, April

Produce is very firm

in

prices.

Miatasnre Almauac...April 34.
Sunrises.5.06 I High water. 2.00 PM
Sun sets.6 51 I Moon rises.11.15 PM

MAJRIJSTE

3STEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND,

^PHILADELPHIA—Cld
sch

Bxpoi,r->.
PONCE, PR. Schr Rebecca Ann—100,000 sbiugles,
10,000 clapboards, 220 shooks and heads, 10,100 hoops,
47,51)0 ft lumber.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Nellie Cushing—1400 bbls
of flour, 8554 It lumber, 31 tous coal.

CARDENAS. Brig Mechanic—21,700 hoops, 1093
shooks and heads, 157 hhd shooks, 7115 ft lumber, 163
empty casks.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Schr Lizzie G—1000 bbls flour
100 do oatmeal, 1200 galls oil.
Voreixu Import*.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—14 packages of
skins 49 packages fish 1 do merchandise to J F Liscomb.
_

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
_

Boston Stock Bisi.

theiBrokerfi*.Board. April 23.
& Maine Railroad.119f
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.924
Eastern Railroad.60$ @ 60$
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.105
ousion

Friday, April 183.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Rebecca M Smith, Grace, Baltimore—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Grace Cushing, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch David Torrey, Soule, Boston.
Sch Rose, Stickney, Boston.
Sch Jas O’Donohue, Coombs, Boston, to load hay
for Charleston.
Sch P S Lindsey, Johnson. Boston.
Sch L Standish, Wilder. Pembroke.
Sch Lyndon, Cassidy, Calais.
Sch John Pew, Burgess, Rockland, with head of

Guiding Star,
Mahlinan, ior

WCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 21st, sch An»ie Freeman, for Baracoa.
\ umun Carliso,
NFW YUBK-Ar 21st, barque
schs Annie
brig Kodiak, Peters. Matanzas;
22 day.; Ella Pro.
Mayaguez
V Barker. Suuwman,
New
Hall,
Haven;
Hamburg,

jam"
lev plessev.

Virginia;

Yiroona,’Fitzgerald,

irAr‘e”3d,eSh

Cardenas; sc.,s
Cardenas; Jas K Talbot, Crock-

ClenO B McFarland, McFarland,

Sarah
Man'ins. To.Id. Sagna; fob.
P.ukbam, Cape
3obb Cobb Para, S (1 Pinkham.
JacksonvilleHaytlen; Alcora. Robintmn,
stbs
1
Passed through Hell Cate 21st,
Allen, New
from Hoboken tor Bangor; Morelight,
York for Portland.
,,,
o„an„ koss
1 8,
Susan
PROVIDENCE— Below 21st, sch.
Wall Iront Hoboken.
,>11
Rentier
Benner,
Bell,
Nollie
NEWPORT—Slil 21st. felt
'Iront Portland) for New Vork.
Sailed 22(1. sen*
HUTCH 1SI.AND HARBOR
Nortol
E H Atwood. Haskell, from Koekport
H
Bichtnond.
JCCratts. Greeley. Rockland lor
for Philadelphia
IrofnJ'tovidence
Blaisilell, Coggins,
Wilmington.
Susanna, Pickering, Rockland tor
from
SOMERSET—Ar 20th. sen Only Son, Meader,

r“ud2M

bri"

received and

offer to tlie trade, either

now

a

BETAIL.

U«

WHOLESALE
One Case Arlington Poplins, all colors.
Retail price 31 cent*10 pcs Lyons Poplins, all the new shades,
Lrn* thna

at

One

ease

Black, Stripe and Fancy Silks.
derided bargain*.

at

67 pieces
for

45

Jobber*’ Price*.

shades Dress Goods

new

yard, actually worth UN crul"»

cent*

All of onr Black Goods
rery l.ow Price*.

at

—

One Case

[or

1INE\VBKBFORD—Ar

Heal,
21st, sch Watclunan,
Lincolnvillo
A
Achorn,
E DG ARTOWN—Sid 20th, sch Lconessa,
for Bath.

.«««

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, schs Mary Bangdon. Mullen, Kondout tor Boston; t Hatch, Green,
10
Now York tor Saco; Franconia, .Jordan, Hoboken
John
Portland; Acira. Chandler, Now York tor St EveElla Brown, Brown. New Bedford for Maclnas;

line, White. Belfast for Richmond; Fannie & Rditu,
Bartlett, do for Baltimore.
Sid, brig Jas Davis; schs Vashti R Gates, Yreka,
Abbott Lawrence.
Ar22d. schs Mary Stewart, Coombs. Koekport tor
Philadelphia; N H Hall, Hart, Portland for BaltiW
more; N Berry, Winslow, frn do tor New York;
Freeman flaw. home. Thomaston for do.
TreBOSTON—Ar 22d. schs May Wyman, Norton,
mont; T W Thome, Kelloch, Rockland.
Ar23d, schs Franklin, Coates. Calais; Metropolis,
Babbage, Vinalhaven ; Eastern River, Gilpainck,
Mt Desert; Silas McLoon, Spear. Dix Island; Ida
Hudson. Marsters, and Rutb S Hodgdon, Pendleton,
Rockland; Pulaski. Daley, Thomaston; Ruth Thomas, Dodge. Westport; Mary Eliza, Ryder, Batb.
Cld 23d, barque Limla Stewart. Robbins, New Bedford; brig Edith Hall, Buuker, New Orleans; sch
Solon, Siroonton. Rockland.
__

DANVERS—Ar 21st, sch Enterprise,

Onecasc

each.

cent*

(juilts

styles Percales and Prints,

new

marked 4-4, ilou’l nien*urc but 7-N yard
Mtiuir a* are retailing for 40 «-l» ItOPftlf
TOWN; one i*KUE 14 1-4, jn»t look
at them.

ALSO

—

—

190 Doz. of Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread, on
White Spools, best Thread ever made.
Our

Retail Price* 10 ecal* Down.

VTe have

this day opened

a

full lino nt

DRESS BUTTONS, BRAIDS AIN
TRIMMINGS.
at Lq*

Price*.

370 Parasols and Sun Umbrellas,
Mucb U Oder Price.

90 Dozen Bellingham Hose,
'll ceul* pair.
73 Dozen Euglish do,
i t cent* warth 45 cent*.

Ho<e
Full Line Misses’ and Children’
at Equally Low Price*.
HOUSE KEEPING GOODS

Mitchell,

SALEM-Sld 21st, sch Laura E Messer, Gregory,
Windsor, NS.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 20tli, sch Robert Woodruff.
Lewis, Wiscasset; Antelope, do.

Way Down Price*.

at

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND.
jaliS___—
DR, J. LIVERPOOL, Jr..

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Shanghae prev to 21st inst, snip Messenger.

5 FREE

Gilkey. New York.
Ar at Batavia Feb 28tb, barque Goodell, Crockett,
Amsterdam.
At Calcutta Mch 19. ships Ivauboe, Luke, for New
York; Grandee, Jacobs, from Liverpool, ar 14th;
barque P C Merriman, Young, tor Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 21st inst, ship Columbia, Carter,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Cardiff 21st, scb Minnie A Reed, Strout, lor
...

_T

BOSTOJI,

OF

MonWill be at United States Hotel April 26, 27, 28,
wdl treat paday, Tuesday, Wednesday, where he
disease..
chronic
of
forms
tients troubled with all
Examination and prescription
Consultation free.
tho
for medicine $1. All those wishing treatment by
month will do well to come prepared. Charges modhis
sacto
can
thousands
testify
erate. Thousands,
apr23d3tsn
cess as a medical practitioner.

_

SaAtattosirio Mi-h loth,
14, barque Isaac Jackson, Welsh,
where she would be detained

for Buenos Ayres
week, and thence proceed to United States.
At Pernambuco Mcli 30jsch J P Auger, Bedell,
or Portand, or New Yorn.
TT
Sid fm Ponce 10th inst, sch W G Moseley, UranD,
Baltimore.
Jn port 10th inst, brigs Wenonah, Small, from Wilmington. ar 7th. disg; Geo Harris, Stowers, wfg, sch
Oliver Dyer, Falker, from Portland, ar Mch 29,,lclg
ior do; Lavolta. Whittcmore. trom Aguadilla, ar Mch
29th, Idg; Nellie Star, Poland, for United States, ldg;
Paul Seavey, Lowell, seeking.
Sid tm
barque Clara, Crosby, Bos-

ooe

1IOESE

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of tha
late David Tucker, wilt be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

_

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

personal

All orders, elthe
prompt attention

Cientuegos 2d,

ton.

Bates

more

93

Baltimore.

or

by mall, -will receive
]y24dtlan

.,

Sid fm Cardenas 15tb, schs Helen A Bowen, Alexandor, and Telumah, Fossett, for North of Hatteras;
20tb, brig H H Wright, Meyers, and Hyperion, Clark,
do; sch Grace Webster, Hume, do.
In port 15th, barques Endeavor, Lincoln, and Continental. Pillsbury, for North of Hatteras, Mg; brigs
Mattie B Ru-sell. York, tor New York, do; Ponvert,
Allen; Maurice.Carlson; Ysidora Rionda, Plummer;
A H Curtis, Merriman; C C Robinson, Devreux;
Antilles, Skinner, and Nellie Husted, Davis, North
of Hatteras; scbs Speedaway, Coffin; David Ames,
Elva E Pet* en gill. Emerson Hokes, C F Heyer. and
Eben Fisher, Reynolds, lor
Hannah McLoon, for

Desirable House for Sale.

LUNGWORT.

Letter.
friend recommended me’to try yonr
it would core me.
au<l
said
Syrup of Lungwort
* * * it lias done all lie said it would, and I never
Jledieioe
knd so good a Cough
Extract from

*

do;

37

PURE OPAL GLOBE.
We put
THE most perfect Gs« Olobe In use.
Burner,
IHcGnno’a economic Go.
on
far
and
Holder,
Expansion
with or without the Globe
the
trial and no charne unless mtisfactory. Among
K.
areS.
Small,
now
them,
using
citizens of Portland
L. Carle ton,
H G Gaiter. M. B. Bourne, and S.
Eso to whom we refer. Do not be deceived by any
Try none but MeGnnm’m
worthless imitation.
Economic. Send orders to the OfBcr, 3 Boyd’n
Building, Corner Exchange and Middle Sts.
apr20dtwsn*
April 12, 1875.

.,

54, Ion 71 20, barque Josephine, fm
York.
_^

Self-Advertising Remedy.
There are certain proprietary articles that

A

#

Ufore.^

MPOKEft.
40, brig Hattie Eaton, trom Cuba

April 17, lat 37
Matanzas tor New

*

*

11,13 and 15 Moulton street.
March 30, 1875.
corner
C. WAV A CO., Apolhecarie.,
ma22sn3m
Myrtle „ud Cumberland so..

Sld’ieth, sch Ellen Maria, Look, North of Hatteras;
19rb,brig Callao, Leemau, do; sch Jennie B Gilkey,
Gilkey, do.
April 15, lat

Brnckett

apr21snlw*

Ar at Havana 21st inst, sch Angie Amesbury, Gregory, Baltimore.
Sid 171 h. brig Iza. Walls, Caibarien.
Ar at Matanzas 14th, sch Mary E Downer, ThompNew
son, fm Havana; 20th, Laura Bridgman, Clark,

for Boston.

and Neal "'reel..
Wills L, MOBKh,
City Building.

of

Corner
Dp|y to

A

Boston; and others.

A

adver-

themselves. Among these are Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. It may be truly said of this celebrated
remedy for disorders of the stomach, liver and bowof
els, and antidote to malaria, that the contents evits good effects
ery bottle is an advertisement, since
inas
so decidedly and promptly evince themselves
from those who
variably to elicit favorable comment
This is particularly true in rural neighboruse it.
hoods invaded by chills and fever, and other types of

—

you-

CAN RECEIYE AND SHIP FREIGHT,
FROM AND TO NEW YORK,
is

Such
malaria, for which it is a recognized specific.
disorders beiDg epidemic, the question “What is the
itbest remedy and safeguard?” naturally presents
solf to everybody in this vicinity, and is made the
subject of general inquiry. A family benefltted by
tlie Bitters communicates the fact to the neighbors,
who in turn become patrons of the great remedy, mid
beproclaim its efficacy. This explains why it lias
medicome the most popular of Ameriean household
on the
is
its
continually
and
cines,
popularity

by tho

‘‘Cromwell Steamship Line.”
—

ALSO

you

—

$57.50

FOR

wny

increases.

way

cheapest

the

tise

can

secure

a

FIRST CLASS CABIN PASSAGE

__

Carry the News.
It is natural for people suffering with Consnmpof
tioo, Coughs, Severe Colds, or any other disease

—

IN

THIS

FINEST STBAJl!»niPKVKB»«l TDK
BOUTS.

and Lungs, to put off from day to day
buying an article that they know has cured their
neighbor, friend, or relative, yet they have no faith

the Throat

Clean

J. N. N4GNA, Agent.
0?=See Advertisement.apr2?<ltfsn
Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails

lately been introduced in this country from Germany
Druggists and people everywhere are elated over
its success. iTeu cau get a sample bottle for 10 cents
and try it. Regular size bottle 75 cents. Sold bv W.
F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
TT&S&weow
oc2

and

Covers, Canvass Letterings,

Decorations, Ac.,

people that you saw their j
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

TACKLE.

FISHING
I have just received

a

large and fine assortment of

TACKLE
a large stock of

FISHING
for

summer

Also

fishing.

Single and ilouble Guns and Sportsmen’s
Goods,
importation, to he sold at low prices,
wholesale and retail.
Agents for Dupont’s Powder Tlills.

of my

own

GILBERT L. BAILEY,
STREET.

48 EXCHANGE
apr24

EXCHANGE

49 1-2
mc3

Cough Worn Victims
Whose lungs are racked and tom with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
reliefin the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Cronp and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins «& Co., General Agents,
K NON A Id

Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
in
United States Navy, No. 4 New CharnSurgeon
Communications prompters St.. New York City.
answered.
oc29snly
ly
the lite
Pension

snlm

{$500.00
NATIONAL

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

the

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
PURirY.

CENTS A BOTTLE.

A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
ma27sndtf
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.

Prepared only by

C. U. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
octlsneodtf
Middle Street.

i. o. o. F.

BOARD

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS
Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I).
Jont, on November 10th, and again on Pec. 9tb. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and oxpirea
by limitation in one year from *this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23tntf
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
Dissolution of Copartuersliip.
The copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name and style of Gowell & Greenougli, la this
day dissolved bv mutual consent. S. B. Gowell asall liabilities of the late tirm.and is authorize d

guUM 8

Members of the Order who have not procured their
tickets can do so at the 1. O. O. F. Hall this and tomorrow evening of the Committee for the Band and
Promeoade Concert on the 26th of April.
ap23sn2t

REWARD.

THE

The Spring vacation this year includes May Day
and tho week following instead of the week in which
May day occurs.
PER ORDER S. S. COM.
ap24sn2t

MARBLE

NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
or injured in

PCand soldiers, wounded, ruptured

Public Schools,

PRICE FIFTY

STREET.,

LEAVITT.
sn*od

F. A.

Please tell the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Table unroom.
Polite and courteous nutation.

and tidy Mtnli

equaicd.

in it until it is too late. If you will go to your Druggist and get a bottle of Bosciiee’s German Syrup,
It has
your immediate cure is as certain as you live.

to

collect all debts due the same, (which must be paid

immediately.

GOWELL & GRKENOUGH.

Apail 13, 1675.

apl4d*n3«r

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,
THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
llo shall lay hands on them and tney shall bo
healed

Itoo.-us 11 A W H.I EM BLOCK
so3uic

mat

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
EASTMAN

CLEARED.

BALTIMORE—Ar 20tli, sch Florence Shay, Van
Cleaf, Rio Janeiro via Hampton Roads.
Ar 21st, schs Cephas Starrett, Babbidge, Havana;
W H Rowe, Whittemore, Boston.

& CO.

ELDEN

E. T.
Have

VARIATION

NO

AND

ONE PRICE

...

Billow, Perry, Addison~for Boston.
Sch Yirgiuia, Ward, Sullivan for Boston.

Providence.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

...

maiumast broken.
Sch Riualdo, Grover, Mt Desert—wood to W H
Preble.
Sch Alcvone, Smallage, Mt Desert.
Sch Starlight, Stanley, Cranberry Isles.
Sch M L Rogers, Gilley, Cranberry Isles.

Brig Mechanic, Gould, Cardenas—Geo S Hunt &
Co.
New York Stock and Money Market*
Sch Rebecca Add, (Br) Florian, Ponce—Pbinney &
|
Jackson.
New York. April 23—Evening.—Money closed
Sch Nellie Cushing, Simpson, St John, NB—John
easy at 2$ @ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange
Porteous.
advanced
bankers
to
488
for
and
was
by
long sterling
Sch Lizzie G, (Br) Gilchrist, St John, NB—John
490 for demand with actual business at 487$ ® 487$
Porteous.
for loug and 490 @ 490$ for demand. The customs receipts to-day were §219,000. Gold opened at 115$,
to
and
closed
at
loans
wero
also
advanced
115ft
[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
115$
made flat and at 1 per cent, fur borrowing. The AsAt at Matanzas 21st, sch Fred Jackson, Pettengill,
Treasurer
out
ou
acsistant
paid
to-day §248,000
Porto Cabello.
couut of interest and §15.000 in redemption ot bonds.
Sul 21 st, barque Josio Mildred, Ginn, for North of
The following are the operutious at the Gold Ex- Hatteras; Brunswick, Hutchinson, do; brig Mary C
change Bank—currency balances §1,170,493; gross Mariner, Doull, do.
clearances §24,525,000. The following is the Clearing
Sid fm Cardenas 21st. brigs A H Curtis, Mcrriman,
House statement: currency exchanges §73,556,370;
and C C Robinson, Devereux, North of Hatteras.
currency balances §3,3776 825; gold exchanges §5,Off Scilley 22d inst, ship Lizzie Moses, Lorn Savan125,050; gold balances §570,838. Governments were nah for Koval.
firm. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds were strong
Ar at Baltimore 22d, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Getchell,
with a general improvement.
Cardenas.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov
eminent securities:
iHGITlORANDA.
States
coupon 6’s, 1881.123$
United
Barque Abby Bacon, Morrill, at New York from
United States 5-20’s, 1862...1184
took
the
middlo passage and had rough
Alicante,
States
5-20’s
1864.
1204
United
weather, lost and split sails, and sprung foreyard and
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.122§
mizzenmast.
States
5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.1214
United
Sch M Sewall, of Deer Isle. Capt Haskell, with a
United States 5 2u’s, 1867, cx-div.122ft
cargo of dressed granite for the Centenial buildings,
United States 5-20’s. 1868, ex-div.... .122ft
Philadelphia, was crowded ashore on Sculptu rock,
United States new 5’s.lief
near Deer Isle. 18th inst. by floating ice, where she
United Slates 10-40 coupon.lib4
rem uns full of water, and heels hard to starboard at
Curreucv 6’s ex in. .....124$
low
will be made to discharge the cargo
were
the
The lollowing
closing quotations ot and tide. theEfforts
vessel oft. The vessel is owned by Capt
get
Stocks:
Haskell
and is uninsured. She was loaded
Sylvamis
Western Union Telegraph Co—exdiv.77|
last December and has been fiozen in ever since.
Pacific Mail.4»ft
Sell
Amos,
Bunker, from New' York for
George
N V Central and Hudson R. consolidated.102$
Portland, before reported, was run into night ot the
Erie.
3o| 20lh
an unknown vessel, and had jibboom and
by
Erie preferred.43
into City Island tor
Michigan Central. 73$. headgear carried awray. She put
repairs.
Union Pacific Stock..78$
Lake Shore. 72
DOifIBNTIC PORTS.
Illinois Central, ex-div.
102J
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 21st, ship D W Chapman,
Wabash.
16$
Miller, Havre.
Chicago & Northwestern.4-ft
PASCAGOULA-Cld 17th, schs Carrie Alice, Call,
55
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..
Boston ; Dione. Batch, Danvers|»ort.
Chicago & Rock lslaud. 103$
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch Frank & Emily, McThe following were the quotations for Pacific RailCobb, hoek|H>rt.
road securities:
WILMINGTON—Cld
19tb, sch Addie Fuller, HenCentral Pacific bonds.1024
derson, Martinique.
Union Pacific.looft
sch J W Allen, Clark, for
RICHMOND—Sid
19th.
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int.98*
New York.
Sinking Funds.94$
NOEPOLK—Ar 20th, ech Cbailic Miller, Jones,
Providence Priut t’loili Market*
Providence. April 23.—The printing cloths market
continued quiet with small transaction ou the basis
Dftc for standard and extra 64x64 for spot goods.

21st. brig
L A Johnson,

Caibarien;

tfoorc.

■-*
rorcisn

t

for Clentuegos; sch
Cld 21st, brig J H Lane, Sbute,
It W Tull, Shropshire,
JB Fisk, Crowell, Boston;

BROS.
DR.

WILL

OPEN

A

LARGE

LOT

OF

HARRIS ON’S

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

LADIES’
SPRING

GARMENTS
oiv

COST//ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

MONDAY, APRIL
EASTMAN
534

by all the Medical Jourthe most Agreeable,
Convenient. Rfiteotive and
Sure Remedy for

Indorsed
nals as

12lh.

BROS.,

CONGRESS STREET.
sulf

aplO

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, arc
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases of
onco the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousnkss,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility’, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint&c.
Travellers find the

n ess

theg

)ust what then need,
inodorous that then man

Lozenges
and

as
are so compact
a carried in the veet

pockety and as an aperient or
hexatire these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Boxm .JO c. large Itoxe* Mr. »cut

LYKENS VALLEY

FRANKLIN

COAL.

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

3 91

by wail free of pontage to any n<ldre**.
For Bale by U. S. Harrison &
Co., No. 1 Tremont
1 oinple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

seDsueodJy

OUR TERMS IIENCaFORTH
will be strictly

TONS

of the celebrated

CASH,

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
lor sale in lots to suit purchasers at
GO COMMERCIAL
mar29

STREET.

BAND.ILL &HcILU8TER.

sntf

To Be Let.
and after Jan. 1,1875, the chamber in second
now occupied by F. M. lOkh r & Co., ou the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENKY PEERING,
de28sntf
No. 65 Exchange St.
On

story

—AND

VERY

TI1E—

LOWEST.

S. R. GOWELL
iVow

invite** all hi*

of

new one* to

DRY

old

friend* and loi*

look nt hi* uloek of

goods.

m

Brief Joltings.
Dr. Carlton Kimball informs us that (notbe is
withstanding the rumor to tbe contrary)
not to leave Portland.

PBESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORMMJ.

1875

At’IUL-4'

A large number of Bangorians will attend
the consecration of Bishop Healy.
season.
Yesterday was the finest day of tho
the
W. H. Pennell of this city is to ventilate

Religion. Notice*.

Services at 10-3!)
vrr

U<Tt

p

wr,

pastor:

K?U
aud 3 P-“•

a. iu.

pnimcir.—-Sabbath School at 11 a.
by Kev. 3. F. Morgan. Kvcn-

court room in Augusta.
Trot out your garden seeds.
the Falmouth
A lunch room is being put into

3Ci"o“

(UNION Church), Knightsville
Sabbath School at 1
B F Pritchard Pastor.
2
Preaching at
Pr^'hiiiK at and 7$ p. m. School
at Ufa.
Sabbath
m.
m.
5
Social meeting p.
iu.
services
at 10$ a.
Willis ton CHUuen.—Preaching
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social
ni.
m. and 3 p.
m.
Worship at 7 p.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—lit. Rev. H.
A. Neely, bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. ni., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
5) a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. ni., 3 and 7 p.m.
A V

r^v

w

PARISH

Hotel.
will appear at
Washburn’s great moral show
City Hall next Friday evening..
ball when their
The Infautry are to give a

fe,d^fvXatg10$a.

on Thursday evenings
Prayer meetings
sea and land are

invited.

All trom
St.
cust

at 7$ p.
Seats free.

new

M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Constreet, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting
Wednesday and Saturday at 7$ o’c’k P. M., and Sunday at 9 a. m.; at the Bethel, 97 Fore St.,at 10$ a. m.
Second Parish Cnuitcn.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 1C$ a. m.» and 7 p. in. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. in. Sittings free to all and all are welcomed.
First Congregational Church Deerino.—
Sunday
Rev. Mr. Morgan will preach at 10$ a. m.
School immediately after service.
St.Lawrence St. church—Rev. A.H. Wrigtit,
Pastor. Preaching services at 10$ and at 3. Sunday
School at 1$.
Free
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. 87
St. Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Elder E. A. Stockman. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„
Y.

The India street folks will have

to
The ladies of the First Baptist society are
of a most varied and
an
entertainment
givo
character on Wednesday evening of

interesting
next week,

at the vestry of their church.
details will be fully announced Monday.
There is to be a May festival and town

be

ning.
A temperance meeting will oe neia at oo jb
of Temperance Hall Sunday evening.
Last evening the “Blues” voted to accept the
invitation of the Biddeford Light Infantry to
attend their anniversary, which occurs next
9
Thursday. The company will go out on the

o’clock train and assist the Biddefords in escorting the Governor and Gen. Chamberlain,
and their staffs, on their arrival in the afterChandler’s Band—24 pieces—will furnnoon.
ish music for the occasion. The reception and
hall in the evening will lie a brilliaat affair.
Dr. Howe distributed 15,000 circclars in two
redays in this city, one to every three persons
siding within its limits, and received little or
He then advertised two days in the
no results.

daily papers, and at once had all the business
he could attend to.
The Union Square Theatre Company will
play “Two Orphans” here next week-

Congress Street M. E. Church.—Pastor Rev.
C. B. Pitblado. Preaching at 10* a. xn. and 3 p. m.
Misby the p«stor. Meeting of “Women’s Foreign
Addresses by Bishop
sionary Society” at 7 p. m.
ladies.
several
and
Andrews
Plymouth Church.—C. F. Dole Paster, preaches
The Sabbah
No afternoon sendee.
at 10* a. m.
will be held in the church at 7*
school

The Second Parish Spell*
Even the staid, coriect, orthodox Second Parish is not above this sort of thing, but enjoyed
a most
refreshing and satisfactory season of
spelling last evening at their vestry. The rooms
The company were
were filled to overflowing.
in the best of spirits tnd the most amiable of

anniversary
o’clock. p.|m.
Leonard of
Park St. Church.—Rev. H. C.
Deering will preach to-morrow.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
Gosm.
meetings at 2 p. m. Sabbath School at 3 p.
Temperpel temperance meeting at 7* p. m. Union
lhe
public
ance Reform meeting Mondoy evening,
are Invited.

moods, and yet they came to hard words before
A. L. Burbank,
the evening was halt over.
Esq and Clarence Hale, Esq., acted as umhad
pires. The first match was of those who
in any spelling match before, hoys and girls too young for the High
School. Rev. J. M. Palmer gave out the words

United States Circuit Cnurt.

participated

never

BEFORE JUDGE BHEPLEY.

The regular term opened yesterday; Rev. Mr. Dole
of Plymouth church officiated as chaplain.
Grand Jury—Charles Junkins, loreman, Augus E.
Amos
Moore, Charles W. Wasgatt, James C. Young,
BradBoyd, Emery Jones, Emery Brewer, Henry C.
H.
bury, Moses Kinney, William H. Smith, William
Dyer, William Pulrerman, Elisha Stetson, Augustus
R. Rixby, David Liuckin, Luther H. Hurd, John A.
William
Swett, Josiah S. Ricker, Stanford T. Chase,
D. Marriner.
After charge from the judge the jury retired for
business, and the docket was called.
Fox, who recently heard the case of Ward

Two ’girls and one boy remained
to this class.
little girl
up for a long time, but finally one

a^“mess”

made

of the first

syllable

of “Mez-

Lizzie Bowles and
zotint,” and sat down.
Wiuthrop Follet got the prizes, fifty cents
each.
The next class was of adult and experienced
spellers. S. T. Pullen, Esq., conducted the exercises and gave out the words. Mr. William
Carruthers failed to spell “abstinence”correctly
and got the primer. “Callus” was too haid for
Rev. Mr. Palmer, who put in only one “f;”

Judge
in equity, vs. Hatch, on a motion for preliminary injunction to restrain the State Treasurer irom levying a tax against the Maine Central Railroad Com-

spelled Josh-Billiogsly “osteer”;
a well known teacher in the High School spelled “deprecate” with an i. Miss Caroline M.
Carter took the first prize, a fine chromo of
“austere*,

came in
pany, under the last act ot the Legislature,
and delivered an oral opinion, sustaining the views

of the corporation oounsel, under the authorities of
the Supreme Court, and granted the injunction.
Drummond—J. & E. M. Rand for complainaut.
Tapley for respondent.

was

gentians with

a

pretty frame, blue and silver*

Mr. C. F. Jellerson took the second prize, a
The words put out were,
beautiful bouquet.
most of them, from hard and veteran lists, and
it was an honor to the victors to have stood the

Court.
PRESID-

ordeal.

ING.

Friday.—Members of the bar

are

requested

to

Coart cases
o’clock Sator trial this term will be made at ten
urday morning.
of asHenry W. Ellis vs. John M. Fnent. Action
sumpsit in which the plaintiff claims to recover th
sum of $866.67 for labor for eight and three-quarter
weeks at $100 per week in superintending the construction of the Portland Museum.
a leaso
The plaintift claims that after he had taken
of Fluest hall of the defendant for five year6, in which
alter it and conhe, the defendant, covenanted to
struct a first-class opera house, the defendant came
to him and said that the architect he had engaged
did not understand the business and was incompehim
tent to do the work for which he had employed
in
and he was fearful he could not complete the house
that
the time required by the terms of the lease;
that although he had some theatritold

only assignment

XT.

ot

I

him,
plaintift
cal engagements, he would give them up if necessary
and remain and superintend the work; that the deondant thereupon replied, that if he would he should
be forever indebted to him; that thereupon the plainand
tiff did throw up bis engagements and remain
that there
superintend the construction of the house;
was no price agreed upon.

The claim of the defence is that this theatre had
been let to the plaintift and that by arrangement
with the parties the changes which were to be made
lor the purpose of changing it from a hall to a theatre were to be such changes as the plaintift himself
desired; that the changes were to be made according
to the will of the plain tin, and that he was to direct
the manner in which the changes were to be made;
that the only servicer or superintendence which the
plaintift performed were in stating and directing
what he desired to be done.
The defendant also introduced in evidence a release or settlement signed by the plaintift Ellis and
Shaw, his partner, in substantially those words:
•‘For a valuable consideration to us paid by John M.
Fluent of Portland, the receipt whereof we do hereby acknowledge, we do hereby discharge and releaso
the said Fluent from all claims or demands due to
either or both of us of every description to this date,
(this document was dated October 21th, 1874,) and we
do agree to pay the demands named in the annexed
schedule without recourse to said Fluent and to
hold him harmless for all cause and damage therefor.
This release is dated October 24. 1874, about one
month after the services tor which this claim Is made
had been performed. The plaintift in explanation of
this receipt says that the claim for which this action
Is brought did not enter into that settlement and upon this point much testimony was introduced by the
defendant of attorneys and persons who were present at the settlement, who testified in substance that
this claim was talked over, and that the plaintift was
requested, both by the counsel for Mr. Fluent and
his own counsel, to bring in all the demands ho had
against Fluent; that the receipt was read over to
plaintift before he signed it, and that he expressed
himself as perfectly satisfied. Verdict for the de-

fendant.

plaintiff.

Howard & Cleaves for defendant.
This being the last case for the jury this term they
until Hi a first

steamers.

Congress

Subject—“Friction.”

__

prizes.

BishoD Healy. It is pronounced by good judges
to be an excellent likeness of the new Bishop.
tho temCapt. Coyle and others addressed
Allen Mission last eveperance meeting at the

m.

for

as

A man broke two of his fingers yesterday,
while lowering a sail to bis boat.
A horse attached to a peddler’s cart broke up
things generally yesterday on Moulton street.
In the window of T. P. McGowan’s book
street, is a fine lithograph of
store on

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden,
will preach to-morrow morning on Jacob Annointing
Evening lecthe Rock at Bethel; Gen. xxviii, 18.
ture in the vestry at 7*; International Lesson;
Gideon’s Army; Judges vii, 1-8.
Free St. Baptist CHURcn.—Rev. James MeWhinnie pastor. Preaching at 10* a. m. and at 7 p.
in.
Suuday school at close of morning service.
India St. Uniyersalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service ,at 10* o clock.
Fifth Lecture
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m.
In Practical Course at 7 o’clock in the eveniog.

Loud—Cliffords

given

English

Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Rev. S.
V. Douglas, Pastor. Love feast at 10* a. m. Preaching by Rev. Mr. Stanford 3 and 7* p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F. Jones,
Andrews
pastor. Services at 10* a. m. by Bishop
and 3 p. m. by Rev. 1. Luce. Suuday school at 1* p.
m.
m.
Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p.
Spiritualist Fraternity, at Arcana Ball.
J. M. Peebles will lecture at 3 and 7 p. m. Seats
free. All are invited.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner ot
Wilmot.Rev. W. H. Shailer, pastor.—Sabbath School
Social meeting 7 p. m.
1.30 p. m. Preaching 3.
Seats Free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
A children’s meeting at 7*. Free to all.

take notice that the

spell-

TllP.KflilV of Mav.

municipal Court.
before judge knight.

Friday—Bridsct Pendergrass. Open shop Lord’s
day. Fined $10 with costs. Paid.
Motley & Blethen.
Real Estate Transfers.—The following
in this city recordare the real estate transfers
ed the past week:
Lot with buildings thereon, corner Congress
and Neal streets, from R. and H. P. Ingalls tc
F. G. Patterson: consideration #1.
interestLot with buildings thereon—half
C. Cobb to Sylvester
on Pearl street, from VV.

Hobart; consideration 83000.
of Wilmot
Lot with buildings thereon, out
Jones
street, from James Cornish to Josiah
consideration $1.
a
t.
o
L.
S.
&
from
Spring
Lot on Clark street,
A;
to G. R. Davis; consideration $1.
Lot on Clark street, from.G. R. Davis to C
E. Stevens; consideration $2500.
Lot on Taylor street, from Ansel L. Dyer te
John Eiedy; consideration $556 80.
Lot on Congress street, from J. B- Litt'enelc
et als. to Peter Johnson; consideration $3000,

ful, netting

early freight

this city at about three o’clock in the morning
in charge of Conductor Bray. About the time
the train reached the bridge the engineer heatd
thumping on the sleepers,
one of the wheels
but before he could make up his mind what it
was the third car from the engine had left the
and was thrown off the bridge. Three
more followed it, while the remainder kept the
The trucks of the cars thrown off retrack.
track

on the bridge and were fearfully piled
The train hauds all escaped injury.
As soon as the accident was discovered a large
force of men went out to clear the traek. This
was no very easy job as the trucks were piled
track in every direction, and it was a
on the
in place and
very difficult matter to get them
The
them from going off the bridge.

mained
up.

prevent

nearly destroyed, but the couteots
will be saved, though in a damaged condition.
The passengers by the morning train were
brought in carriages over Tukey’s bridge. The
track was cleared about 3 o’clock in tbe Aftercars were

noon.

»

No. 25, the down freight train over the road>
had fourteen ears thrown from the track near
Starks Thursday. No one was injured but the
travel was obstructed for some time.
Soldiers

and Bailors

monument

asso-

ciation.—The executive committee of this association met at the Mayor’s room last evening.
Thete was a full attendance andjan encouragOn
ing amount of interest was manifested.
motion of Hon. C. H. Haskell it was voted to
apask the pastors of the different churches
point a committee of ladies from each parish
to
to cooperate with the executive committee
It is wished
raise funds for itlie association.
that the names of these committees and the
churches from which they are appointed be
to

the Secretary, 0. W. Roberts.
As Memorial day falls on Sunday, it is the
wish of the executive committee that the clerasgymen make mention of the objects of this
soeiation’in their discourses on that day. The

sent to

Treasurer’s bond is fixed

at

$1000

Portland Band.—We are pleased to know
that the efforts of the friends of the Portland
Band to assist this old and time honored institution have been so far successful that Mr.
Proctor has already commenced their new and
beautiful uniform. The uniform will consist
of a Prussian frock coat, of scarlet English
broadcloath, with pants of light blue cassimere
and astrachau hat, the eutire uniform to be
trimmed with gold laee in neat and elegant

design. Some four weeks will be required in
wbich to finish this uniform, when we understand the band propose to appear in public (we
hope in City Hall) in a condition and appearance

of which its friends may well ho

proud.

Spelling Match.—The spelling match at
Congress street M. E church next Monday
evening promises to be of unusual interest. It is reported that Bowdoin, Bates and
Yale will be represented, and we may look for
one of the most exciting, closely contested and
interesting spelling matches yet given in this
Mr. Albro E. Chase is to be word

vicinity.

giver.

We

predict a

crowded house.

I. O. O. F.—'The following is the programme
Fellows enter0f (be baud concert at the Odd
tainment at City Hall, Monday evening:
Overture—Poet and Peasant..Snppe
Fleur—D’Alsace Waltz..Steiner
Clarionet Obligato.

ance.

in order.

tbe society over $50.

Trunk Accidents.
train out over the Grand
Trunk road met with an accident yesterday on
the bridge loading out of the city, that delayed
the trains over the road until late in the day.
The train consisted of nineteen cars loaded with
freight from the English steamers, and a saloon
The train left the depot in
car in the rear.

was taken before U. S. Commissioner Clif
ford charged with resisting a revenus officer or
the bridge between Calais and St. Stephens 1
N. B., and bound over to the U. S. Circui
Court. He furnished securities for his appear

were

~

Viuotv.

Grand

The

He

night.
plana tioug and apologies

mabVU

Mr. Charles H. Payson.
Befresbmeu's were served after the cl iss was
dismissed; the whole affair was very success,

Resisting A Revenue Officer.—On tlx
arrival of the steamer New Brunswick hen
yesterday morning, Deputy U. S. Marsha
Marble arrested JoIid Saughessy of Calais

The Wrong Hotel.—A man sauntered inti
the post office through the lear entrance yes
terday afternoon, stepped up to a desk and al
tor glancing over the route hook for a few m<
H
rneuts, asked where Brackett roomed.
Sam does not furuis
was assured that UuUe
lodgings to Brackett. “Why,” said he, with a
bewildered air, ‘‘I slept with Brackett lai t
Ain’t this the Falmouth Hotel?’’ E: >

ilVC"XlllUUlO

this was for spellers who had, most of them,
won laurels before; and who dared to face such
words as “zinky” and “sibylline” and “desiccate” and “vitrify.” Miss Ellen E. Burgess
of
was the Victor, hut she was only just ahead

I

I

Fax grant* a temporary injunction against the Slate Treasurer.

Judge

the Circuit Court yesterday morning
Judge Fox announced his decision, on the motion for an injunction in the case George L.
Ward in equity vs. Silas C. Hatch, State
Treasurer and others, known as the railroad
tax case.
Judge Fox said he had examined the case
carefully, it being one of great importance and
of a serious character as it involved the question of an injunction, hy the Federal court, to
found every point in
a State officer; hut he had
the case covered hy decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States, which are binding
his own opinion in
on him, whatever might be
the matter.
After reciting the provisions of the charter
of the company, he said it was evident that the
act of 1874. under which the tax was assessed,
is in conflict with the charter, and if the provisions of the charter are valid, the act of 1874
is not.
The Supreme Court of the United States has
al.
always held by a majority of the judges,
-a
been
has
disienting
minority,
there
though
that a state could make a valid contract not
to tax certain property, which contract a subnot revoKO; aud that
the state is deprived of the power of taxing a
iu any other manner than the
can

corporation
one provided

in its charter.
Upon these auj
tbotities, be was forced to the conclusion that
the act of 1874 is not binding on this corporand that all the taxation to which it

ation,
can

subjected

be

is that

expressed

in the char-

ter.
It has been
constitution, the

argued that under our state
Legislature had no power to
make such a contract; but upon a careful examination, he had not been able to find any
limitation of the power of the Legislature in
this respect.
The next question is, “Can an injunction
m»

The court does not find that the corporation
is without remedy under the law of the state,
the money and
as all it had to do was to pay
the next moment it could bring a suit to recovBut the plaintiff in this case has
er it back.
and he founds his claim as
no such

remedy,

as
well upon the neglect of the corporation
He is a citizen
upon the acts of the Treasurer.
of Massachusetts, and so may sue in the Federal Court. It has been argued that inasmuch
thi3 suit as a stockholder of a
as he

brings

that he must be held to be
was decided
a citizen of Maine; but this point
the other way in Dodge vs. Woolsey, cited in
and it is not an open question in

corporation,

Maine

argument,

this court. In respect to the question as to
the miscUjef threatened to the plaintiff’s interit was
ests, he had been in doubt as to whether
sufficient to call for an injunction; but considCourt on
ering the decisions of the Supreme
that
the same question, he was of the opinion
it is his duty to issue an injunction, and it is so

ordered.____
Bit af Komanee.
On the 27th of last Februaiy a Mr. Edwin
Rowe of New York, eloped with the wife of a
merchant named Fureerson. The woA

wealthy

is about 25 years of age and of very prefour
possessing appearance. She had a child
with her. Her
took
she
which
of
age.
years
husband was greatly distracted by the loss of
his wife and child. On the 29th of March a
man

named James Dunne was emMr. Furgerson instructed
case.
the
on
ployed
him to spare neither money or time, but if
young

man

The defind the woman and child.
tective first traced the parties to Philadelphia,
where they stopped for Borne time, but he did
not find where they stopped until after they
had left the city. After a dilligent search he
He
discovered that they had gone to Boston.

possible

to

traced them all over the Now England States
He soon disand through New York State.
They
covered that they had gone to Canada.
their
were in Montreal some time, but changed
hotel so often that it was impossible to catch
them. Yesterday noon the detective came to
this city and at once called upon Marshal
Parker and told him that he had every reason
to believe that the man and woman were in
this city. The Marshal and the detective at
Under the
once visited the Falmouth Hotel.
the 20th inst., they found the
date of

Tuesday,

of “Ed. Lewis” and “Mrs. L. A, Lewis,
Baltimore.” They were assigned to rooms No.
names

respectively. The detective at once
recognized the handwriting as that of Eowe.
On enquiry it was learned that Mr. Lewis had
46 and 37

knf

TTrrvr«

1rl

rafnrn

in ftfpff flaVS.

Ths Offl-

Lewis ;at
cere then proceeded to call upon Mrs.
She was cool and reserved, and
room No. 37.
The detecasked the business of the callers.
tive at once explained his business, and she
confessed that she was the Mrs. Furgerson be
The child was with her, and
was in search of.
It
the detective at once took them in charge.
is thought that it was the intention of Mr,
Eowe to return this morning and sail in the
Sarmatian this evening, but the plans have
been changed, and this morning the detective
will take the woman and child to New York,
going over the Portland & Eochester railroad.
It is said that Mr. Furgerson has nearly lost
his mind and has entirely given up business.
He recently telegraphed to the detective that
he would give him his whole fortune if he
would return his child alive; such is his affeotion for the child.
The detective has displayed wonderful skill
in the working up of this case, and will doubtless receive a handsome reward (or bis service?.
Strange Bonk Mark.
Some considerable time ago a gentleman, connected with a certain publishing establishment
called upon a certain liberal clergyman in this
city, and that divine lent him a copy of “Debt
and Grace” to read, hoping it would make him
A

recently returned, and
gentleman received the following

The work was

better.

Tuesday the

-Street, April 22, 1873.
Dear Mr. Witham. I opened my copy ot “Debt
to me, and somereturned
which
and Grace”
you
thing dropped. It appears to be one of those wicked
of perdition play.
the
children
cards with which
Metbinks I have heard it called the Knave of Hearts',
it
sometimes
goes by the name
if I am not deceived
of ltiqht Bower, or Left Bower, in the trifling game
or
Left, according as the
called Euchre',—Eight
“trump suit,” as they call it, is Hearts hr Diamonds.

With you, a devotee of mammon, in the service or
the press—meaning the Argus, the trump suit is
presumably Diamonds. In that case youIfhave left
you deyour Left Bower in “Debt aud Grace.”
ot
signed it as a delicate and surreptitious profler
for the kind
your “best card.” I have to thank you
is
pretI
am
already
hand
the
plaving
attention; but
that are
ty strong, and, repudiating as I do all ‘ways
dark and tricks that are vain.” I must return the
card to you. In short, if you will permit me to drop

into poetry,
Your Knave of Hoarts, with hit pert grimace,
Conveyed to me in “Debt and Grace”
I semi herewith to his proper place.
To till a gap in the Fifty-two:
To play the knave where others do,
And with’em Ira, you know who.
Yours

The

truly,----•

Museum.—There

was

an

excellent
“Sarato-

house at the Museum last evening.
takes immensely. This afternoon and eveit.
ning afford the last opportunities to see

ga”

Business Notes.
Both the mills of the Bowdoin paper manu-

facturing company and the Androscoggin Pulp
f
Company are running night and day,—full o
orders for stock.
At a special meeting of the East Sangerville
Cheese Factory Association, Thursday, April
8th, the time set to commence manufacturing
cheese was |Juue 1st; price for manufacturing
two cents per lb., green weight.
The Lewiston Journal says that the shipthe past week
ments of shoes from Auburn
lbs. of
have been 1726 cases, and receipts 46,779
the shipleather. During the week previous

G. T.

cases, and the receipts oi
ments were
the shipleather 44,185 pounds. One year ago
23d 1675
ments were for the week ending April
leather 72,950 pounds.
of
the
receipts
and
cases
The Lincoln County News says that shipin Damarisbuilding will not be quite so brisk
Mr. Merry will comcotta this season as last.
on a barkentine of about five

The following resolution and report concernfor
ng the maintenance of authorized agencies
mechanithe sale of liquors for medicinal and
of the
cal purposes, was adopted at the sessiou
in
Bangor
Good
of
the
Templars
Grand Lodge

Wednesday:
Resolved, As the sentiment of the Good
remplars of Maine, in Grand lodge assembled,
tne
that we heartily re-affirm the expression of
jn

Grand

Lodge

mence

operations

the vessel be now
hundred tons directly after
the timber of a ship
has on the stocks is off;
one thousand tons arrived for
or bark of about
This, with the steamMr. Metcalf last week.
in the Norris yard
construction
of
er in process
of the business this
will probably be the extent

summer.____
The Island Pond Nuisance—According
to the Boston Journal’s Washington special,

for the Island Pond offithere is a good cause
the bonding business at
cials struggle to secured
obtain fees which iu the
that point since they
amount to a large sum. The de-

aggregate
spatch says

that at all the frontier ports from
it is customary for the colPortland
to
Duluth
manifests, and
lector to issue office blanks,
cents each as a personal
clearances, at ten
The fees from these sales amount

perquisite.

collector’s
loast $12,000 a year, for each
of July 14th, 1862, allows
pocket The law
however, these
them to do this. At Portland,
all the customs
are furnished free and

Bishop Andrews—Bishop Andrews, who
is to preside over the Maine Methodist Episcopal Conference, which convenes at Bath, May
1st, will preach in lha Chestnut street church
Suuday morning and at the Pine street church
in the afternoon. He will spend a week in tho

blanks
officials

are

paid a fixed salary.

Bristow
As has been before stated, Secretary
own hands and will soon
has the matter iu his
The frontier collecdecide all the law points.
after their
looking
in
Washington
all
are
tors

jeopardized fees.

its

at

annual session

in

l°<*i

readopting the following able, comprehensive
port of the Committee on “Liquor Agencies,
as presented by Rev. D. B. Randall
mucn
The committee to whom was referred so
of the G. W. C. T. report as relates to “Liquor

a
Agencies,” have attended to their duty
is odsubmit the following as their report: It
vious to every reflecting mind, that in the presuse
ent state of public opiuion, the medicinal
of intoxicating liquors cannot be dispensed
However much this is desired by tne
with.
atfriends of temperance and humanity, its
We must
tainment at present is impossible.
so congrapple public opinion as it exists, and evil as
duct the warfare as to prevent as much
e must
\V
possiblo and ensure a final victory.
so shape our efforts as to correct public opinion
and bring the sale of intoxicating liquors for
“medicinal and mechanical purposes under
a law
control. In accordance with this design
upon the Statute Book of our state providing
who
for the appointment ot a commissioner
for
hall furnish pure aud naadnlteiat d liquors
the above pun oses and at a reasonable price,
and also ageuts are to be appointed iu the several towns and cities, who are to procure tbelr
to sell
liquors of the above commissioner, aud in the
the same only lor the purposes provided
Moreover the law throws around the
law.
to such
agent such restraints, and subjects him
law
iuspections as to ensure, as far as human
his
of
appurposes
can do so, fidelity to the
shall be
pointment. It provides that a record
kept of the quantity aud kind of liquor purchased and where bought, and to whom solo,
which
the kind, amount, aud the purposes for
at an
it is sold, and furthermore, this book is
times open to the inspection ot all who may
wish to look after the matter.
We are aware that the law has been abused
imiu many instances by the appointment of
an abuse of
proper men to the office, anu by
our
instances
their office; so thatiu maoy
aaeneies have become licensed rum shops. But

iu

most

instances me

sucu

rospuust uumj

k>

tbe temperance men of the town. They
do not look alter tbe matter as they should.
But your committee are aware that in spite of all
the care than can be exercised, abase will some
time occur.
This, however, is only another
evidence of the imperfection of all human
efforts and institutions. Shall we, therefore,
abolish the system because it is sometimes
abused? This would be unwise and is contrary
to our practice in other thiogs.
Tbe continuance of the Maine law is depenfurdent upon the wise provision it contains for
nishing alcoholic liquors for the purposes
named in that provision. In the present state
of scientific knowledge, no substitute has yet
cerbeen found for alcohol, for compounding
tain medicines and for other scientific purposes
Of course the people
and also in mechanics.
demand and will have it. But the law forhtds
its sale, except for these purposes. If, thereor
fore, this provision of the law is repealed,
comagents for its sale are not appointed, the
sell
munity will either purchase of those who
the rein violation of law or they will demand
fails.
peal of the law. In either case the law
We cannot too strongly express our views of
and
men
the practice of certain temperance
temperance lecturers, too, who by repudiating
the system of agencies and laboring to have
them abolished, join with the enemies of tem“Maine
perance in their crusade against the
law”— often using the same arguments which
We have been in this regard
they use.
wounded in the house of our friends, and our
enemies have been emboldened in their attacks
While we would
upon the prohibitory law.
exercise all due charity, and make the allowance for difference of views upon this subject,
we must be allowed to enter our selernn protest
is
against such wholesale denunciation of what,
obviously the saving clause in the “Maine
almore
law.” We fully believe that vastly
coholic l'quor |is used for medicinal purposes
than is necessary; that the cases are exceedingly rare where it is ever necessary as a medical
prescription. We must be allowed, therefore,
to enter our protest against the so common use
And we exhort
of it by the medical faculty.
all our members to discournue the practice,
to
to
them
seriously inquire if the
and suggest
it is not a violation of the
so general use of
yet
pledge. But, since public opinion is not
and while
up to the point of its abandonment,
iu
substitute
a
furnished
not
science has
yet
these instances where it3 demand is absolute,
suitawe urge all our members to see that only
ble meu are appointed agents, and also to freas may be appointed,
such
after
quently'look
to inspect their books and by all possible means
to encourage them to keep faithfully within the
provisions of tbe law. But should any wilfully
violate the law, either by purchasing outside
the commission, or selling wrongfully, let them
be prosecuted to the extent of the law.

witli

iSowdoia Notes.
The spring term began Thursday, April 15thAt a boating meeting held in the chapel immediately after prayer* Saturday morning last, it
send a crew to race
was unanimously voted to
in the inter-collegiate contest at Saratoga this
Hall, ’75, was elected captain of

coming July.

the crew, and has selected the following men to
compose the crew: Hall, ’75, bow andcaptain;

Hall, 78, 2; Crocker, ’77, 3; Sargent, 76, i;
Pratt, ’76, 5; Burleigh, 78, stroke. D. A. Sargent, 75, has consented to act as “coach” and
The crew are pulling
will be spare man also.
the Engligh stroke, but enough different from
the original English storke to warrant the name
They row daily on the
of “Bowdoin stroke.”

river, and work

au

half-hour in the morning in

gymnasium. The Sophomore and Freshbuilder,
men gigs are expected daily from the

the

All the class crews are practicing
Blakey.
daily for the college regatta, which takes place

where there was a mixed return of votes, declared unanimously that Tyler, Republican,
was elected, aud in the other case a vacancy.
The same testimony shows that the Republican
The
candidate was elected by one majority.
Democratic Aldermen still prevent a quorum
in that blanch by being absent.
KNOX COUNTY.

The stores of F. H. Summer and John Gey*
in Thomaston, were broken into Monday
night and a few articles taken and a little

j

scrip.

;

COUNTY.
The Wiscasset Reform Club has
and
enrolled
more coming.
LINCOLN

June.
The college nine began
Delta the first of this week,
the following

first week in

the
practicing
and will play in
on

positions:

sociation is 65.
The Junior class held a meeting Thursday
the 22d inst-, and elected Robinson as captair
of the class crew, vice Pratt, who is one of the
It was voted to have the customary ivy day, and accordingly the exercises
will take place the first week in June.

college

crew.

Religious Intelligence.
The Uoiversalist State Convention is to b<
held at Belfast in June.
Two persons were admitted to the M. E
church in Fairfield Sunday last.
Forty-two persons have united on probatior
with the Methodist church atSheepscot Bridge
some of the Iruits of the extensive revival on
der that church through the past winter.
Rev. H. S. Burrage, editor of Zion’s Advo
cate, preached at the Baptist church in Damar
Botl
iscotta Sunday forenoon and evening.
services were largely attended.
Bishop Haven will preside at the East Main*
He wil
Conference at Calais, May 12th.
preach in Bangor May 9th.
The revival continues in the Baptist cburcl
in Camdeu. Rev. Mr. Dewit is expteted togc
there.
Rev G. W. Quinby proposes to print a seriei
of papers entitled: “This Life and the Next.’
which have appeared in the Banner, in th<

the chief attraction of which will be a spelling
match.
The church in Pownal has had no Sabbat!
services for nearly three months. Kev. George
A. Perkins having closed his work there, ii
looking for another place of labor.

STATE

NEWS.

morning.
Congressman Frye lias recommended for ap
pointment as cadet midshipman, James O’Cou
nell of the Lewiston

high

AROOSTOOK

school.

COUNTY.

Mr. T. B. Trafton, late of the firm of Traf
ton & Clough of Houlton, died at Canterbury
N. B., a few days since of heart disease.
Presque Isle is to have a steam cheese fac

tory.
No robins—but a December snow storm is th
report of the Aroostook Times.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Ellsworth American still devotes mucl !
ii
space to rhe temperance reform movemeut
that city. The meetings continue to be fre
quent and crowded.
stable of Daniel Hurley of Ellsworth
was burned Monday night, with hay, etc.
The common council of Ellsworth, afte p
hearing the testimony of parties in the war i

(The

of

few

a

EA

great

treme care, with a thoroughly energetic policy.
most
This management has already secured the
substantial results and an impreguable position.

Dr. Howe is called home to-nigbt by urgent
to tte
business and will not be able to return
city for a long time.

§1.75-2

Fancy Stamped Cloth.

mo.

—

ever

I

am

Having opened

BERLIN

AND

REPAIRING !

tow

at

Square,

Draperies,
You

REASOKBALE

BEDDING,

Wholesale

examine

our

MOSES,
Mlnlionci r

Street,

Pearl

—

HIM OPENING

—

Shirt Fronts,

Q

I

•

impossible

It is

to

name all
or not,

all the ladies, buying
goods and prices,

NO

SPRING AND SUMMER STVLE S

the
to

HOSE,

LADIES’

Gloves,
JET JEWELRY,

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, Kew Braids,
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, etc.

We will exhibit

1

ON

Tlie finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work iu all varieties,
Real and Imitation Laces,

Jin24d3t

tha ailw

CORSETS,

WEDNESDAY,

Remember the Number, 123 Pearl S'
sy N. B.—Daily and Weekly papers delivered

Real Hair Hoods,

I WILL EXHIBIT

jj

nnrl

RIBBONS,

SASH

—

The 21st of April,

(between Congress and Cumberland),where be will 1
pleased to show all who will lavor him with a call,: n
addition to a fine line of the above named giKxis,
Pack,
well selected stock of fine Caller,,
Book., (lamb., lira.he.. Pipe.. Totmce o
articles.
other
and Cigar., To,, and various

nnu

<r

_ai

Opening NECK TIES,

Spring Fancy Goods.

STORE!

The well known Dealer in Books,
mid Pe riodicals, has taken store

123

Just abore the Preble House.

found

CORSETS,

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEM
YORK, save annoyance and expense of car
iaue hire and stop at the GRAND UNIOJ
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAI
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnishet
of $900,
rooms and is fitted up at an expense
nOO
Elevator, steam and all modern improve
ments. European Plan. The RESTAURANTS
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are suppliei
with the best the market can furnish—price
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stage
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for al
HARRISON
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D.
oclO-lyS
Managers.

Street,

dtf

—op

THE OEM SKIRT SUPPORTER,
Dress Bullous, Crimps, Fringes, Crep e
Lisse, Ruches,Back Combs
and a variety of Fancy <*oods«
Please call and examine Goods and prices. Fu '
line Corticclli Milk and Twist.
ap24d2w

aprl9d&wlw

495 Congress

apl6

Grand

ladies’ and Children^ Hosiery,

A.

NEESON & CO. S,

RATES.

are

STORE 561 CONGRESS STREE1

J.

Ties*

apl9

1

has removed to

NEW

—

H. F. GOLDEN. Trimmed Hats,

MRS. S. J. CLOUGH

Fragrant Sozodont hardens and invigoratei
the gums, purities and perfumes the breath
cleanses, beautifies and preserves the teetl
from youth to old age. Sold by all druggists

mf

Lace

respectfully Invited to call and
stock before purchasing elsewhere.

t"g°Thn public

dim

ap24

cheap—only 35c._

ASSORTMENT

Retail.

Will. DAVENPORT.

where will be

ALSO

_

prices.

and

Boston Prices.

Goods,

LARCS-E

give

BEDS,

A long expeiience as Foreman in first clas3 cstal
lishments in New York and Boston enables me t
warrant all work entrusted to me.

Undertakers Wanted.—A few old hands
wanted—apply at Death & Co.’s old office. Tin
soon
people are so afflicted with catarrh that
most of them will drop iuto the grave. Nc
need of it; Reader’s German Suuff never fails
so
to cure the most obstinate of cases—and

Fine

second to none, and at prices which cannot he
beaten in the Boston and New York markets. Our
experience has been extended and practical, and we
believe that we can
may modestly affirm that wo
satisfaction in anything in our line at the most

Shades and Cushions made t *
order.

.UnUrtiwn

Bone. Nickel and llorn Handles,

lino

Lounges

AND

CHAIRS

PARASOLS!

Millinery and Manteau

—

SPRING

apr20WF&S

splendid Quality,

Clocked,

Silk

—

Work

Suits,

Parlor

_

—

Balbriggan Hosiery,

We have secured the services of somo of the best
modistes in the country, and can confidently promise
to furnish anything in tho

and shall keep for Bale

TTh &S-tf.

FOR

NEW

PRICES !

POPULAR

salesroom at

a

AND

FURNITURE

“The Place,”

Plants & Flowers

—

Choice, Fashionable and Desirable Courroisier’s Kid Gloves,
Goods of all Grades,

prepared to receive orders for the manufactur
of all kinds of

apr20WF&S

Use only the Feather-Fiber Duster.
will find them at Kendall & Whitney’s.

Fancy Hosiery

—

from 37 cents upwards.

w

A. H. Atwood, 27 Market

AND

WEEK

THIS

81.00 !

—

plated

OPEN

WILL

—

which will be sold at

Upholstery

Now is the time to take those knives, forks,
and have tncm respoons, &c. into the platers
as good as new at half the cost.

apr23d3w

April 22,1875.

NELSON & €0.

of iho

No effort has been spared to procure tho most

__

Kendall & Whitney offer for the season ol
1875 a choice stoek of Flower and Vegetable

on

W'estbrook, in said county, on Wednesday, the
twenty-sixth day of May, A. D. 1875, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, the following described real estate
belonging to Charles A. Haskell and .Annie M. Haskell, mrnor children and heirs of Dexter V. Haskell,
Situated In said Westbrook and
deceased, viz:
bounded northerly by the county road leading from
Saccarappa village to Cumber and Mills village, and
land 01 Adeline H. HaskeU; easterly by said Adeline
H. Haskell’s land; southerly by land of Alonzo LibM.
by, aud westerly by land ot one Guilford, of Mrs.
A. Brigham, of G. & L. P. Warren, and the estate
of Charles Quinby; said premises being crossed by
the Portland and Rochester Railroad.
FABIUS M. Kay, Guardian of said minors.

YORK MARKETS.

Publishers,

Honorable Judge

to license from the

of Probate witbiu ami for the county or CumPURSUANT
the premises iu
sale
berland. I shall soli at

exhibited in this State from the

PARIS,

No. 13 Free Street,

ture, carpets, etc.
At 2J p. m., atJCustom House wharf, they
will sell the fine yacht Ray. See auction col-

ncs

Guardittu’s Sale of Keal Estate.

Elegant Shades, One Buttou,

|l

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at ten o’clock
furnito-day, at looms 176 Fore street, a lot of

oeeu t<*iitiugusa

assortment ot Plants In Pots and Baskets. Oeraulurns,
Pansies, Pelargoniums, Azaleas, &e„ Sec.
These Plants are from the well known conservatories of Albert Dirwanger, Munjoy Hill, and will be
found very strong and thrifty.
P.CK BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioned*.
did

COSTUMES

WBW

his advertisement.

oeeas.

IN

one

MILLINERY

27 Park Place, New York.

Dr. Carlton Kimball may be found as usual
at his office, and will be pleased to see anyone
Read
requiring dental operations performed.

AUCTION.

AT

On Fridny April 30th, at 10 o’cl’k
A. M,
At salesroom, 176 Foro street, we shall sell a good

apr24dlt

ap24-d&wlt

PLANTS

CHOICE

Select Lines

most
—

any

J.B. FORD & CO.,

that occasion

on

Largest and

jaT'To he had of all Booksellers or will bo sent t(
address, post-paid, on receipt of the puce by

will leave for New

__

umn.

We shall present

THE NOVEL OF \THE SEASON.

The shirt bosom, manufactured by Foster &
and
Merrill, is not a combination of cotton
linen, but is made from pure linen imported by
them. Their trade mark is a blue label with
and will be found on none but per-

gilt letters,
goods.

Under the Preble House—former Establishment of C. P. Kimball Sc Co.

This new book of Mrs. Stowe’s Is likely to be tlio
most popular story she has ever written—always excepting that exceptional book of the world, Uncle
Tom’s Cabin.” Her last previous novel, “MY Wife
three
and I,” has run through about 60,000 copies in
years, and is still a most popular, because eminently
alonu
Neighbors,”
“We
and
book.
readable,
is a
though a complete and admirable story in itselt,
and I," taking up the princiWife
“My
to
Sequel
pal characters of that book, and, with others added,
Hie.
giving a most enioyable picture of social and city
The style is Mrs. Stowe’s best and most delightful—
it is natural, sprightly, full of action and incident
softened by tenderness and illumined by wit, and
made companionable and charming throughout bj
Mrs. Stowe’s delicious and inimitable humor.
The illustrations, by Frederick’s, are capital, and
being well engraved and printed, notably brighter
Advance orders for this book already
the book.
number nearly 20,001) copies, aud it is evidently to b«

society,

fect

Street.

ILLUSTRATFD.

of the
measure, to the judicious management
combining sound principles and ex-

The steamer Chesapeake
York this afternoon.

Streets,

BEEUHEB STOWE.

HABBIET

BIT

STORE,

Cor. Congress and Preble

Neighbors

Unfashionable

an

dtd

public

—

OIJR NEW

A Seqnel to “My Wife and I.’*

from the Society’s publications.)
The confidence of the public is exhibited by
After
the growth of the Society’s business.
steadily increasing, the amount of actual new
the
business transacted in the ninth year after
that of any
of
theSociety,exceeded
organization
other life company in the world; and during
conthe subsequent years the Equitable has
to hold the prominent position then
in

—

AT

—

STOWE’SNEWNOVEL!

The Records of

STREET

SPRUCE

ap20

Wednesday, April 21,

OR,

age, by any company.
of aspublic is specially called to this' method
and consurance, introduced by the Equitable,
cerning which full informatioulmay be obtained

—

ap24

PUBLISHED THIS DA V.

the Society, than
policies of equal
(The attention of the

ON

WK

ap24___tf

on

is due

ON

—

Peering Block.

We and our

Property

shall sell the desirable Real Estate. No. 9
Spruce street. The House contains 14 rooms,
well arrange I, ample c<oscts, cemented cellar, brick
cistern, new furnace, perfect drainage, gas throughLot 120 x 36 feet. A flue garden on the lot.
out.
Terms at sale.
P.O. BAILEY St CO., Auctioneer*.

First Grand Opening

F. 8. MFKKJLL.L,

MRS.

Valuable

AT AUCTION.

Fashion !

Silk

No. 3

did

ap!7

OF

Tics, 17 cent. each.
tt
i.
German Conet., 4A cent, per pair.
Finer qualities from 73 ceuts upward.
Hoop Skirt, from 37 1-A oen’s upward,.
i*

ON

On Hominy, April 26th, at 3 o’clock P. M.

Emporium

One lot Kid Gloves, Alexandre
ton, 73 ccut. per pair.
ceuts
One lot Fancy and Mixed Yarn, AO
per Skein.
cnch.
One lot Bordered Towel., tl* cent.
“
ft
it
1A 1-A •*
„
>(

SATURDAY, Ai rll 24th, at 2| o’clock p. m.,
at West side of Custom House Wharf, where
she now lies, we shall sell ttie tine and fast sailing
Yacht Kay, with her tackle, apparel and furniture.
She is &4 ions. 53 feet long, and 15 feet beam, and
one of the finest Yachts on the New England Coast.
Terms cash or approved pa|njr.
p. O. BAILEY St Co.,, Auctioneer*.

unfurnished. No. 4

or

GOLDEN’S

Keduced Prices:

our

two but-

Policies of

Belt

and

Belts

Buckles,

HANDKERCHIEFS!
(5 inches wide) 35 eeal. )
Silk Neck Ties 12ct») Jel Jewelry Wei. 35
aad 35 cl.) Klascl.) Sleere Kuiton. 15
lie. 10 cl.) all Linen Ucm.lilched Handkerchief. 15c j Hid GIotch (nil «i*e«) 50
Baches
cent.) Ladies’ Bell. 35 el.) Neck
4 cl.) Back Comb. 13 cl.) Linen C.l
lars S cl. [ Wash Bload I,ace 35 ceal.
Saab Kibbon.

articles. I iuvite
call and examine

CARDS.

RE8PECTFULLY,

—

AT

—

—OF—

A SPECIAL

SALE

OF

Trimmed Hats and Bonnet ,

and Flowers,

Plants

THURSDAY, APRIL 29.

embracing all the different varieties of

—

FROM

—

on

HOUSE
Brick house aud lot

the

April !14d, 23d

ap20

and

Saturday,

and

24lb.

is5t| I

LADIES !
COME

AND

can

I
1

interest yon in

Table Linens. ,Napkins, Towels, Diaper •
Shirt Linens, Shirt Bosoms,

BEB

A..
154
apl6

SPREADS,

B.

&c., &c.

BUTLER,

MIDDLE

will be received by the Committee o
Cemeteries and Public Grounds until 4 o’cloc:
M.
P,
SATURDAY, 24tli inst., for furnishing all ma
terial and labor for painting the fence and outside t f
small building on the grounds of the Western Genu
tery. The fence in all its parts both sides, to l
painted two coats with best quality while lead an 1
external walls of the building with best qua.
oil;
ity mlti lead and oil, tinted for walls and trim
rninga as the committee may designate. All impel
fections iu each to he well puttied. The work to t
completed to the satisfaction ot said committee oil c r
before t he fifteenth of May next.
The «omndttee reserve the right to ieject bit: a
which they onsider not for the interest of the city.
Per Order of Committee,
A. BRUNEL, Chairman,

1

?

titf?

:

dlwia

HAVE THOSE BOILED
Or Faded Garment. Cleansed or Dyed, an

angia4

Rye

UNION

SREETI;

Lost.
PREBLE HOUSE.

the Farm about

a

suit.

SCHUMACHER

week

5
:

persons
advantage to cell
Aletheir

I
<1

Pierce

LOCKET.

T
CLEK

apr24ddt«

W

on

BUTTER AND BEAKS.
BETTER,
PICKED PEA BEANS.

VERMONT

HAND

For sale by

& CO.,
SMITH, GAGE
ie)
9* Commercial SI., (Thomas B’lk
K
apr3

<i3w

Ray

STYLES
OF

—

DRESS GOODS
—

AT

—

25 CENTS PER YARD.

apr20dtfU,

—

offer This

CHOICE
—

Manufacturing Company

dtf

apI9___

the

of cement pities. Also contractors for constructing
Fip<
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Pjrtiand, Me
J. L. SMITH,
Send all orders to
S. Hotel.

BROS.,

DECKING BLOCK.

We shall

draoage.

House *

city, April 23, a SHELL
A finder will be rewarded by leaving with
TN this

dler£«o

Apples.

ALLEN, JB.,
No. 11 Exchange Street.

apr21dlw

Dressed by
WORKMEN OF EXPERIENCE.
ai d
Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed or Dyed,
Pressed every day at

Foster’s

received from the Art (>hIlerT of" AM Knot.
of.'Vcw York, embracing ihe latent
reDTCKlucUon of all the celebrated Paintings which
Habitation at the well known Art
on
been
h ive
I'allrr, of fioiipil A* Ho. ill Fnri«, Frni.ee.
All lovers of Fine Arts should improve this opportunity to inspect these goods as they will be on Exhibition only for a 3hort time. The prices are fixed to

interested in drainage wUl find it to

Artificial Tceih Inserted at Remionnb
d2w
rrsce*.
ap25

PROPOSALS

on

ENGRAVINGS

STEEL

W.W.

Streets.
All operations carefully performed.

CITE OF PORTLAND.

upr20

CARLETON KIMBALL,
DENTIST,

fresh

of

iust

200 BARRELS
up
PACKED
ago, anil for sale low by

Bro.
line

—AJTD—

Will be sold low.
Elizabeth Ann from Savannah.
CURTIS & 1>AVTS,
Apply to
152
Commercial St.
apr2td2w

Extra Baldwin

spl^pdid

CARBON PHOTOGRAPHS

PINE LUMBER for ship building,
railroads, factories, bridges, etc., furnished to
order by the cargo, flooring and step boards, plank
for sale, to arrive per barkentine L5zzie Hever and

SOUTHERN

is

a

French Photographs,

Lumber for Sale.

Clapp’s Block, Corner Congress aud El: U

STREET.

Will open to-day

aprS___d3w

18
hereby given that the subscriber h ie
been duly appointed and taken ui>on l.iiusclf t]
of
trust of Administrator of the estate
AUGUSTUS H, STEPHENSON, late of Portland
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givi »
bonds as the law directs. All persons liaviug d
mauds upon the estate of said deceased, arc rcquir.
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted "
said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEOlfGE S. KIMBALL, Adm’r.
apr24dlaw3wS*
Portland, April goth, 1*75.

1)R.

Schumacher

by

SMITH, GAGE A CO.

c pR0CTER>
Exchange Street.

ARTS.

FINE

choice selection of

For sale

on

**

_93

apr24dlw

NOTICE

OUR

GOODS

NEW
We

SEE

State street.
Clark street.
Congress street.
Two story wooden house Tyng street.
44
44
•«
Winter street.
44
44
“
«*
Brackett street.
44
44
44
Pine street.
2 44
44
44
44
44
Dow street,
and houses in other parts of the city. Also sever
desirable vacant lots. Inquire*
44

44

2

179 Middle Street,
bTTiSS

ap20

NEW SAGCA MOLASSES.
NEW C1E1NELJGOS MOLASSES.
AEtV PORTO KICO MOLASSES.

•«

44

-ox-

Peering

WELCH’S,

Block.

apl3_lliglro
MOLASSES.
A

lot on corner of State and York SI F‘
Lot contains 14,000 square feet.

Cor. of Exchange and Middle Sts. >

Tkursday. Friday

^

and

nil.*,, BRIGHTON,

will take place

T. LOBENSTEIN,
No. 4

Cntts,

NO. 1 U. S. HOTEL BUILDINC
at >24 ___dlw
FOR SALE.

WALSH BRO’S CONSERVATORY
NONARTCH

&

Eastman

Roses, Carnations, Calla Lilies
Heliotropes, Ac., Ac.,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says the report of the
Superintendent of School gives the following
statistics: “Number of persons from 4 to 21
years of age, as found by the census April
1874, 627‘J; number in April, 1873, 5720; in
number of children
crease for the year, 553.
from 4 to 15 years of age, as fouud by the census April, 1874, 3858; number iu
April, 1873
3644; increase for the year, 212; number of
school population under six, 700; number ol
school populaiion from (i to 10, 3650; number o
school population over 10, 1923; total nurnbe
of legal school age, 6289.”
Mr. Tucker, General Freight Agent of the
new Portland, Kocbester and Worcester route,
has been visiting Lewiston.
The house of George II. Howard of Lewis
ton, was damaged $500 by fire Wednesday

a

pair.

per

mortuary

popularity

furnished

to

RAY

A.T AUCTION.

To Let.

Ladies’ Plain nnd Bibbed Colton
Hone, 3 pair, for A3 cents.
One lot Ladies’ Plain and Bibbed Colton
Hose, A pnirs for A3 cents.
for
One lot Ladies’ Merino Mosc, A pair,
A3 cent..
One lot Mii.es’ Fancy, Plain and Bibbed
Cotton Ilose, IO cent, per pair.
One lot Kid Glove., one button, 43 cent,

lations of the society are based.
Their business %s couducted on the all cash
and purely mutual basis. All payments to the
society are required to be in cash, and all losses
are
are paid by the Socioty in cash. All profits
divided among the assured Larger accumulahave been made on the Tontine
tions of

The

etc.

~~

YACHT

come^emnmended.
PrebleHouse.

One Ini

indviidual surplus of $3,662,587,28 100.
We notice also that the business of tbe Sois confined to
ciety. although widely extended,
death
the most healthy localities. The losses by
fall considerably below the amount predicted
table, upon which the calcuthe

proposed

Brownville Congregational church and Sacc
have received a donation of $100 from Mrs
Sarah W. Hale of Newburyport, Mass,, towards repairing their meeting houses.
The ladies of the Congregational circle it
Bridgton are to give a social entertainment ai
Gibb’s Hall, some evening the first ot May,

Please notice

an

tinued
attained.

and

experienced

ap24tf

GOODS.

SEASONABLE

We were much pleased iu looking over the
fifteenth annual report of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United States, to see
that over and above the legal reserve they have

paid

m*UST be

after which timo the store will he replenished with

It is said that the town of Madison fiuds its
debt $33,000 iustead of $12,000, as reported at
the town meeting.
Pittsfield Grange is to have a store which J.
H. Chapman will run.

have been heretofore

tOHARRy

_No. 2 Sprue3 Street.
Drug Clerk Wanted.

let,
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
Thirty Days, ROOMS
1111
apr24

Extra Inducements for

SOMERSET COUNTY.

to repair the Methodist churot
in Franklin, and an apron party and dance ii
announced by outside friends to raise funds.

It is

Parasols, Handkerchiefs,

For Sale.
SMALL Excelsior Priming Press. Apply be9
A. M.,
and
1
tween
TjjCKER,

ap24dlw

Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets, Skirts,

of
The town of Topsbam recovered the
§350 from the town of Lisbon, for a washout
and damage in Oct. 1871, on Little River at
Lisbon Falls. This is the second or third case
that has gone against Lisbon, the damage being caused by her filling one (the western,)
channel of Little River, and throwing all the
water into the eastern channel.

profits
Saving’s Fund

A

PRICES.

Having purchased tbe above stock, I respectfully
invite friends and the public to call and examine tbe
goods and prices. The stock consists of a lull line of

sum

A hearty welcome awaits the reception ol
In it is discoverer
the Corticelli sewiug Bilk.
all that is necessary for hand or machine sewing. It has no faults.

river the

will be offered to tbe public at

d3t

ap22_

understands and
a middle aged Swede,
talks the English language, and is accustomed
Is
of
horses.
willing to make
to the care and driving
himself generally useful, and will either work fur the
Can fnrni;-h the last of rersummer or by the year.
erences.
Apply to PORTLAND 1EA STOKE, 75
ai'r^*lw
Middle St._

STORE

REDUCED

lor, Dining Room aud Kitchen Furniture, Carets.
Crockery and Glass Ware, Stoves, Ac.
P. O. IMILEY & CO., Aucllonrers*

who

By

AUCTION.

April 54th, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
ONatSATURDAY,
salesroom, 176 Fore street, *e shall sell Par-

Situation Wauled.

Dccrlng Block,

No. 3

COUNTY.

will be made at Geo. Wright’s, Boston: White
hat, coat, knee breeches and blue stockings.
Base ball “shingles” will be out in a few days.
Whole number of members of the B. B. B. As-

Androscoggin

11ST

A little son of Amos Dow of Foxcroft, was
seriously hurt last week by falling from a barn
window.
Meesrs. Monroe & Littlefield of Dover, sold
Boston parties
a Gilbreth Knox colt week, to
for $2000.
The long winter is bringing many Piscataquis farmers to the bottom of their hay mows
rather prematurely.

by

WILL

FANCY GOODS

400 names

There are about 500 tons of bay, much of it
pressed, ready for shipment in the vicinity or
Sheepscot Bridge at the present time.
lu consequence of the removal of Dr. Moutat the
gowety. the citizens of Jefferson met for the
North Village school bouse, Tuesday,
to lopurpose of inviiiDg some good physician
cate there. The following were chosen committee of invitation: Aloert Richardson, Geo.
Weeks, L. M. Kennedy, S. J. Bomb J.
Ames, Wm. Weeks, M. L. Weeks.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

SAGADAHOC

of
make the season of 1875 at the stable
WJI. C. HHOWN, S4 Federal Sl.i
in
care
of
1st
to
from May
July 1st,
H. RICHARDSON.
ap24deodtjyl

tha bankrupt stock of

Jacobs, 78, c.; Pay2d:
son, 76, capt.; Sanford, 76,1st b.;-,
Wright, 76, s. s.; Fuller, 77, 3d; A. S. Whitmore, 75,1. f.; C. E. Cobb, 77,c. f.; Waite, 76,
At a base hall meeting Saturday evening
r. f.
the following uniform was decide! upon and

the

On Monday, April 26tli,

AT

JUORRIS,

LOX

Carpets, &c.,

Furniture,

NLTTEirS HOKSE,

W. B.

BANKRUPT STOCK

er

AUCTION SALKS’

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

AH Quiet.
We hear it almost daily said,
In different places where we call,
“All’s quiet in the marts of trade,”
And has been ever since last fall.
One “cause” why trade is not depressed
Is, husiness has been “overdone,”
That’s why so many are distressed,
This truth is felt by every one.
Let each one who the reason knows,
Its lesson to the boys repeat,
And “clothe” them at George A. Fenno’s.
Corner of Beach and Washington street.

on

1783

to at

principal cities of Maine.

O. of
View* of the Grand Lodge I.

Fho

In

Selections—Op. Ernnnl.....Verm
Downing
Cavalarv Camp Serenade.
Serenade for French Uorn and I lute Obligato,
.............

LIQUOR AGENCIES*

RAILROAD TAX.

sequent Legislature

The horse cars will commence their Sunday
trips on Congress street to-morrow.
Yesterday was St. George’s Day. The Britas did the
ish Consulate displayed its flag,

cordially invited.
W.
First UNiVERSALisT.Congress Square—Rev.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 7
o.
m.
at
3
p. m. Sunday School
First Pabish.—Rev. John D, Weils will preach
at the First Parish to-morrow.
First Second Advent CHURcn, 567 Congress
St.—Elder Geo. W. Sederquest, of Lynn, Mass., will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting

1875—SYMONDS, J.,

Tho

town house May 1st.
ing match at Fryebutg
Worcester’s Dictionary, croquet sets, &c., will

are

Superior

“spell

a

Monday night.

and 7 p. m.
will
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service
furbe held at the sail loft, Commercial Whart, until
All
m.
a.
ther notice every Sabbath at 10$ o clock

APRIL CIVIL TEEM,

from her bene-

school will observe
Plymouth church Sabbath
An inits fifth anniversary Sunday evening.
lias beeu arranged.
teresting order of exercises
be quite lino.
The floral decorations promise to

gress

p.

$220

sprink-

street

fit.

m.

Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Lostreet.—Services on Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3p.

v u. xu. mxu i.

were

People

lers yesterday.
Miss Cameron realized

in.

a',

completed.
inquiring for the

uniforms are

Till:

Many of them

A,

are

worth double the money.

B. BUTLER.

ap.u

Bomis and Mortgages!.I. V selected Westeri
Municipal ComU
and Keal Estate MdHgages and Trust Deeds.
Collections
and
Eeraiitauces
promptly atInquiries.
CHARLES M. lf AWKES,
tended to.
.M i JdleSt.
yti
augl7TuTh&Sly2ap

CAf-.’l

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

POETRY.
»-■

—-—---

Booksellers and Stationers.

The Follower*

HOVT.it FOfiO

McOOWAJf, ilM Congrc**

T. P.
It. H. STODDARD.

BY

WI?1* A.
Exchange, No* 111 Exchange Nl.
A HHACKFOHD, No. 35 Plum

have a youngster in the house,
little man of ten,
Who dearest to his mother is
Of all God’s little men.
In doors and out he clings to her;
He follows up ami down,
He steals his slender hand in hers,
He plucks her by the gown;
“Why do you cling to me so, child?
You track

You

me

Tonfectionery.
L. J. PERK INN matin facta rer of plain
nud fancy Eaudicis, S1N7 Cou.trfM Nt,
Portland Me.

vetfrs before the boy was boin,
Anot '.er cl)ild%of seven,
heaven had lent to us awhile.
Went back again to heaven.
He came to till his brother’s place,
And bless our 'ailing years;
The good God sent him down in lovo

WALTER COKEY * CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
OKORCE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exkind,
change St. Uphol*tering of all

pOMite

Whom

done

To dry our useless tears.
I think so, mother, for I hear
In what the child has said
A meaning that he knows not of,
A message from the dead.
He answered wiser than he knew—
“My leet were made to follow you.”

TO

Congress Streets.Oflice hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jallitf
Portland. Jan. 15, J875.

THE GREAT

MEANN, Pearl Nireet, op-

Nireet.

_

Rooters.
J. N.

McCOV * CO., ‘J8 Sprin* Street,

Stair Builder.
*

H. P. LIBKY, I.o. SSS Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Oeleno’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York Ac Maple
Street*.
____

to me!

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., i;iO Middle SI.

know—indeed 1 always knew
My leet were made to follow you!

—Harper’s Magazine.

J. A. MXIIRIL

A. KEITH.

m

SUPPOSE (here is not in tlie whole of a pliysldan’s experience anything in human suffering
which calls forth his sympathy, and pity, to such an
extent as to witness the excruciating pains of a poor
mortal suffering from that fearful disease Rheumatism. Heretofore there has been a considerable diversity of opinion among medical men, as to the true
character of this disease; Bome locating it in the hbrous or muscular tissues of rhe system and others
viewing it as an acute nervous disease; hut it is now
arising from a poigenerally admitted to be a diseasefurther
it is admitson circulating in the blood, and
ted that rheumatism can never be thoroughly cured
without exterminating such poisonous matters from
We
the blood by a constitutional internal remedy.
feel confident that none will feel better satisfied and
who
rejoice moie than the conscientious physician,
has found out that a true cure for this stubborn disThe following testimony
ease has been discovered.
from a Portland gentleman cannot fail to satisfy all
that tho

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
aftecMng, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
a most frightful increase of
year by year, we wiiness
nervous atiections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extremo forms of

day

A I'nioa Nt»o

is

COPARTJN LUSH 11'.

with 6mall capital, to engage

in the manufacture and sale of an article for
this state. The article is having a great sale elseAddress H.
where. A good chance tor a carpenter.
A. W., office of the Press, stating where an inter-

view cau be had.
Portland, April 19, 1875.apr23d3t»

Tbe undersigned have formed
the firm

AGENTS to sell the Union Carpet StretchV/X er and Tack Hammer Combined, in every
city and town in Maine. Apply to Greeley, United
States Hotel, between 7 and 8 a. m.and 1 anu 2 p. m.
d2w*
apr23
/A/A
"

Wanted.
apr21*lw

shoemaker. No other need apply.
GEORGE IZATT,
221 Spring St., Portland, Me.

Wanted.
FIRST class salesman, acquainted with the
Flour and Grocery trade, to travel in Maine.
Address in. own handwriting, LOCK BOX 1497, Port•
land P. O.
apr2(Jdlw

A

Wanted.
SI I UATION by a young man acquainted with
the millinery and dry goods business. Address

A

*ap!9dl

A. P. HALE.
w223 Middle St.

Experienced Canvasser Wanted.
Portland and vicinity to iotroduce a standard
and popular article in every family. Address
W. J. G., Press Office.
aprl9dlw*

FOR

Wanted.
MIDDLE

AGED American

to do House

woman

A
_Work. Call at, 196 Spring St.*apl9>llw
Employment.
for the COMWANT 1,000 agents to
PLETE HERBALIST, and The Growing
I
terms
and
furnish such
I
will
sucb
World.

Wanted Immediately.
FIRST class milliner. To the right person a
good situation is offered. Address, giving refM. D. DILLINGHAM,
erences,
Freeport, Mo.
aprlTdtf

A

Wanted.

aprl4tf

BOO

L'

MANUFACTURE OF BLANK BOOKS
desired style of Binding or Ruling. Music,
Magazines and Periodicals of the day bound to pattern

or

EDW.

apr!3dlf__Buxton,
Wanted.
SITUATION

A

as

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

housekeeper

or

at
anr6“3w

Wanted.
ladies of energy ami ability to fill vacancies in our subscription department.
Apply to
SKILLIN & NOWELL,
Portland.
226 Federal St.,
aprl2dtf

THREE

Defaulted and Repudiated Securities.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD Land
Grant Bonds.
BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS AND NINNESOTA RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
CAIRO AND FULTON RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
&
VINCENNES
DANVILLE
CHICAGO,
RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
CHICAGO AND CANADA SOUTHERN KAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
DANVILLE, URBANA. BLOOMINGTON AND
PEKIN RAILROAD 1st

Mortgage

Bonds.

AND
CRA WFORDSVILLE
LOGANSPORT,
SOUTHWESTERN RAILROAD 1st
Mortgage
Bonds.

MONTCLAIR RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
NEW YORK AND OSWEGOMIDLAND RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD 1st Mortgage
Bonds.
PEORIA AND ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD 1st
Mortgage Bonds.
ROCKFORD, ROCK ISLAND AND SL. LOUIS
RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAILROAD
1st Mortgage Bonds.
GEORGIA STATE BONDS.
LOUISIANA STATE BONDS.
MINNESOTA STATE BONDS, REPUDIATED.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.
VIRGINIA STATE BONDS.

WATERTOWN CITY (WIS,) BONDS, REPU-

DIATED.

ILLINOIS TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REPUDIATED.
IOWA TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REPU-

DIATED

MISSOURI TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REPUDIATED.
ISOUOnT AIVD HOLD
Bv G. T. BONNER & CO., Stock Brokers, and Deal
ei*s in Miscellaneous and Investment Securities, No.
20 Broad Street, New York City.
aprl7dlawSIm

Fairbanks’ Scales,
TIIK HTANDARD OF

Highest

THE

WORLD.

1807.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACCURATE.

Prize* at Pari* in

^

Afx

MOST DURABLE.

THE

THE MOST' CONVENIENT.
n

every

respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
Designed

for

adopted by the LNITED

and

BAILEY.

L.

NO. 35 PLUM STREET.
dlwteod3w
ap.l

L'opartiicisliip Notice.
have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of PERRY &
FOSS for the purpose of carrying on the Produce
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
EBEN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
MAYHEW F. FOSS.
Portland, April 21, 1875.

THE

undersigned

I have this day sold out to Messrs. Perry & Foss,
who will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully

CYRUS GREENE.

recommend.
apr22

dtt

PROPOSALS.

jyOTICETOCONTKACTOHS
Proposals for Furnishing tlie City of Boston with Granite Paving Blochs.
SEALED PEOPOSA LS will be received at tbe Offlee of tho Superintendent of Streets, City Hall, Boston, until THURSDAY, April 29, 1875, TWELVE
o’clock M., for supplying the City of Boston with
The
Grauite Paving Blocks durino; the year 1875.
blocks to be of.thefollowing dimensions:

edges to be sharp and straight, forming

their intersections both horizontally
The faces to be straight split and
free from bunches or depressions.
state
tbe price per thousand blocks deto
Proposals
livered on such w harves in the cby of Boston as may
to time by tbe Superintendfrom
time
be designated
ent of Streei 8. Also tbe number ol blocks which the
from the first day of
month
will
deliver
per
proposer

right angles at
and vertically.

nonnmto

urn-

posal trill be received for blocks delivered
required on streets in Itoxbury, Dorchester and

when
West

...

.L.In

i.f

Vnvamliar

A

ALSO

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.

FAIRBANKS

6c

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators
In nil
The

Styes,

Largest and

combining all

the

Grades anti Sizes.

Bent Assortment in the State,
latest Improvements,
called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Kane of ITfaungemenl. Durability, Dryne** and Furily
of Air nud ECONOJIIY of IC5IS.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a hotter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

ialeeroom ‘J53 Fore St.,
Manufactory,

JT. F. HI 1£ It SCI

1.1*.

10 Fro** St.
POBTLA1VD, I1!A!IV£.

Bear of No.

may26dtf

VERMONT

JCOPPERAST

BESTIUJALITV GUARANTEED.
ALWAYS
—

HOWE &

FOR SALE
BY-

GOODWIN,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

0025

ly

Cheapest

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGK STREET.
100,000 Book* without regard to coat.
l*ood Flock*, Watche* nud Jewelry
cheap

Repairing

and

Cleaning

well

done nud

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBl’S SOUS,

hz5tt_PubliuhcvM

anil

JUKI

orW. C.

No. 1G

jyol'lCE
Proposals

for

CONTRACTORS.

copying
try and ianey-wurh in wool*, &c., &c.‘

embrokl-

xxvit

deodGm&wlyll

mari3
DB.

Dr. IV. Kenison

KENISOIV,

from Dr. N. Kenison & Sons, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
23 Winter St., Boston,
VISITS PORTLAND

& Sons,
—AT

Chiropodists
LOCATED

TI1E
m

HOTE L,

S.

II.

second Tuesday. Wedncsday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.

on

IN—

BOSTON
Sine©
1840.

the

'obstructing

....

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
Examination ot the feet

ing Portland every Saturday

Fnrnieliin" the City of Bos-

Edgestoiicw,
SEALED PROPOSALS will he received at the office of the Superintendent of Streets, City Hall, Bos
ton, until THURSDAY April29,1875, twelve o’clock
M., for supplying the City of Boston with Granite

Edgestones during the year 1875.
The stone8 to be seven inches in width on top, not
less than six feet in length and twenty inches in
depth. To be hammered on tojly also twelve inches
on each end and three inches on back: to be straight
lined, without wind, and free from bunches or depressions; the ends the entire depth of the stone to
be squared with the top.
Proposals to state the price per lineal foot, delivered on such streets in the City Proper, South Boston, East Boston, Roxbury, Dorchester, West ltoxbury, Brighton and Charleston, as may be designated
from time to time by tbe Superintendent of Streets.
Separate proposals will be received for stones delivered in each ot the above sections.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish
bonds with sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paving for the faithf ul performance of the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Edge
stones,” and addressed to tbe

aprl6

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE OF PAVING.
dtd

J^OTICETO

CONTRACTORS.

Proposal* for Furnishing the City
ton with Paving Bricks.

proposals.

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.
dtd
aprlG
injxjLifLno

Aim

tviuHiiviviw*

of

Brick

building
proposals
Edifice for Pine Street M. E. Church, Portland,
SEALED
1875. Plains
will be received until
for the

a

May 1,

may be

seen

at tbe store of B. M.

Eastman, 534 Congress street, where all necessary information may be obtained. The Committee reserve
the right to reject anv and all proposals.
F. A. SMITH,
)

| Building
EASTMAN,
CHAUNCY BARRETT, >-

A. I. PATTEN GILL,
D. M. C. DUNN,
H. F. Starbuck, tbe Architect will be

|

Committee.

in attendance

Tuesday, April 13th.
Portland, Ap il 12, 1875.

that in nine cases out ot
teu the disease known as Catarrh
w'as the forerunner ol Consump-

tion, which, when fastened on a
person, is like the grasp ot the
hideous anaconda. There is no
eseape until death relieves them
tiom its torture and they are laid
Friends may say
in the grave.
they died ot Consumption. ’TIM
FALSE.

Catarrh killed them.
And if you doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
sutler when by the use ot the

remedy,

R.t:DKirs

GERMAN SNUFF,
this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, bat most ot our leading
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderlul remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
Au old Doctor says:

“GERMAN SNUFF
perfect cure, and I know of
oolhiug better for Catarrh.” An*
othev well-known M. D. writes as
follows: “When one complains to
me ot a bad Cold ora Heavy Head,
I at once advise them to procure a
supply of
Is a

Proposals for the Erection of a Chapel
for the Maine Insane Hospital.
undersigned will receive Sealed Praposals on
and after the 21st dav oi April inst., and until
the 4th day of May next, at 5 o’clock in the afternoon, for furni-liiug the materials and erecting, under their direction, on the Hospital grounds at
Augusta, a Chapel for said Hospital; the materials,
excavations, grading and work, to be in accordance
witli plans and specifications made by F. H. Fassett,
Architect, which mav be seen at tbe Treasurer’s
Office at the Hospital, on and after the first date
above specified.
The Trustees reserve tbo right to reject any or all

THE

proposals.

A. G. WAKEFIELD,
JOHN T. GILMAN,
E. L. PATTANGALL.

1

Trustees

|

\

Maine
|
H.A.SHOREY,
E. W. WOODBURY,
|
JOHN W. CHASE,
J Insane Hospital.
aplOdeodtd
Augusta, Me., April 10,1875.

To Contractors.
Proposals for furnishing the

materials
in connection
received until
the 30th inst., 4 I*. M., at, the office of F. 11. Fassett
& Son, Architects, J91 Middle street, when the
and all
plans and specifications may be examined,
The Commisnecessary explanation? will be given.
to reject any or all bats.
sioners reseivo the

and erection of the work shops
SEALED
with Cumberland County Jail will be

EDWIN C.

right
TOWNSEND,)

WILLIAM SMALL,
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
Portland, April 12,1875.

Commissioners

J

tor

) Cumberland County.
ap!3dtd

A Message to the

LONG

send your address to 87 Spring St., and
have the agent of the Ladies' Easy Cutting and
Work Table call and show this gem of the work
room.
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system,
luurli)
tf

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

FOR

The Cordial Balm of

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
WM. M.
consideration lias actuated the
GILES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism* Ciiout, Frosted Feet* Chilblains,
Bruises and
Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Wounds of every nature, in which the effects of
ami in
are
almost
magical,
extenal applications
which it? internal administration is found to be most
it
for
their
patients
efficacious. Physicians prescribe
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

cuin

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bring

Lothrop’s

and

forward hundreds ol testimonials,
but of what avail 1 Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have, been by the
use of

Tonic Pills,
Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
ami remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Tbeir efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots iu the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs? and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

valuable discoveryThe LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
_

class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal lavor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

&c.
Instant

trie bells.

Medicine

Blood

JOHN Q. DALE, Agent,

Every*placed
o

be the most

people, and

are

warranted

Powerful Alterative ever originated by

They impart.

man.

headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and found no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on hoard Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
Ammonia is a sure
Iodid&of
Giles Liniment

before the

PORTLAND”
—

saved
are

as

Strength
—

Vigor

train under full head, about tbiity-tivo miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible uenenv. in iouruays 1 was aoie
to sit up, and am now readv to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.

liying witnesses ot

to the
AND

when they suddenly take
ami feel all the organs ol the
and head stopped up. they
promptly take a remedy to at
loosen the mucous, which
lowed to stay becomes

Body

Clyde’s

BECENT

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

to ana
direct communication
torn Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full i information given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 2S» Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. L>olaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil ly

beyond.

UNDER CONTRACT

We take great pleasure in informing you of the
beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricurn and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three y =5ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderlul change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.

surprisingly

nose

P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

who

WHOLESALE

AGENTS:

GEORGE C. GOODWIN Sc CO.. RUST BROTHERS

j

&

BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GIL-

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLET, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFUN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F.

PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Mo.

TALCOT'T BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

On and alter July 22, 1871, ami
further Notice, the

un

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
/

—

OF TH*

—

RAILROAD'

BOSTON! & MAINE
Will.be taken

all

utt

THROUGH TRAINS

can
once

HARM ATI AN, Capt. Aird.
leave this port for Liverpool

Payable
equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
in Gold

No. 3 India Street.

commenced to take pos-

session of your body. Now, if yon
are wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

BOSTON,

mini}

M ASS.

and rid your nose aed bend oi that
which in lime will kill you.
Do
you doubt it 2 Well, suffer away.
Use np three os lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DU EE EYE*, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OE SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
it you must be so obstinate as to
not purchase one box ol

GERMAN SNUFF.
Price 35 Cents.

The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
direct. makiDg connections with
the Intercolonial Railway, to*
Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, aiu«
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Bre.on, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
dSr^RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES
DaYS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

Glasgow?

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
Ordinance.
City Marshal’s Office, 1

Portland, April 19,

in

I
1875.
shall at all times
not less than
name of the owner

tlie

GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d6w

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and Shipmasters.
fcTOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
JL day of September, 1871, the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic ol
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance ot vessels are as follows:
For Vessels with Cargo*
Certifying Manifest.. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0
For Vcmwla without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
4.00—$11.0
Bill of Health.
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf

Poultry tender,
Makes even tough
juicy, rich and llavory ; makes splendid bread, increases the weight; saves cost in a month. Prices—
K in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs
$2 50; 10x16 bakes 16 lbs.. $2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
$3 25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., $3.50, Sent express paid,
on receipt ot the cost, to any town east of the Mississippi ; full directions accompanying. Agents wanted
Send for a
and State and County rights for sale.
*T. A. LOCKE,
circular.
aprl6d8w*32 Cortland St., New York.
For Sale.
Trustees of Pine Street M. E.

For sale by all Druggists.
remote from the city send 50 cents to the
you
Agents and receive a box by return mail. Genera

Boston.
c28

now

on

on or

Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any ot the al*ove
named prop» rtv can get particulars by enquiring ol
1875.

CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
for
FERNALD,
}
A. J.PETTENGlLL,
) Trustees.

N. S.

Knox

__

Stallions,

Lightfoot

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
t^-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
ANI) SLEEPING C ARS are attached to the traiDS
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage cheeked trorn Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (anil that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtf
Portland, September 19.1874.

Portland & Rochester 11. R.
Shortest and Most Direct Route
—FROM—

Portland to the South and West.
No Transfer! No Change of Cars
—

BETWEEN

—

WORCESTER.

rORTLABiD ASD

Arrangement of Trains commencing Hoc.
ill, 1844.
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
T.50 A. M. For Hoohefter, Naaliua aiul Worces
and
tor, connecting at Rochester with Eastern,
Boston & Maine Tra:ns lor Boston, also with trains
Nashua
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a; Ayer Junction with tiains tor Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p,m.,
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, anil
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
4.45 P. Itl. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. ill. Express tor Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. m., connecting with Night Train tor New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. m.,
connecting with Express trains .eaving Albany at
10 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord,
Lcwell. Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, aud to all important points South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points lor sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at
DePOt
WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

Stallions, LIGHTFOOT AN I> III It AM,

of 1875 at the stable ot
will malic the
THE
LOVEITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Hum Street., Portseason

Me.

Me.

farther jiarticnlara address JOS. W.
EIIEN G. PERRY, Box 1541,Portland,

For
or

_ap23dtt

For Sale !
Lewiston, Me., stock of Dry Goods in one ot
the best locations in the city. The stock is small
and well selected. The store is fitted in modern style
aud is very desirable. For particulars apply to
J. T. SMALL, Real Estate Agt.,
Lyceum llall Block, Lewiston.
inai27eodlm

IN

a

SPECIAL

The Revised Statutes of the United States. Sections
3232. 3237, 3238, and 3239, require every person encaged in anv business, avocation, or employment
which renders him liable to a SPECIAL 1AA, TO
PKOCUKE AN II FLAt* CMOFICVOtMI.Y IN HIM KMTABLISBlII KAr.ll

PLAKEOK BUMINKMM

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16.1874,
until further notice trains will run
:
follows
as
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
He turn in g.
Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermediate stations
at 6 50 a. m~
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m,
7.30 a. m. from Portland and G.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p.m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter, Kezar

The Taxes Embraced within the Provisions of the Law above quoted are the
following, viz:

Rectifiers.JJ
retail
Dealers,
liquor.
Dealers, wholesale liquor...

JJJ

BOSTON

25 00

15 00

Persons

or

Social

firms liable to pay any of tbe

Taxes named above must apply to FRANKLIN J.
ROLLINS, Collector of Internal Revenue at 22 Exchange St., Portland, and pay for and procure tbo
Soeclal-Tax Stamp or Stamps they need, prior to
May 1,1875, and WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE.
J. W. DOUGLASS.
Commissioner oj Internal Revenue.
Office of Internal Revenue.

Washington,
aprlO

D.

C., February 1,

1875.

S&Wet^

20 SUPERIOR MUSIC BOOKS.

\
For Opening and Closing Schools, 40 cts.
For Note Reading in Schools,

New.

Readers.

American School Music
Vols. I, II and HI. 35c., 50c

50c.

00 cts.

Cheerful Voices.
Sabbath Schools,

For

River of Life.

$30 per 100,

New Ed.

For High Schools and Academics,
Hour ol Singing.

$1,00.
$1.00

Orphean.
Entertainment,

Plano at Home* 4 bauds.
at IUoinc.
Gems ot Strauss.
Cheap Instruction Books,

$2.50.
2.50.

Organ

2.50.

Winner’* IVew School*, (each 75 cts,) for
Piano.—for Cabinet Organ,—for Melodeon,—for Gui-

tar,—for Banjo,—for Comet,—for Fife,—for Accordion,—for Clarionet,—for Flute,—and for Flageolet.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent, postpaid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y

ap20__dAw2w

DE WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II. S. WING, Proprietor.
A first-class Hotel In every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of tho commercial and pleasure seeking

public.

MAINE

&

60 ©0

10 00
60 t>0
Brewers of le*s than 500 barrels.
Brewers of 500 barrels or more. 1(H) 00
Any person so liable, who shall fail to comply with
the foregoing requirements will be subject to severo

J. HAMILTON, Scpt.
nol4dtf

Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

£0
JO
0O
10 JJJJ

Manufacturers of tobacco.
Manufacturers of cigars.
Peddlers of tobacco, first class (more than two
horses or other animals).
Peddlers of tobacco, second class (two horses
or other animals).
Peddlers of tobacco, third class (one horse or
other animal).
Peddlers of tobacco, fourth class (on foot or
public conveyance).

and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Kailroad Passenger Station in Port-

land.

JJJ JJJJ

^

Dealers in malt liquors, wholesale. 21H) 00
00
Dealers in malt liquors, retail.
Dealers in leaf tobacco.
500 U0
Retail dealers in leaf tobacco..
And Oil sales of over *1,000, fifty cents for
every dollar In excess of $1,000.
5 00
Dealers in manufactured tobacco.•
Manufacturers of stills. o® 00
00
And for each still manufactured.
And for each worm manufactured. 20 00

Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe

Fails, Freedom

STAMP denoting

a

the payment of said SPECIAL TAX lor the SitecialTax Year beginning May 1, 1875. before commencing
or continuing business after April 30, 1875.

For Home

PORTLAND k OGDENSBURG R.R

TAXES,

May 1, 1S75. to April 30, JS»«.

no23

raarl3-dt

Feed for Cattle.
of feed

at Casco Brew-

for Cattle and

Hogs
LOTS
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
P. McGLiNCHY. Prop.

RAILROAD.

novSdftm_

ARRANGEMENT.

TPf 'I R.

On and after December 30, 1874,

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

rfl

On and after Monday, March 1st, 1875.
Passenger Trains

will leave

Portland for Portsmouth nnd Boston at
Re*1.45 A. M., t9.10 A. M., and *3.15 P. M,
turning leave
Boston for Port-month nnd Portland at
*8.00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough, Wrst Mcnrberongh,Maco, ftlddeford, Kennebuuk, Wells. North Berwick, Moulb Berwick Junction, ConEliot and Kittery at
way Junction,
t9.10 A. M.
For Hnco. Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells,
North Berwick, South Berwick Junction, Conway Junction, Eliot nnd Kittery at 19.10 A. M. and *3.15 P. M.
For Maco, Biddeford, Kcnnebnnk, Conway Junction, Kittery nnd Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., ami *3.15 ,P. M.
For Cnpe Elizabeth, Scarborough, West
Ncarboronsrh, Nnco, ana Biddeford at
5.20 P. M., Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston, and the 9.10 A.
M. Train from Portland connect at
.Tnn.'tinn fur IVa.iIi

I'mm-n

Conway

v

Train* leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.0G, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make close connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in seasou for passengers to take the cars of
the Portland anti Ogdensburg Railroad.
This
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
4|ii*-bee, and all parts of Cauada En*t;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for AnfgUMto, Baugor, Hock land,
Ifrlfa*t aDd other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and intercolonial Railways for If angor, Nt.
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maioe Centxal Railroad for AugUNla, Bath and l.nviniou ; and on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for
Fa*lport and Ml. John.
♦Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. N. B
This train runs
but not on Monday.
tAcoommodation Train.

Sunday

tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCn, Gcn’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDEK, Gou’l Ag’t.
mat

Maine

Railroad.

Central

CIIANOE

OF TIME,

Commencing' March
Nile hi
Komioii

1st, 1875.

Tullmnn

Train

frani

leaves Portland 12.30 a. m.
"v'isfor
Bangor, Calais, St. John, lloulgEjfjjVBB.
ir.
st. siephensand Halifax.
PiiNHMigor Train Iravc* Portland 6.15 a.
m. lor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville cud Skowhegan.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor, &c.
T.
■

...

m.

#

for Brunswick, Lis-

bon, Rath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Porrlmid 5.30 p. m. lor Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Pa-Hoiixcr Train* will nrrive from Lewiston, Hath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From BSaugor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston. Rockland, Ac., at 2.55 p. m.
From Aii^naia, Rockland, Bath aud Lewiston
at 6.45 p.

m.

Night Train from Mt. John, Bangor, &c.f at

1.45

a. in.

Through Freight Train* Daily to all points
Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
Railroads.
Freight Delivered at or l>efore 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m., Bath 10.00 a. m.. Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. ra., Waterville 10.30 a.
in., Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Geu’l Supt,
feb26tf
on

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND NUKE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN <£ CO., Boston, Mass.
ma31ddwt

Wanted

Agents

Sell

to

THE POLITICAL, PERSONAL AND

RIGHTS

PROPERTY

a Citizen of the United States.
How to exercise and how to preserve tbeth. A new
book, by Theophilus Parsons, LL. D. Has no equal
for popularity and real value. For particulars address, 8. 8. NCRANTO.K & CO., Hartford.
mar31t4w
Conn.

or

Airt nts! Send for Circnlar and Terms.

LlVlftG«TON£’8
Popular Edition.
LAHT JOUHN * L« !!
Price £2.50.
The story of the last seven eventful years of the
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, and of his
Fiiflerings and death, as told by bis men. The book
they want. R. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hertmar31t4w
ford, Conn.
Daily to Agent*. 85 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. JfOO
two £5.00 Chromos, free.
mar31t4w
Broadway, N. Y.
FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys it
Sold by Agents.
Address, O. S. WALKER,
Eric, Pa
_mar31t4w

HAVE YOU TRIED

Station, Commercial,foot

of State Street,

B,e*ve Pori Inn ! 1.10 p.

and

Hiram.

are

Gmia

Church offer for

thier
standing
THEsale the church building
before the first day of Max,

lot, to l>e removed

land

Agents for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists 2G Tremont street,
dlj

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

tute.

SNUFF

Southwest

C. FURNIVAL Agt.

With connections to Prince Edward Islaud, Cape K re ton and 8t. John*, IV. E.

Knox

143 Court Street,

nol7dtf

BAKlWGPAUr

1.

J

MORAK’N
Received the Diploma of the American InstiMeat and

RIDER'S

points in the

DIRECTI

LOVEITT

E. PONCE,

its

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

HEAD,

consulted professionally
Address
*

G. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,

or

II. & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Drafts
on
Sight
England for small amounts, anply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

ap20

may be

Lotlirop
mail free of charge,

on

SATURDAY, April 24, 1875.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious dav from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (according to accommodations).870 to 880

and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and tor every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall forfeit
and pay a sum not less than five dollars nor more
than ten dollars, to l>e recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-half for the use of tho
complainant and the other half to the city.
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.

Everywhere.
I)r.

'Tickets
liate.%

Reduced

Steamship

wear a

GERMAN

and all

Northwest West and

EASTERN RAILROAD.

The

EVERY strapkeptaround the City
neck, of
three inches in width, with the

and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the indiv idual did not take
proper care attiic commencement.
How often do we hear peeple say,
“)ly head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don't yon know what is
the trouble 2
You have Catarrh ;

Rates!

Canada, Detroit, C-hicagO) IflilwaB
bee* tJincinnati, Ht. liouin, Omaha,
Hagiiinw, Ml. E*nul, Walt Lake City,
Dearer, Sob Fraucineo,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

granted at

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE’

To

MAIL LINE TO

Liverpool.

and

Return

NOTICE.

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
July 21.1871.
v22tt

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

€o

United Htaten mails.

derry

—OF THE—

EASTERN

TIIE

Passengers booked to London-

mar29

For Sale by Druggists generally

Steamship
CONVEYANCE OF

AND

ip. ni., arriving a. txi.iou u. iv.iiu
m., 2.00, 8.00, p. m. Returning, leave
Boston at 8.00, a. m„ 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For Lowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9.10
a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Concord and Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m.. (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. m.
For Cireat Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Rochester, and
Farmington, via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alloa Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Kcunebunk and Way Htations at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave JKeuuebnnk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central Railroad will change cars at, and have
their baggage checked via Boston & Maine
Transfer Station.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
no21

if al-

m tup

just

—

WINTER

cold

POISOJV

it lias

FOR

Canadian and

TEMTITIONIALS.

Tipton, Dec. 3, 1874.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left kneecap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARltY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.

Oecan

Montreal

Cow

Fuewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricuni and Lothrop’s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
lind them actually specific iu such cases.
1 regard
them as most invaluable medicines, atid nothing
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.

Athletics

Iron Line of Steamers

—

$2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be had separately at 5U cents per box.

New York, June 1st.
Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new disLiniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
Boston, July 13, 1874.

PBINTIN4! of every descriptiuo neatly
executed ul this Office.

vir-

SNUFF

GERMAN

to the Mind

covery,

THE

great

Price

found

undersigned respectfully informs the Public
that he has opened an office for the sale or t ransfer of Real Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. 1
have on hard now several lots and houses for sale in
I have also (fee finest
the most desirable location.
sand tor building or plastering purposes. Partiespn
uecd of the same will please call on

its

At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden cliauges in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
tue.

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia.

anythingjequal to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
Bruises, wounds stiflness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just what we long wanted, and wo now use nothing
else. In thirty years* experience in Europe and
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.

Boston. Sept. 14,1874.
Dear Sir—
Mr. Willtam M. Giles, Chemist:
Your Agent. Mr,.Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases. I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that I had a horse I was using for private that had a
I told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
ibought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to fay that I have used it very persistently
fill the present time, ami 1 now lind it nearly
removed, and ihink it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy 1 cheerfully recommend its use to any omo who has a horse or horses
afflicted m this way. I would further fay that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on the off leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, aud the bunch his disappeared.
J. II. HATHORNK,
Proprietor of Citizens' Line loaches.
GEO. C. GOODVVIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
cod&wGm
del2

from the grave,

LDtlJII)

NURSING MOTHER.
Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
this
city, on Shore Line
47, about ten miles from
Road, was accidentally thrown off against a rock,
A

New

never

were

so

breast,urnd removes all swellings

Barnttm’s Hippodrome.—We have

it

AJCtD

PRILADELPUIA.

oct28dtf

For

joints

lor ague in the

15 Broad wav. New York.
for W. IS. State*,
102 State St., Boston.

CREAGIT, Agt.
apr5d3m

JM. «.

SNUFF

GERMAN

RJBDER’S

In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.

communication with the stewards by elec

The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ico and togs.
Rates of Passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.

RIDER'S

TESTIMONIALS.

and hard lumps.

SNUFF

GERMAN

Syri-

AND LIYERPOOL,

CITY OF LONDON
CITY OP ANTWERP
CITY OF LIMERICH,
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF BRUSSELS
CITY OF RICHMOND
CITY OF CHESTER
these
steamers tastefully fitted
find
Passengers will
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,

Will

a

proprietor

cure

QUEENSTOWN

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of each
week, from Pier 45, North River.

RJERER’S

Suffering.

LINE,

INMAN

word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

monia.

Notice.
Southern Fine.
pieces, various dimensions suitable for ship
or bridge work.
Also three, three and a half,
and four inch plank long and wide, for sale low.
J. S ROBERTS,
7 & 9 Center Street.
aplfidlm

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

74 EXCHANGE ST.

ALLAN_L!NE.

GERMAN SNUFF.

ENGLISH REMEDY

86 West street. New York.

jy28tf

tor in a practice of near twenty
years 1 have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose

GIL£S’
Liniment Iodide of Am-

N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the WharL
CLARK & SEAMAN,

J.

cr

ROPER’S

GREAT

Mr.

apl2dtd

records show

Yes, the medical

plainly

Offices

iPassen^er

Leavthis line.
and New York every

Wednesday P. M.
merchants and manufacturers
will please remember that tlie
rates of freight by this line arc the
same as by any oilier direct line,
whether special or regular.
For freight or passage apply to

RIDERS
T1IE

ot Bos-

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the office ot the Superintendent of Streets, City Hall, Boston, until THURSDAY, April 29,1875, twelve o'clock
A/., for supplying the City of Boston with all the
PAVING BRICKS required by the Paving Department daring the year 1875.
The same to be of the first quality, handstruck.mortar, hard-burnt Paving Bricks,
satisiactory in every respect to tbe Committee on
Paving and t he Superintendent of Streets.
Proposals to state tbe price per thousand bricks,
delivered on such wharves in t he City of Boston as
may be designated from time to time by the Superintendent of Streets.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish
bonds, with sui'eties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paring, for the faitnful performance of the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals lor Paving
Bricks,” and addressed to the

DOOM !

YOUR

delOeodtf

free.

ton with

Something New.
to

NO. 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.

with sureties satisfactory to th Committee on
the faithful perfotmance of the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Paving
Blocks,” and addressed to the
CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.
dtd
aprl6
TO

w
tat 8.40
and We.

Auburn at 8.50a. m.
Lewiston
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West,
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
at
Auburn
5.45Miand
Express from Lewiston
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.1o p. m.

only steamer sailing in

will be the

bonds

dor« Please apply
LADIES
P^S,02*8^^
A.,
Spring St., plain
family sewing, dress-making,
Dome

Square. Portland.
George C. Goodwin & Co.,

Pavinq for

VtonkMeller*.

Notice.

necessity

Market

sample of the blocks must accompany the proposal.
The successful bidder will be equired to furnish

B. M.

CO.
d9m

There
or fickle-minded man.
be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits aud temperament, which all serve to shape the
manner of tbe manifestation of their nervous disturbances, constituting a difference as marked as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only iu degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles tor safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
ifis nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions^ hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of ir more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned. In caucation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and tbe many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of tbe system; a weakened condition foland paralyzing the
lows, impeding,
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ol the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

fle-ininder,

AMANDA M. BROWN.
Capt. Walden is witness to this statement.

A

311 Broadway, New York.
fe24

and

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,

Streets.

Maine,
Specifications

FAIRBANKS. BROWN & CO.

though retained but

The proprietor of this medicine has walked the
aisles ot the hospitals of London and Paris for the
past t wenty years, making rheumatism a specialty,
and the prescription from which this remedy is compounded is all he ever used in the treatment of this
disease.
In simple cases sometimes one or two doses suffice.
In the most chronic cases it is sure to give way by
the use of four or live bottles.
By this efficient and
simple remedy hundreds of dollars are saved to those
who can least afford to throw it away, as surely it is
by the purchase <,f useless prescriptions.
This medicine is for sale at all Drnggists throughout Canada and tho United States. If it happens
that your Druggist has not got it iii stock ask him to
send for it to

The blocks to be in every respect satisfactory to the
Committee on Paving and the Superintendent of

and

WAREHOU«Eg-‘] Milk Street Bo-ton.

There is ereat sensitiveness to impressions,
a short time, with a flickering
fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renan individual what is commonly called a wbifdering
must of
time.

wonderful remedy.
Respectfully yours,
Mrs.

Itoxbury.

xv

—

a

Depth 7 to 8 inches.

VI....

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
tbe whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix tbe mind upon auy one thing any length of

CHIROPODIST,

STATES GOVERNMENT.
—

ly

class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
lift
ES^will form a semi-weekly lineJeavmBSB ^ukPLgT*Mng Boston & Maine It. It. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
I Wednesday
and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals ami berths included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”

Nervous Debility

Cape Elizabeth, Not. 12,1871.
Prof. Alphonso Hiller.
This Is to certify that I have been a torGents:
tured sufferer from inflammatory Rheumatism for tho
past three years, and during the last year my sufferings have been beyond description. 1 have tried everything I could hear ot but obtained no reliefisuntil
truI tried the “Diamond Rheumatic Cnbe. It

Width 3J to 4J inches }
Length 6 to 8 inches j

All the

Address
N. M. CAME.
Me.

GEO.

SMALL.

—

MEW YORK.

BE

WSIML

PROOF.

FCRTHE S

AND

—

OR

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should he able to judge for themselves by tlieir
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtli, comfort, and
even life itself if left to run its course unchecked, by
tlie early and prompt application of curative remedies.

Portland, Dec. 11,1874.
Prof. Alphonso Hiller:
Gentlemen: Unsolicited by you, I wish to hear
testimony to the efficacy of the Diamond Rheumatic Cure.
During Ihe past year 1 have suffered
greatly from that common and agonizing affliction,
Rheumatism. My shoulder was so affected that ray
left arm was completely powerless and I despaired of
I was in
ever aga:n having the use of that limb.
duced. by hearing of the many marvellous cures accomplished hv the agent while. staying at tho Preble
House, to buy a bottle. It Is sufficient to sav that
without faith in the medicine or its results, by the
taking of five small bottles I was entirely relieved.
And weeks have since elapsed, and I am still all right
and free from pain, with no indications of its return,
and the feeling of new iife which 1 experience I attribute to the use of the Diamond Rheumatic
Cure. Have the kindness to pass my testimony anil
experience around for the benefit of suffering humanYours truly,
ity.
CYRUS HANSCOM, Temple St.

order.

Gen’l Ageuts for Maine and N. II.,
440 Congress St., next to U. S. Hotel.

AND SHOE makers wanted.

the

of any

for the

WASTED.

on

IK ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Particular attention will be given to tho

or

Hampshire.

BAILEY,

Book Binding Business

Travelling Canvasser,
Light
New
LOCAL
Running Domestic in any pan of Maine
Address
CARLETON BROS.,
and

of

the purpose of carrying

for

canvass

give
advertising facilities that no man need make less
than $200 per month aud all expenses—m matter
whether he ever canvassed before or not. Address
DIt. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand street,
Jersey City, N. J., and full particulars will be sent
aprld&wlm
by return mail.

copartnership under

a

name

&

SMALL

Wanted.

Notice.

Copartnership

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

The first

_

A Good Business Chance.

"WiR until further notice leave Franklin "Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built tor this
route, and both she and. the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
SC^“Freigbt taken at the lowe.-t rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as etrly as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AM ES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl

SNUFF !

Nervous Prostration.

wonderful Medical Discovery.

a

GERMAN

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

PORTlLAlNrD

Diamond Rheumatic Cure

J. W. & II. It. MC DUFF EE, Cor. Middl

RAEDER’S

I

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

_WANTS.

Nervous Debility.

PHYSICIANS CORNERED.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. »:i Exchange

JOHN U.

I

experienced
of
AN Inquire

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

cum

__

Plumbers.

We have each other still!

•fl
X

CATARRH

The Cordfal Balm of Syri-

A. S. OAVIS * CO., No. 80 Middle. Street.
J. *1. LA WSON, 15‘J Middle St.,cor. Uro»«.

We’ve nothing in the world besides,
For we are only three—
Mother and child, my wite and child,

WANTED,

Steamers

Photographers.

JAMES MILLER.No.»l Federal Street.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
■in n
11
|J83ffi®SSWl*'71. trains will run as follows:
7.00 a m. tor Montreal and Quebec,
train
Express
Auburn, and Lewiston.
lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30
train
l\u*-senger
and Lewiston
*'M iil train at 1.20 p. m„ foratAuburn
all stations to Island
and Island Pond, (stopping
for Quebec,
train
mail
with
night
P<>n(l,)* connecting
Montreal and the West.
K
5.45 p m.
Lewiston
and
Auburn
for
Express train
in.
Accommodation for South 1 aris at 5.5o p.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal

English Remedy!

order.__
Horse Shoeing.

Cro*«. Portland.

TBAINN.

M

Pattern and Model Maker.
RARROER.TM Fore Street, Cor.ol

J. I.

IN

a’Ex press from r^wiston and

Street.)_tnaAOdSm

I

era

Come here, my wife, and sit by me,
And place your hand in mine
*
(And yours, my child); while 1 have you
*Tis wicked to repine;
We’ve had our share of sorrow, love,
We’ve had our graves to till,
But, thank the good God overhead,

a man

YORK.

MEW

may
Park and

TIN10THY SULLIVAN * S. YOUNG,
Experienced llorse Nlioer*, at 70 Pe_d»

Come here, my child, and sit with me,
Your head upon my breast.
You are the last of all my sons,
And you must be the best.
How much I love you you may guess
When grown a man like me
You sit as I am sitting now.
Your child upon,-your knee.
Think of me then, aud what I said
(And practiced when I could),
’Tie something to be wise ami great,
*Tis better to be good.
O, say to all things good and true,
•My feet were made to follow you.’”

you are

Medical.
A. CLARK would respectfully inform h

Park.__

to

Eastern Railroad.

WINTER

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Two

How dear

CO

TRMVEEKLY LINE

MILLIONS

WHITNEY A

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

ism

and patrons that he has returned home
DR.friends
be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
and

Carpenters and Builders.

RAILROADS.

ALTERATION

STEAMSHIP

_feb2d&w0m

G.

let me bo alone.”
And he, with serious air,
Answered, as closer still he drew.
“My teet were made to follow you.”
never

debility,

MAINE

THAT

CUKE

A victim of youthfhl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiled
vaiu every known remedy, has lound a simple sencure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers
Address J. H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
P. O. Box 5153.

Ntrcel.

where,

every

St._

Book Binders.
QUIIVCY, Room 11, Printer’s

We
A

Restored*

IVlauhood

Na.SI Middle Street.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

j _MEDICAL.

JURUBEBA.
ARE YOU

Weak, Nervous,
Are yon

quires more

or

Debilitated ?

*o Languid that any exertion
of an eilort than you reel

re-

capable of

maicing?

Thru try JIKIKKBA, the wonderful tonic
on the
and iuvigorator, which acts so
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

beneficially

forces.

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, oiLy to let the sntt'erer fall to a lowir
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It'regulate* the Rowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feci like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, uo marked results, but gradually
ms iroumes

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And silently steal
This if» no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderfnl remedial results, and
la pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the moat powerful tonic and alterative knowu’’.
Ask your druggist lor it.
For gale by GEO. C. GOODWIN «Sr CO.,Boston, Maas.

away.*’

npl2t4w

A GREAT OFFER!
A
BBOADW AY.NKW VOKH,
will tlinpome of JOO PIANOS and ORGANS
of fir*t clan mnlier* including W AT Kits, at
EXTREMELY LOW PRICES for rn*h,
OI KING THIS* MONTH, or part rtuh,
and balance in *mall mouthly pay men in.

WATERS’ Mow scale Pianos.
the beat mndc; The touch clamic, and a
Hue ninsing tone, powerful, pure and even.

are

WATERS’ Concerto OKGAVS.
cannot be excelled in tone < r beauty; liny defy
competition. The Concerto Stop it a flue
Imitation of the Human Voice.
Agent*
Wanted.
A liberal dixcouut to Tenrhern, Mini*ter*, Churehen, Schtfol*, liOdge* dc.
Special indncemeulM to the trade, llluntrated
CninlotfocH Mailed.
aprl.ltlw
1 A ot tlie**IOO C hoice Selection*,”
f ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series”
contains ONE THOUSAND of the latest
and best thing* for Declamations, Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for (orange*.
Tempcraiire *ocieticH, and I.Teeum*. Also
“Excelsior Dialogues,*’ and “Model Dialogues.** Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
P. Garrett & Co.. 7U8 Chestnut St, Phila., Pa.
Wo
make the celebrated PENN LETTER MOO K.
letters without press or water.
for
Agents

11".
now

copying
wanted.aprlftfiw

1,000 AGENTS. Teachers. Students, men and
wanted to sell C’KNTJfcJVN IA I, GA/>
K I' I’EEROF THE lT. *.
Shows grand results of l«M» YEARN PROGRKNX. A whole
library. Boston tilobc.— Not a luxury, but a
Inter-Ocean.— He-t Melling book
iiceeMNitjr.
published. €*oo<l Pay. Want Gen. Agt. In every
Address, J. C*. McClltUV X
ity of 10.000.
1)0.. Philadelphia, Pa.
aprl5Hw
women,

iftX'T•

WEEK*.

7„

A(iENTS’ PROFIT'S
r
XJV7 Will prove it or forfeit #500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent tree to *11. AdIrt'S N\. II. CHID ESTER, 267
New York.
Broadway,
J

\

aprlStlw

AGENTS WANTIE
fastest
tra

selling Bible ever published.

terms to

S« ml tor

our ex-

Agents.

NATIONAL PUBLISHING
Pa.
aprlstTw
SAMPLE
V
to Agents. I.itdit* t orn*
WT? I?
n. Alljli
hiuation Needle Hook. wifbChro11108. Send stamp.
F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
aprlOMw
Mass._
Chang Chaiig sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Cnang .Ml’g
Uo., Boston.
.iprltflfw
U).,

Piiilaoelphia,

AGKXTE*

SIHFtgTxs, RIFLES,

KKY0LVE1W,

Of any and every kind Send stamp
for CaihIo^UO. A.l.lr* *s Cn-ut XVcwlem Con
fcad S*iMul Works, FITTSDUUS Cl.
——

apr!7

—
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